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Local property-owning residents maintain high levels of interest
and awareness regarding a neighboring natural resource complex.

Factors, however, such as proximity, personal interests, use patterns
and economic considerations cause local inhabitants to have an
inaccurate perception of the natural resource complex.

The nature

of local resident perception can be analyzed through three topics
about the complex; use patterns, development alternatives, and the
management structure.

Representatives of managing agencies assume

local residents have a fallacious perception of the complex.

Both

the characteristics and causes of this inaccuracy, however, have not
been measured or analyzed in detail.

If managing agencies possessed

precise information about these misconceptions, it could be used to
improve the efficiency of the management system.

Agency awareness

of this information would also be used to increase the efficiency
of interaction between local residents and agency officials.

An estuary was selected as the focus of this study because
these natural resource complexes are delicate, and include many

critical interrelationships among components.

This study was under-

taken at Siletz Bay, a small estuary along the central Oregon coast.
Siletz Bay was selected because development directly affecting the
Bay is limited and centers on recreational and residential uses.
The four communities surrounding Siletz Bay are typical of a majority
of communities in Oregon's littoral.
Information about local residents was acquired through a ques-

tionnaire, soliciting responses from 146, or 23%, of the households
in the four communities adjacent to Siletz Bay.

Information gathered

and analyzed in this survey was compared to available factual information.

In addition, a second questionnaire was used to acquire both

information about the role and realm of responsibility of each agency
in managing Siletz Bay, and unpublished data from representatives of
36 agencies.

Local residents only responded accurately to questions related
to personal use patterns.

Most respondents did not comprehend the

complex natural interrelationships in an estuarine environment and
the possible effects of feasible development proposals.

They

demonstrated the greatest lack of knowledge when asked questions
about the estuarine management structure.

An outstanding problem

in estuarine management is that individual agencies are functionoriented, and not responsible for managing the natural resource
complex.

The local public would benefit frOm increased interaction

with agencies at all levels, not only to learn more about the roles
of these agencies, but also to acquire additional information about
the estuary to improve the accuracy of their perception.
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ANALYSIS OF RESIDENT PROPERTY OWNER PERCEPTION OF RESOURCES
AND THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF SILETZ BAY ESTUARY, OREGON

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Situation

The coastal zone contains natural resources (defined in Appendix
F) which have been valuable to man for millennia.

Estuaries (defined

in Appendix F), each including an unique natural resource complex,
are the foci of a majority of man's coastal zone activities.

Estua-

rine values for man's activities have traditionally centered on
advantages derived from adjacent settlement.

As technology becomes more pervasive in our society, man's
interaction with estuarine environments is becoming increasingly
complex and detrimental.

As a result, the carrying capacity (defined

in Appendix F) of many estuaries has been exceeded.

Traditional uses

of the estuarine resource complex (defined in Appendix F) by man have

become increasingly surplanted by other uses related to urban
suburban environments in a technological society.

There is a corre-

lation between technological "progress" and our ability to cause
irreversible alterations in estuarine areas, decreasing both natural
productivity and the range of viable uses.

Simultaneously, increasing

demands are being placed on the space occupied by estuaries.

The

recent increase in awareness about numerous facets of estuarine
value and misuse, as reflected in the legislative process at all
government levels, is indicative of both the extent of estuarine
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degradation and the high priority placed on solving this natural
resource problem.

Awareness of estuarine problems is increasing in an era when
the public (defined in Appendix F) is becoming more interested in
maintaining a "quality" environment.

One focus of public interest

is management of the nation's public land resources.

Growth of

interest in active and passive recreation opportunities has aroused
concern for perceived decreases in numerous "quality" characteristics
of public land use.

However, the management of these natural

resources, including estuaries, has evolved into control by government bureaucracy (defined in Appendix F), encouraged by past public
disinterest and ignorance.

Now, although public interest has been

stimulated by perceived decreases in the quantity and quality of
these resources, both formal and informal access by members of the
public into the management processes remain limited.

There is a

gap between the level of involvement desired by citizens in the
management of the nation's public natural resources and the role
these individuals presently play.

One important group concerned with changing use patterns of
estuarine resource complexes is the local public (defined in Appendix
F).

Their concern is associated with daily experiences, economic

factors, and aesthetic considerations.

Each local resident values

the neighboring estuarine environment in a different manner based
on variations in these three factors.

The local public includes

individuals interested in development, conservation (defined in
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Appendix F), and preservation (defined in Appendix F).

The local

public is affected by management decisions, prescribing future use
patterns in the estuary.

These people have a high level of awareness

of some of the special potentials and specific limitations of the
area.

They should be involved in the planning process, not only to

contribute their insight, but also to be educated about the total
range of variables that must be considered in estuarine management.

The Location

Siletz Bay, along the central Oregon coast, is the location of
this research.

The estuary, encompassing 1,203 acres, is situated

at the mouth of the Siletz River, draining a 308 square mile basin.
(Oregon State Water Resources Board, 1965)

Two smaller rivers,

Drift Creek and Schooner Creek, also flow into Siletz Bay.

The map

on page 5 illustrates the study area.

On page 6, a second map shows

Siletz Bay and the surrounding area.

Both maps include physical and

cultural features mentioned in the text.

This estuary is presently used predominantly for summer recreation.

Clamming and fishing for both indigenous and anadromous

species are popular.

As this estuary, and the Siletz River below

tidewater, are not bounded by any well-developed public access areas,
use of the estuary tends to be limited to local residents.

In the

past, the estuary has been the center of thriving lumber and fishing
enterprises.

But, harvesting most of the timber crop in the Siletz

drainage area, decreasing populations in seasonal fish runs, and the
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proximity to two other estuaries which are extensively developed,
Yaquina Bay and Tillamook Bay, all have important influences on the
evolution of use patterns in Siletz Bay to the present.

Siletz Bay is at the southern end of Lincoln City, a stripdevelopment resort community along Highway 101 on the Oregon coast.
Around Siletz Bay, this type of development is exemplified by numerous
motels and restuarants serving seafood specialties.

Lincoln City is

the largest town between Newport, 20 miles to the south, and Tillamook,
40 miles to the north.

The economy of the coastal area between

Tillamook and Newport is centered on Lincoln City and oriented to
attracting recreationists and tourists.

Attraction of these indivi-

duals to Siletz Bay from the heavily-populated Willamette Valley is
limited.

Tillamook Bay, to the north, and Yaquina Bay, to the south,

both offering better facilities for estuarine access and use, can be
reached more rapidly from most interior locations.

The only direct

access to the Bay from inland is a secondary road supporting a low
volume of traffic.

Rather, almost all individuals using the Siletz

Bay resource complex enter the local area from the north or south
on Highway 101.

Three types of communities surround Siletz Bay.

Salishan is an

expensive vacation development, including both homes and condominium
units.

Kernville and Cutler City are two small, economically-

depressed communities inhabited by retired individuals and individuals
dependent on utilization of primary resources.
center community for the Siletz Bay region.
on the continued attraction of tourists.

Taft is the service

Taft's economy depends
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The Problem

To properly manage a natural resource complex, such as the
Siletz Bay estuary, the attitudes and values local residents have
toward it should be determined.

While public officials (defined in

Appendix F) agree local residents have an inaccurate perception of
at least facets of the resource complex, the exact nature of their
perceptive deviations from reality has not been determined.

Realities

about the Siletz Bay resource complex include research and data
collection by representatives of public agencies and academic institutions.

While this set of information is also incomplete, it is

both more complete and accurate than the knowledge displayed by
members of the local public, and the best information available.

This

set of information covers a wide range of subjects, while the knowledge of individual local citizens is concentrated in a few topics of
personal interest.

Local citizens, however, may be able to contribute

valuable insights in these topics.

To solve this problem, the goal of determining the differences
between local public perception and the realities of both the estuary
resource complex and management system must be achieved.

An accurate

perception of the estuarine resource complex by local residents is
unlikely, for factors such as proximity, personal interests and use
patterns, economic considerations, and communication with other local
individuals inhibit formation and maintenance of a balanced picture.

However, this subgroup of the public should have the most complete
and accurate perception of any public group.

Frequent visual and
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physical contact with the estuary also leads to acquisition of bits
of knowledge that are unknown to researchers and representatives of
Local resident knowledge is, therefore, characterized

public agencies.

as incomplete and biased, but with a high level of specialized interest.
Awareness of salient characteristics of the differences between
these two groups of information is important.

Increased interaction

between local residents and public agency and academic personnel
would increase the range of knowledge possessed by both groups, as
well as initiate a reexamination of many segments of information by
individuals in each group.

If members of the local public possessed

more accurate and complete knowledge of Siletz Bay's resource
characteristics, they could develop a more rational outlook toward
future use patterns and development alternatives.

On the other hand,

public agencies could manage the resource complex in a more competent
manner, and this would reflect both an increase in information and a
more accurate awareness of local resident biases.
The management of estuaries, as an unique type of natural
resource complex, has received rapidly increasing recognition in the
United States.

The scale of interest in various estuarine areas,

regardless of legislative intent, correlates closely to the size of
the estuary and the economic opportunities to be derived from that
resource complex.

Smaller Oregon estuaries, such as Siletz Bay, are

still managed primarily by local agencies, especially the local port
commission and the county planning commission.

Agencies above the

county level have less visibility (defined in Appendix F) and are
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mainly concerned with technical investigations to solve specific
problems.

They leave the responsibility for planning and daily

management with local agencies.

If this responsibility is placed at

a higher government level, then the role of the local public in the
management process would be substantially altered.
Several assumptions have been formulated to be utilized when
analyzing the relationship between local resident perception of the
natural resource complex and realities.

These statements are ideas

and concepts taken for granted prior to any discussion.

Some of

these assumptions could be considered hypotheses to be tested or
objectives of research, but in the analysis of this problem, they
are a priori statements.
1.

The individual's use patterns and desired development alterna-

tives reflect his perception of the characteristics of a natural
resource and his value system toward it.
2.

Additional primary data on social values is necessary for

adequate and responsible natural resource planning.
3.

Estuarine resource complexes are valuable, finite, and easily

subject to man-caused detrimental modifications.
4.

Local residents should be able to contribute to the knowledge

available to agencies and agencies should be able to educate local
residents.
5.

Demands on estuarine lands are constantly changing as man's

needs change because of ecological, cultural, economic, technological,
and political factors.
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6.

The local public is an important subgroup of the public in the

management of any spatially distributed natural resource.
7.

Property-owning residents who observe Siletz Bay daily should

be the subgroup of public with the most accurate perception of the
characteristics of Siletz Bay and should maintain a high level of
interest in this Bay as a particular resource.
8.

Of all local residents, local property owning residents have

the greatest commitment to Siletz Bay because of financial investment
and lack of mobility.
9.

The present level and complexity of development at Siletz Bay

allows emphasis to be placed on the problems of measuring and interpreting data about perception by a large percentage of the local
public in the Bay area.

Contributions of the Study

Two primary contributions are derived from this research.
First, the study determines the value system that the local public
has toward the Siletz Bay estuary and compares it to the perceptions
of concerned agencies.

If planning and management of a natural

resource complex is to reflect societal needs and goals, one important group that must be consulted is the local public.

While the

attitudes and values of this one group of public are important in
planning and managing, it must also be recognized as only one portion
of the total public input, but one which retains some unique characteristics.

Managing agencies have perceptions of the estuarine
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resource complex and the local public.

White (1968) states that

four factors appear to play a part in agency personnel attitude
formation:

the decision situation, the individual's experience with

the environment, his perception of his role, and his competence in
dealing with its complexity.

Second, the study supplies factual data on societal values
towards an estuarine natural resource complex.

Very little informa-

tion is available on social values with regard to natural resource
complexes, although many academic groups, initiated primarily by
geographers and anthropologists, are beginning to develop and refine
techniques and undertake research in this broad field.

In the past,

most planning and management of natural resource complexes has been
undertaken on the premise that the public can offer only limited
assistance and should be a docile recipient of decisions.

One cause

of this situation is that most agencies receive public input only
from interest groups and at formal public hearings.

If statistical

data on the manner society values particular resources can be
obtained, then planning and management groups can correlate this
data with statistical information on the nature and capabilities of
the natural resource complex to develop a more efficient planning
and management system.

Methodology

The first phase of this study involved formulation and administration of a questionnaire to the local public around Siletz Bay.
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The questionnaire included sections on personal use patterns,
perceived use patterns and their temporal change, development desired
and perceived limitations to development, and characteristics of the
present management system.

The questions were presented, responses

solicited, and discussion initiated, through a variety of formats.
All interviews were conducted by the primary researcher, insuring
continuity in application and interpretation of questions for
participants.

Data were analyzed in three ways by computer to

discover patterns of similar responses among participants:

by number

and percentage of responses for each question, by six socio-economic
variables to ascertain how each of these qualities affected response
patterns, and by comparing responses to certain questions to test
specific hypotheses.

Significance of all comparisons was determined

by the chi-square test.

The second phase of the study involved acquiring factual data
on the Siletz Bay estuary to compare with the response patterns
obtained from the questionnaire.

Literature on estuarine character-

istics was reviewed to ascertain prevailing concepts about estuarine
use, development, and management, as well as the acquisition of
pertinent statistical and factual data about the Siletz estuary
resource complex.

A second questionnaire was developed and admin-

istered to representatives of 36 agencies having prominent roles
in managing Siletz Bay.

This questionnaire included sections about

interrelationships among agencies, the mechanisms agencies have
developed to interact with the public, and the roles and responsibilities
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of each agency in estuarine management.

In addition, interviews

with representatives of these agencies were used to gain access to
unpublished data concerning Siletz Bay.

The third phase of the study entailed analyzing variations
between local resident perception of Siletz Bay and realities of
the resource complex.

Conclusions include a discussion of possible

causes of the variations and recommendations on ways to improve
local public-public agency interaction.
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II.

LOCAL PROPERTY OWNER QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction

The 14 major estuarine areas of Oregon are the focal points of
a majority of the present coastal conflicts in Oregon.

(Estuary

Siletz Bay, like each

Conservation and Development Committee, 1969)

of these estuaries, is a natural resource complex modified by a
variety of past human activities and existing as a resource complex
to be altered by both direct and indirect human actions in the future.

Human perception of any natural resource complex, such as the
Siletz Bay estuary, occurs in the pattern of a spatial continuum.

Local property owning residents are most concerned about the Bay
because they have a financial and personal commitment to this
estuary, both as a natural resource of personal value and as a part
of their proximate environment.

When an individual resides at a

greater distance from this Bay, interest in it, and knowledge about
its resource characteristics, tend to diminish.

Residents of other

coastal sections of Oregon are interested in Siletz Bay as an area
of occasional visitation and use and as a source of comparison with
other estuaries.

Most inhabitants of the Willamette Valley have

probably heard of and driven by Siletz Bay.

Their mental image of

it, however, as a particular resource is probably limited, depending
on variables such as education and knowledge about the Bay acquired
through prior visits.

The Cascade Mountains, about 90 miles to the

east, form a barrier, causing a major break in this continuum.

Most
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people residing east of the Cascades would have a much lower perceptive awareness of Siletz Bay, decreasing eastward into Idaho,
north into Washington, and south into California)
Local property-owning residents having daily visual contact
with the estuarine areas are within one end of this continuum.

The

defined survey region was bounded by the Inn at Spanish Head to the
north, the upper reaches of the tidal marshes to the east, and the
southern boundary of Salishan Properties, Inc. to the south. Citizens
residing within this area possess higher levels of knowledge, awareness, and feeling about this individual resource complex.
One method for acquiring data concerning perception by individuals is through application of a questionnaire.

Advantages of

conducting a questionnaire survey with local property-owning residents
in the Siletz Bay area include the ability to survey a large percentage of this subgroup of the public, and allowing the primary
researcher to conduct every interview.

The questionnaire was

developed both to acquire data about attitudes toward use, development, and management of Siletz Bay and to ascertain the continuity
of values toward these three topics by participants.

Responses can

then be compared with factual information about use, development,
and management to determine variations of local-resident perception
from an accurate picture.

Jack Johnson, of the Oregon Water Resource Board, commented, while
responding to the agency questionnaire, that almost all the pressure
for preservation of the coast zone came from Willamette Valley
residents, and that residents living east of the Cascades have
He perceives this continuum
virtually no interest in Oregon's coast.
in terms of interest, rather than knowledge.
1.
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Methodology

Within the survey region, outlined on the map on page 5, 146,
or 23%, of the 623 households and businesses were sampled.

The

sample included 125 households, 23% of all households, and 21
commercial establishments, 25% of all businesses in the study region.
Several business owners interviewed were also local residents, but
were analyzed as commercial residents.

It was hypothesized that

the individual's commercial interest would dominate his private
interest, if he both owned a business and a domicile in the study
area.

Only 37 people refused to be interviewed.

A majority of

those who refused, 21, stated they had been living in the area only
a short time period and did not feel qualified to respond to the
questions with any degree of accuracy.

Articles in two local news-

papers about the project, the News-Guard and Fog Horn, helped
minimize the number of refusals.

As a result of these articles,

many respondents stated they anticipated being questioned and were
aware of this research.

This survey has a bias, for the point of view represented by
those people refusing to participate is not reflected in the results.
Also, the results of this study should not be applied to other
residents of the study area or residents of other portions of Oregon's
coastal zone.

Data from the survey, however, could be used as a

first approximation to generate hypotheses about other residents in
the study area, as well as residents of Oregon's entire coastal zone.
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An airphoto of the Siletz Bay area, taken in January, 1971 by
the Corps of Engineers, was used to outline the area of survey and
to locate all the buildings within the study area.

Upon field

inspection, the region was subdivided into homogeneous neighborhoods
containing physically similar houses.
into five sections:

For example, Taft was divided

Taft heights, the waterfront area, main street,

the east side heights, and the Drift Creek area.

Houses and busi-

nesses in each section, with one exception, were sampled randomly
until at least 20% of them were surveyed.

Although visiting 50%

of the households in Cutler City, the primary researcher successfully
surveyed only 18% of all households.

Trailers and renters were not

included in the survey because it was hypothesized that these
residents retained a high degree of mobility.

If an alteration to

the natural resource complex was objectionable, moving would be
their problem solution.

The questionnaire, filled out during an interview which averaged
40 minutes, contained sections on personal and perceived Bay usage
patterns, development alternatives, sources of information, and
perception of the Bay management structure.

Every interview was

conducted by the primary researcher so that if questions were not
understood or needed interpretation, a consistent response would
be made.

It was found that some of the most relevant data were

obtained through conversation initiated by a question rather than
specific responses to questions.
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Data from questionnaire responses were analyzed in a variety of
ways.

First, totals and percentages for each response choice in

each question were tabulated, both to show basic trends in response
patterns and to provide a basis for comparison when the data were
reanalyzed to test specific hypotheses.

The questionnaire and

percentage of responses to each answer choice are presented in
Appendix A.

Percentages were rounded off by the computer and do not

always total 100.

The data were then reanalyzed and subdivided into

groupings based on six different social and economic categories:
age of the respondent, length of property ownership in the Bay area,
temporary or permanent residence, community of residence, family
income level, and commercial or private dwelling.

Finally, several

specific hypotheses were tested.

The chi-square test was used to determine the statistical
significance of relationships derived from questionnaire data and
described in this chapter.

Using a probability of .05 to reject

the null hypothesis, there were almost no statistically significant
relationships.

Testing at a .05 probability means there is less

than one chance in 20 that the relationship will not occur.

Never-

theless, there are numerous important relationships which are not
statistically significant.

Many of these relationships have a

statistical probability of .30 to .05, which demonstrates strong
tendencies.

Statistically significant relationships were present

when the six socio-economic variables were interrelated.

In an analysis

of all the other data, only nine relationships were found to be
significant.

In each of these cases, significance was present with
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only one part of a question.

For example, the nature of resident

variable has a significant relationship with recreational fishing,
but with none of the other variables in question 4A.
The response patterns to use and development questions were also
utilized to determine the nature of the value system respondents held
towards Siletz Bay as a natural resource.

Responses to questions

concerning uses enjoyed, perceived usage patterns, perceived changes
in use through time and desired development are all indicative of an
individual's value system toward this Bay as a natural resource.

Determination of the structure of these value systems is important
because values, once formed, tend to be difficult to modify.

(Rokeach,

Most important, large groups of similar value systems would

1969)

closely relate to dominant attitudes expressed toward the Bay.

Most

individuals' values are strengthened if they believe many other people
concerned hold similar views.

Value systems are tested and altered in the process of resolving
conflict.

Physical, social and economic factors influence the con-

centration of competing and conflicting interests in the estuarine
area, helping to develop individual value systems.
conflicts have the same basic elements:

Many of these

conservation and preservation

of the estuary and its intricate ecological system versus development
to increase and foster economic utilization of some facet of the
estuarine system - at the expense of decreasing its natural productivity.

The view held by an individual in any one of these conflicts

will strongly reflect his overall value system.

Thus, if a person
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is opposed to developing a marina or dredging a channel in this
estuary, he is also likely to be opposed to filling in portions of
the estuary to create house lots.

Questionnaire Summation - Use Patterns

The first section of the questionnaire, presented in Appendix A,
concerned Bay usage patterns.

At an estuary this size, and exhibiting

the natural characteristics of Siletz Bay, the use pattern includes
active and passive recreation, waste disposal, and filling and
dredging in conjunction with residential, recreation, and transportation development.

Recreation uses dominate the active uses for a

majority of local residents.

Questions one through seven were used

to solicit personal and perceived use patterns.

The first two questions compared personal use to use by other
residents from the local area.

The greatest personal use, enjoyed

by 79% of the respondents, was scenic and visual effects.

In the

more active use categories, recreational fishing was undertaken by
61% of the respondents and walking by 58%.

However, when asked

how other people from the local area used the Bay, the active uses
increased by 15% to 42%, while scenic and visual effects decreased
8%.

Some of the respondents must have felt their friends were using

the Bay in a more active manner than themselves.

Further, aesthetic

appreciation of the Bay is more of a personal feeling and use.

This

response pattern may also indicate that communication between local
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residents about active use is more extensive than conversation
concerning appreciation of the Bay's aesthetic and scenic qualities.
The four dominant uses of the Bay, as observed by the respondents, were recreational fishing (98%), recreational boating (97%),
shellfishing (89%), and walking (86%).

Only 60% of the participants

stated they had observed filling land, and 57% indicated dredging
had occurred.

At the time of the survey, however, contractors for

the State Highway Department had filled more than 15 acres of marshland adjacent to Highway 101 to a height of four feet with dredge
spoils derived from constructing a new bridge and approach across
the Siletz River.

A surprisingly few, 25%, indicated they had

observed sewage outfall.

Cutler City had installed a sewage treat-

ment system in 1970, but Kernville and the houses along the salt
marshes were not connected to a system, and sewage at various stages
of treatment is pumped into the Bay at different locations.
An unexpected result was that only 16% of the respondents were
cognizant of "scientific research" around the Bay.

Only two res-

pondents commented that they considered this project as scientific
research.

The respondents were then asked what uses might be

occurring even though they had not observed them.
9% felt scientific research might be occurring.

Only an additional
Thus, scientific

research, such as investigations by representatives of Oregon State
University and public agencies, has not been well-publicized.

The

low percentage indicates that the local public is poorly informed
and seldom involved in Bay research.
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The respondents were then asked whether use levels had increased,
decreased or remained about constant during their residence.

Con-

stant was described to each respondent as being growth at a rate
commensurate with increases in population in the local area.

There-

fore, constant could be interpreted in different ways by respondents,
depending on the period of residence during which they had observed
population change and their perception of the rate of change.
Respondents seemed to present their perception of use changes in
terms of their own changing patterns of use.

The response pattern

to this question again shows that individuals are unreliable as
informants about use patterns of other local residents.

The two

uses perceived to have increased by the most respondents were residential development on filled land, by 36%, and recreational boating
by 34%.

It is surprising that percents for both these choices are

so low as recreational boating has increased with the addition of
shore facilities and launching ramps, and Siletz Keys is an obvious
development along Highway 101.

Sewage outfall was thought to have

decreased by only 7% of the respondents, even though in the past
few years, a majority of the dwellings in the study area have come
within a primary treatment system.

While construction of a sewage

system involves minimal physical alteration of the landscape, members
of all houses included should have been highly aware of the system
because of their increased tax rates.

When asked what were the most important use or uses in the Bay,
respondents emphasized five categories:

fishing (68%), general

aesthetic value (55%), recreational boating (50%), walks (42%), and
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Importance was clearly related to most highly

shellfishing (36%).

valued personal use by the respondents.

The answer pattern to this

question yields a close approximation to the relationship respondents
perceive in considering the relative value of uses.
active and passive recreation uses dominate the list.

Thus, both

All forms of

recreation are more important to a large majority of residents than
As a large percent of the respondents were

non-recreation uses.

either retired or seasonal residents, this value structure is to be
expected.

Questionnaire Summation

Development Alternatives

The second section of the questionnaire, question six through
nine, concerned attitudes toward development and perceived development alternatives.

Questions one, three, four, six, and eight on

the final page were used to determine the value structure of the
individual toward development.

Most respondents preferred Siletz

Bay to two types of alternative coastal environments.

This Bay was

preferred by 87% over more developed estuarine areas such as Yaquina
Bay or Tillamook Bay.

Participants disagreeing with the prevelant

response cited recreational access to the ocean or greater economic
opportunities as reasons for preferring larger, more developed
estuarine areas.

Even with the lack of facilities, ocean access,

and certain natural resources, only 33% of the respondents go to
other estuaries for uses that are unavailable in Siletz Bay.

The two
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uses mentioned by almost all respondents who go to other estuaries
were recreational activities, shellfishing and ocean fishing.
In the second question used to determine preference for the
Bay, 57% of the respondents stated they preferred the Bay to the
nearby ocean front while 25% considered the two areas to be of equal
value.

The response pattern to this question closely correlated

with house location and view.

Several residents in Salishan stated

they had bought their lot because it enabled them, from one location,
to view both the ocean and the Bay, with their vastly different
physical characteristics.

Even with these two expressions of preference for Siletz Bay in
its present form, only 31% of the respondents felt there should be
no major modifications within the Bay.

The percentage of respondents

desiring each form of modification decreases as the project becomes
less feasible in terms of public acceptance, expense, and relationship to the natural resource base.

For example, a commercial fishing

port, considering the crowded conditions in nearby ports, has a much
higher level of feasibility than a commercial logging port.

The

area to be serviced has been logged and both the structures and
activities associated with a logging port would be considered
detrimental to the natural values of the Bay by many other local
residents.

The answer pattern presented in Table 1, from the last page of
the questionnaire, gave further insight into local property owners'
attitudes toward development.

A small majority of the respondents
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TABLE 1

VALUE STATEMENTS CONCERNING DEVELOPMENT

Strongly
Strongly
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree

1. Filling and dredging
are forms of pollution.

18%

23%

9%

40%

9%

5%

22%

7%

34%

32%

3. A state park should be
developed somewhere along
Siletz Bay to give the
public greater access.

21%

31%

10%

24%

14%

4. The adopted plan to
relocate Highway 101 over
the Siletz River is
desirable.

43%

36%

5%

10%

4%

5. An estuary's greatest
value (in dollars) is
almost always as a
natural resource.

21%

34%

6%

25%

12%

2. A developer who wants
to fill part of Siletz Bay
is justified because
opposing government agencies and conservationists
have an extreme point of
view.
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do not think filling and dredging are forms of pollution.
only 9% strongly disagree while 18% strongly agree.

However,

The low neutral

value indicates that this subject has been considered by most local
residents in the past and has also been the topic of local debate
in the newspapers and at public hearings.

Most respondents, however,

do not feel a developer is justified in filling because of the nature
of his opposition.

This response pattern shows that most respondents

believe there must be some balance between development and conservation.
A positive response pattern to the Highway 101 bridge relocation
and, less strongly, to a state park proposal, indicate a majority of
the respondents want alterations that will improve the comparative
position of Siletz Bay in coastal recreation development.

Many who

objected to the bridge proposal believe all of Highway 101 might be
relocated inland in the future.

Most respondents felt a state park

along the Bay would help the economy of the area.

Many respondents

were surprised that Siletz Bay is one of few estuaries in Oregon with
no public access developed by state or federal agencies.

Many parti-

cipants opposed to the park felt lack of public access and attractions
for outsiders is one of Siletz Bay's most positive features.

One

respondent from Cutler City thought if Cutler City were removed, the
land area would make an excellent state park site.

2

The answer pattern to the fifth question indicates many people
recognize the economic value of the estuarine area in its present

This individual stated Cutler City should be razed because of
its deteriorating value.
2.
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condition.

They feel an estuary's natural importance could be

measured in terms of a positive economic benefit.

However, a large

percentage of the respondents also feel that development of a marina
and ocean access would enhance, or at least not decrease the natural
Thus,

value of the Bay, and also create local economic prosperity.

most participants felt Siletz Bay is a developable natural resource
where both economic value and natural environmental values could be
maintained or increased.

Questionnaire Summation - Management and Sources of Information

The respondents were asked if their knowledge of the Bay was
adequate.

If information is or becomes available, 73% of the respon-

dents felt they should know more about the Bay.

However, the degree

of reliability among possible sources of information varied greatly.
The source, followed by the average response is listed below in Table
2.

For each source, response choices varied from highly reliable,

assigned a value of 5, to skeptical of the source, given a value of
1.

The average is for all who answered, rather than all respondents.

Magazines, in the original questionnaire, were not included as they
contain very little information pertinent to the Siletz Bay area.
Radio and newspapers were interpreted as local.

The most reliable source of information, by a surprisingly wide
margin, was considered to be marine experts such as representatives
of the Marine Science Center.

The local public's faith in the

reliability of information from these people should be used to
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TABLE 2

VALUE OF INFORMATION SOURCES

Marine Experts
Radio and T.V.
Newspaper
Conservation Organizations
Federal Government
Close Friends
State Government
Hearings and Formal Public Meetings
Civic Organizations
Local Residents
Local Government

advantage to a far greater extent.

4.22
3.83
3.81
3.77
3.58
3.57
3.55
3.55
3.54
3.50
3.37

As only 25% of the respondents

are presently aware of scientific research in the Siletz Bay area,
there is a need for improved communication between the researchers
and the local public.

Many respondents indicated local civic

organizations had not been successful and tended to see only one type
of solution to all problems in the local area.

While conservation

organizations were perceived to be more reliable than civic organizations, many participants differentiated between groups which
tended to be too extreme and suffered from a credibility gap, and
others, respected for factual and reliable information.

The low

ranking of local government reflects a critical management problem;
to what extent should local government manage Siletz Bay?

Many

respondents stated the past activities of local government demonstrated
they lacked the knowledge and expertise to solve many of the problems
the area faced.

Their comments implied they felt local government

was forced to manage in many realms where they lacked a capability.
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Most respondents seemed to have an adequate knowledge of the characteristics of local government.

This knowledge is related to personal-

ities, as well as professional competence.

The third major section of the questionnaire, questions 12
through 19, and question two, five, seven and nine on the last page
concern local property owning resident perception of the Siletz Bay
management structure and the relative effectiveness and importance
of both various levels of government and specific public agencies.
Also included in this section were questions about the perceived
political importance of the respondent, and questions about the
recently created Oregon Coastal Conservation and Development Commission (hereafter O.C.C.D.C.).

When asked about personal political voice, the respondents
replied overwhelmingly that they perceived their voice as very weak.
Of seven alternatives, 53% chose the weakest.

About half of these

respondents were temporary residents who vote in other communities.
Some of these people indicated they planned to register as voters on
the coast.

Rapidly rising property taxes, in many cases exceeding

taxes paid on their "permanent" home, was given as the primary reason.
Others who felt their voice was weak cited inability to have their
point of view and particular problems incorporated into the existing
system.

This view was dominant among older respondents.

thought they had a very strong voice.

Only 8%

Most of the respondents

perceiving a strong voice had one in local politics, either as a local
office holder, or a prominent business and community leader.

Many
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individuals seemed to have an accurate perception of the power of
their political voice.

This accuracy seemed derived primarily from

experience and a comparison of experiences with other local residents.
The perceived weakness of political voice by a large percentage of
respondents relates to the negative response pattern for local
government, presented in Table 2.

Many respondents believe it should

be more responsive to local citizens.

The respondents were asked which level of government was most
important in the management of Siletz Bay and also to compare selected
characteristics of each level.
below in Table 3.

A summary of the results is given

State and regional levels of government rank

TABLE 3

RELATIVE VALUE OF LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT

Federal

State

1

2

13B Concern

4(2.75)**

2(3.34)

3(3.26)

-- 1(3.41) --

13C Involvement in
Bay Management

4(2.61)

2(3.22)

3(3.10)

1(3.24) --

13D Well-Informed

4(2.71)

2(3.14)

1(3.33)

-- 3(3.09) --

13E Overall Importance

3(3.28)

2(3.65)

1(3.74)

-- 4(3.28) --

11* Reliability

14

15

Regional

County

Local

Primary Managing
Level or Levels

2(32%)

1(49%)

3(24%)

4 (22 %)

5(14%)

Ought to be Main
Level or Levels

5(15%)

1(53%)

2(32%)

4(23%)

3(29%)

* Question number on questionnaire - Each one should be examined for
the exact wording of the question in Appendix A.
** 4(2.75) means the federal level was ranked fourth by respondents
and the average value given the level was 2.75.
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highest under the various criteria.

Regional government was largely

equated with the Port of Newport by respondents.

The regional level

was considered as most important even though it was not ranked as
the primary management level.

One reason for this ranking is the

past dominance of the local Port Commission in managing the Bay.
County and local levels were considered most involved in Bay
management.

However, respondents noted lack of funds, lack of

expertise, and commitment to economic development as reasons for
their minimal importance and unacceptability as main management
levels.

Further, when asked if local government was competent, 61%

thought it was not and only 29% thought it was.

3

However, comments

such as "I hope it is," or "it better be" were also common.

This

perceived value of the local and county levels of government is also
substantiated by the low ranking they received in questions 14 and 15.
The results of the survey showed state government was considered
to be the best overall level for estuarine management.

Many respon-

dents thought it was both the present main managing level and preferable
future level because it encompasses the broader perspective of the
entire state, retains sufficient financial resources and expertise, and
is not committed to any single policy.

Local resident perception of

the most desirable level and reasons for placing management responsibility at the state level corresponds closely to the conclusions
reached in the Stratton Commission report and the orientation of

3.
Local government included both Lincoln City and Lincoln County
government.
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recent federal coastal zone legislation.

(National Council, 1968,

Many

U.S. Congress, House, 1971, and U.S. Congress, Senate, 1971)

respondents considered public management in a negative sense, concluding that the state is the best of several poor alternatives, but
no "unnecessary" public management would be better.
The federal government received the lowest overall ranking.
Two reasons for negative responses were a sense of being "too far
away" from the local situation and minimal understanding of local
problems.

Respondents thought the federal level was involved in

setting policy rather than settling specific local issues.

In

addition, many believed local public hearings conducted in the past
few years by the Army Corps of Engineers and Coast Guard had been
a sham, for the decisions of the agencies did not reflect the
testimony, expressing the needs and wants of the local area.

The

federal level was ranked high in question 14 because many respondents
thought it was the only source of the substantial funding necessary
for any major Bay improvements.

When confronted with specific agencies in question 13, most
respondents stated they did not realize so many public groups had
some role in estuarine management.

In fact, this list contains about

half of all agencies that could have a role.

The number of agencies

actively involved in managing Siletz Bay reflects the limited variety
of uses and use conflicts in this small estuary, when compared to
larger estuarine areas.

No response to any part of question 13 was given by 36% of the
participants.

Many of these respondents stated they did not know
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enough about the management structure to answer this question.

A

number of respondents also seemed deterred by the length and appearance of the question.
of the question.

Others felt competent to answer only parts

A much greater number responded to levels of

government than to specific agencies.

A majority of participants

stated, while answering this question, that they were not knowledgeable
about most agencies and guesswork was involved in responding.

When

the data from question 13 were analyzed, agencies recognized by less
than 14, or 10%, of the respondents were not included.

As there was

a ranking range of 1 to 5 for each agency in each question, it was
felt that at least a 10% response was needed before a meaningful
average could be obtained.

Table 4, on the next page, summarizes the results of question 13.
In the federal agency group, the Corps of Engineers dominates.

The

respondents considered the Corps the second most important agency
in Bay management.

The only other federal agency with a substantial

degree of recognition was the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife.
In the state group, the Fish Commission and Highway Department
were recognized by the greatest number of respondents.

The low value

for the Highway Department in column E occurred because respondents
perceived the Highway Department had only a single interest.

The

Fish Commission received many favorable comments, especially in connection with their hatchery program.

The Division of State Lands

received the highest importance ranking, but was recognized by only
10% of the respondents.

Very few participants, even when asked

specifically, knew which agency managed publicly-owned submerged and

TABLE 4

QUESTION 13

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A*

Federal Agencies
Bureau
Bureau
Bureau
Forest

of Commercial Fisheries
of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife
of Land Management
Service

E.P.A.

Corps of Engineers

15%
30%
18%
16%
17%
51%

18%(3.31)
11%(3.19)

10%(3.36)
18%(3.38)
10%(3.14)

27%(3.42)

10%(2.86)
27%(3.51)

28%(4.02)

22%(3.94)
14%(3.64)
20%(3.30)
10%(3.19)

22%(3.56)
15%(3.27)
21%(3.27)
11%(2.81)

23%(3.70)
15%(3.55)
20%(2.93)
10%(3.33)

10%(4.14)
23%(3.62)
15%(3.45)
22%(3.19)
10%(3.60)

19%(3.78)
17%(4.04)
13%(3.17)
13%(3.90)

19%(3.21)
18%(3.31)
12%(3.17)
12%(3.24)

18%(3.31)
17%(3.92)
11%(3.19)
12%(3.12)

20%(3.72)
14%(3.38)
12%(2.83)
13%(3.37)

12%(3.50)
31%(3.66)

32%(3.53)

10%(3.00)
31%(3.68)

11%(3.44)
30%(3.93)

15%(3.00)
23%(3.30)
11%(3.00)

14%(3.19)
21%(3.10)
11%(2.31)

14%(2.71)
21%(2.90)
10%(2.53)

15%(2.82)
21%(3.33)
12%(2.83)

12%(3.20)
17%(3.35)

17%(2.92)

11%(2.69)
16%(2.79)

16%(3.08)

16%(3.1g)

16%(2.71)

10%(4.00)
29%(3.40)

State Agencies
Division of State Lands
Fish Commission
Game Commission
Highway Department
Marine Board
Water Resources Board
Port Authorities Commission
O.S.U.
State Police
D.E.Q.

14%
39%
29%
35%
20%
12%
34%
26%
21%
16%

Regional Agencies
O.C.C.D.C.
Port of Newport

21%
45%

Local Agencies

County Road Department
County Planner
County Commissioners
County Sanitary Authority
Public Utilities
County Engineer
Lincoln City
Building Inspector

18%
27%
34%
21%
14%
18%
26%
14%

* Letters correspond to the five answer columns in question 13. See Appendix A for exact meaning of each column.
** Number in parenthesis is the average value for all who responded.
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submersible lands in estuaries.

Many respondents thought the state-

wide Port Commission must be important because it had some association
with the Port of Newport.

In the regional agency group, the O.C.C.D.C. was considered to
have been created too recently to be commented on by many respondents.
Many of the participants thought creation of the Commission was a
good idea.

Both a high percentage of responding participants and a

high ranking value are indicative of perceived importance of the
Port of Newport.

Many respondents thought the Port was not handling

its responsibilities at Siletz Bay, but rather was concentrating all
4

effort and funds in either Yaquina Bay or Depoe Bay.

In the local agency grouping, both the highest level of visibility
and the highest value rating were received by the County Commissioners,
with Lincoln City second.

An important feature of responses at this

level is the low value ratings given most local agencies.

Local

politicians were considered capricious, and local financial capabilities poor by many of the respondents.

The answer patterns to the management section of the questionnaire indicate that most agencies having a role in estuarine management have a very low visibility with the local public.

Over one

third of the agencies listed were not recognized by 10% of the

Residents from the north Lincoln County area recently voted to
The primary reason cited
secede from the Port of Newport district.
in the petitions is a majority of the funding for the port district
is derived from north Lincoln County, but only a small percentage of
port district funds is spent in the north Lincoln County area.
4.
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respondents as having any role in managing Siletz Bay.

When asked

if any unlisted agencies were involved in managing Siletz Bay, the
only agency mentioned was the Coast Guard, even though at least 40
additional agencies have a potential or actual role.

One reason

for the lack of response and the overall answer pattern is that
knowledge of participants can be equated to agency activities rather
than the legal responsibilities and functional relationships among
agencies.

Awareness is closely related to personal interaction.

Therefore, the perceived role of the State Highway Department will
probably decline after the new bridge is completed, while the value
ranking of the O.C.C.D.C. will rapidly rise in the future.
Response patterns to the questions concerning the O.C.C.D.C.
indicate the participants have not formed a strong opinion about it
yet, although they are hopeful it will improve coastal management.
Responses were equally divided when asked if the commission would be
primarily concerned with development and only secondarily with
conservation.

A small majority of respondents, 58%, felt the com-

mission should not have more representatives from non-coastal regions
of the state.

This group believed that coastal planning is a regional,

rather than a state concern.

Many respondents stated that the legis-

lative critics wanting more non-coastal representation were not
employed in the coastal area, but rather, just value the region as
a recreation resource.

The discussion surrounding responses to this

question implied that many participants believed their right to
modify coastal resources and attempt to improve local economic
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opportunities exceeds the recreation preservation right of the
general public, who could find alternative recreation and scenic
areas, if portions of the coast became unacceptable.

A few respon-

dents stated development should be limited only if those demanding
preservation would pay the local residents for the economic opportunities foregone.

In question 20, participants were asked to outline the geographic
area they perceived to be a part of the Siletz Bay region.

Many

respondents did not associate the term with a spatial concept.

As

a result, comments such as, "maybe it includes this area, but I'm
The question, as presented, had

not sure," were heard frequently.
some deficiencies.

First, the geographic area included on the map,

and the place names choosen for inclusion probably influenced the
responses of some participants.

If the map had included a larger

area, for example, participants might have enclosed a larger region,
especially if they did not have a clear mental picture of the area
contained in the Siletz Bay region.

Second, a topographic map would

have assisted many respondents to more accurately outline the region.
Respondents drew a circle, using two points of reference along the
coast, north and south of the Bay, and occasionally one reference
point on the Siletz River.

The map on the next page presents the results for this question
for 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% of all respondents.

There were also

extreme answers, from a small circle around Kernville to inclusion
of the entire map.

About 50% of the respondents enclosed a substantial
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A
Lincoln

RESPONSE PATTERN TO QUESTION 20

City

Percentage of all respondents who
included enclosed area in their response.

B

A
10%
B - 25%
C - 50%

C
D

D- 75%
E

90%

Cutler City

E

Kernville
D

Salishan
oyote
Rock

Gleneden

Chinook
Bend

Beach

Mack Landing

Lincoln
Beach

Morgan Landing

Depoe Bay

Mowrey Landing
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portion of the river.

These respondents were mostly fishermen and

boating enthusiasts who used both the river and the Bay for these
activities.

They considered the river as an extension of the Bay.

Several respondents noted the river, as presented on the map, did
not extend to tidewater and believed that location to be part of the
inland boundary of the Siletz Bay region.

Another trend is while most respondents had a similar perception
of the northern coastal boundary of the Siletz Bay region, few respondents agreed on the southern coastal boundary.

The northern boundary

was easy to determine for most respondents because of the view from
Highway 101 at Spanish Head.

Most of the estuary can be seen from

the promontory at the northern border of Taft.

South of the Bay

there is no similar location with a panoramic view.

Furthermore,

with the exception of Depoe Bay, there are no prominent physical
features along Highway 101 south of Siletz Bay.

Another explanation

for the less well-defined southern boundary is some participants
probably determined their response in terms of a point on the Siletz
River and merely extended the line across the map to the coast.
Several respondents did not include the Salishan Lodge area.
These people felt Salishan was not part of the community they perceived to be within the Siletz Bay region.

The placement of this

line probably is indicative of a desire that Salishan not be a part
of the local area.

This question was useful because it yielded an additional
dimension concerning local resident perception of the natural resource
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complex by determining their view of this region as a spatial
expression.

Most respondents included more than the Bay alone, but

determination of southern and inland boundaries were difficult because
they did not seem to think of the Bay as a focus of a bounded region.
Rather, many people seemed to define coastal regions by linear
divisions along Highway 101, which includes most of the familiar
landmarks to most coastal property owners.

Variable Analysis - Introduction

The collected data were analyzed by six variables to ascertain
trends in response patterns when considering specific characteristics
of the participants.

It was hypothesized that different characteris-

tics of participants would have a significant effect on the perceived
nature of Bay use, development, and management patterns.

It was also

projected that this analysis would yield additional information for
explaining the response patterns discussed in the preceding section.
Age, the first variable, divided the respondents into five
categories.

Table 5, below, presents demographic data for the state,

Lincoln County, Lincoln City, and the region surveyed.

The high median age for Lincoln City residents is 50.7.

5

More

typical of Oregon towns, the population of Newport has a median age
of 31.8.

It must be remembered that the census was taken in April,

The only other cities in Oregon with a median population age in
excess of 40 years were Woodburn (49.1), Seaside (47.0), and Milton
Freewater (40.1).
5.
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TABLE 5

AGE CHARACTERISTICS

<15

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

over 65

Oregon*

28%

17%

12%

11%

11%

10%

11%

Lincoln County*

24%

14%

9%

10%

13%

14%

16%

Lincoln City*

18%

11%

8%

8%

11%

18%

28%

0%

1%

3%

13%

25%

29%

28%

Surveyed Population
* Source:
1971a.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,

while this survey was taken in August and September, when a greater
number of temporary residents who are not retired would be present
on the coast.

One reason the average age for respondents in the

study region is greater than the median age from census tract data
is that this survey included only property owners.

Therefore, the

subpopulation encompassing all under the age of 35 is insignificant
in the survey, while in the Lincoln City census tract, it includes
37% of the total population.

The second variable analyzed was length of property ownership
in terms of residence, rather than possession of a lot in the bay
area.

It was thought that those domiciled the longest in the survey

region would be most accurate in their perception of Bay utilization
and management patterns.

Further, longer-term residents should have

a clearer perception of the relative and actual changes in use over
time.
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The third variable subdivided respondents into the categories
of temporary residence and permanent residence.
was defined as less than six months a year.

Temporary residence

Therefore, people who

live in the region twelve weeks or more in the summer and every
weekend the rest of the year were grouped with those who were only
in the area a week or two in the summer and occasional weekends.

One reason for this analysis was that temporary residents might have
a less accurate perception of the nature of Bay resources, having
less frequent contact.

A second hypothesis was that temporary

residents would have highly specialized interests in use patterns,
centered on active and passive recreation.

The fourth variable subdivided the respondents by the community
in which they reside.

The survey area was split into three subregions,

Salishan, Taft, and Kernville-Cutler City.

As 78% of the temporary

residents dwelt in Salishan, and were two thirds of the respondents
from that section, the results for Salishan and the temporary resident
variable correlate closely.

Before the survey was conducted, it was

hypothesized that the study area contained three distinct communities
common to the socio-economic milieu of the Oregon littoral.

Salishan

is a wealthy, vacation-retirement community including private homes
and condominium units along the southern portion of the Bay.

Taft,

like many communities along Oregon's coastal zone, has no industry
and is totally dependent on maintaining the tourist-recreation trade.
Kernville, part of the third section, represents the small, declining
coastal commercial centers where only a few vestiges of past economic
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Cutler City, the other portion of this section,

prosperity remain.

This portion

is inhabited primarily by low income retired people.

of the survey might have been more meaningful if Kernville and Cutler
City had been separated, rather than grouped together.
The fifth variable analyzed was levels of family income in 1969.
This variable was subdivided into six groupings.

Table 6, below,

contains census data, on income for the state, Lincoln County, Lincoln
City, and the survey.

It was hypothesized that income levels would

correlate closely with community section.

This theory was proposed

because most Salishan residents were perceived to have extremely high
income levels, while a majority of Kernville and Cutler City residents
were in low income groups.

It was also thought that income would

affect both use patterns and desired development alternatives.

TABLE 6

INCOME CHARACTERISTICS (in dollars)

less than
5,000

5,0009,999

10,00014,999

15,00024,999

more than
25,000

Oregon*

34.9%

30.4%

21.4%

10.4%

2.9%

Lincoln
County*

29.0%

38.9%

20.7%

9.3%

3.3%

Lincoln
City*

34.8%

34.7%

15.4%

8.9%

5.6%

Surveyed
Population

19.0%

32.0%

14.0%

12.0%

28.0%

* Source:

refuse

3%

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1971b.
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The sixth variable divided respondents into commerical and
private property owners.

When owners were not available in chain
It was hypothesized that res-

stores, the manager was interviewed.

pondents in the commercial group would be more committed to development of the Bay, thus improving their economic opportunity.

It was

also thought that commercial respondents would have a better perception of use patterns and their changes, having some level of economic
dependence on these variations.

The table below lists the types of

commerical establishments interviewed.

In Taft, south of the Inn at

Spanish Head, the presence of 14 motels in a total of 59 businesses
indicates the level of dependence by this community on tourism.

TABLE 7

COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES SURVEYED

Kernville and Cutler City

Taft

Motel
Car Dealer
Electronics Repair
Hardware
Grocery
Roller Rink
Marina
Restaurant
Service Station

4
1

2
2

Service Station
Lumber Yard
Marina
Antique Shop

1
1

3
1

1
1
1

2
1

Table 8 on the next page presents the interrelationships between
six socio-economic characteristics of the surveyed population.

The

nature of these relationships is important to an explanation of the
results from the questionnaire.
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TABLE 8

SIX-WAY TABLE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DATA

TYPE
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9 10 0

37

4

23 16

2

2

2

1

0 15 21

40

1

55-64

13 13 17 0

35

8

10 20 13

1

7

6

9 15

5

38

5

15 18 0

45-54

4

21

16

8

17

1

13

6

8

7

2

31

6

35-44

1

6 11

1

15

4

4 10

5

1

5

3

1

9

0

13

6

25-34

1

0

3

1

4

1

2

2

1

0

0

1

3

1

0

3

2

15-24

0

0

0 1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

+15

40

1

21 20

0

1

1

2

7

14

16

37

4

6-15

30 13

10 14 19

4 12

6

1

14

6

38

5

1-5

40 19

19 21 19

0 14

9 13

17

6

49 10

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

48 53 12

4

7

11

26

1

21

6

2

2

1

3

0

Kernville &
Cutler City

1

0

2

8

17

23

45

6

Taft

2

4

8

10

29

4

42

15

Salishan

2 24

7

3

1

1

38

0

3

2

+25,000

27

1

15,000-24,999

16

1

10,000-14,999

14

7

5,000-9,999

37 10

<5,000

28

Permanent

Temporary

refuse

FAMILY
INCOME
LEVEL

C

NATURE

+65

<1

TYPE OF
RESIDENCE
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1

2
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0
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The age of the respondent has a notable relationship with four
variables; survey section, length of residence, family income level,
and type of residence.
lived in Taft.

Over 50% of the respondents younger than 45

Of the respondents from Salishan, 79% were between

the ages of 45 and 65.

Almost 50% of the respondents from Kernville

and Cutler City, and a substantial percentage of respondents from
Taft were older than 65.
the area the longest.

The older residents tend to have lived in

Over 50% of the respondents over 65 have lived

in the study region more than 15 years.

Further, 85% of the residents

living in the area more than 15 years are older than 55.

When con-

sidering participants living in the area less than 5 years, there is
an even distribution among the age groupings from 35 to 65 and older,
but the group becomes a decreasing percentage of the total for each
increment in age.

The oldest respondents had the lowest income.

Of

the families earning more than $25,000, 72% were in the age group
45-65.

The average age group of temporary residents was much lower

than the average age group for permanent residents.
When the length of property ownership was analyzed, survey
section, family income level, and nature of residence were important
characteristics for comparison.

Salishan residents have lived in

the area a much shorter time than either Taft or Kernville and Cutler
City residents.

Longer term residents of the area tend to have lower

incomes, while highest income groups have lived in the area between
1 and 15 years.

It is unfortunate that 6 years was the length of

residence division arbitrarily chosen because many respondents
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acquired their home within one year of that time.

Temporary residents

tend to have owned their property in the study area a shorter time
than the permanent residents.

Many temporary residents probably

plan to retire in this region in the future, becoming permanent
residents, just as some of the present permanent residents were once
temporary residents.

The variable comparisons of permanent-temporary and privatecommercial yield very little useful information alone.

The problem

is that temporary respondents are only 22% of all respondents, and
commercial respondents are 14% of all respondents.

A large percentage

of temporary respondents also live in Salishan and are the majority
of Salishan respondents.
residents.

All commercial residents were permanent

Last year, 81% of these respondents earned between

$5,000 and $15,000.

The primary reason for analyzing the data by

these two sets of variables is that they should bring out important
foci of perception concerning aspects of the Bay.

The commercial

group should be strongly oriented toward development, while temporary
residents may be most interested in maintaining the natural and
scenic qualities of the area.

There is a very strong relationship between income level and
survey section.

In Salishan, 67% of the residents earn over $25,000,

84% of the total in that grouping.

Of those earning less than $5,000,

80% live in Cutler City and Kernville.
dents from that section.

They were 44% of the respon-
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Each socio-economic variable by which the data were analyzed
exhibited a statistically significant relationship, with a probability
of .05, or less than one chance in 20, when compared to the other
five variables by application of the chi-square test.

The strongest

significance occurred in relationships including the survey section
The significance value for these five relationships were

variable.

all less than .01, or one chance in 100, that the relationship would
not occur.

Statistical results from the variable comparisons prove

that there are distinctive socio-economic communities in the Siletz
Bay area, with predictable characteristics.

Socio-economic divisions

of this extent indicate a source of possible conflict over local
issues.

Conflict is more likely to occur when considering the future

development and use of Siletz Bay, for the Bay is the focus attracting
many of these residents into this region.

Variable Analysis

Use Patterns

The older respondents, especially those older than 55, maintained
and perceived a more passive use pattern for the estuary.
enjoyed walking and the aesthetic appeal of the Bay.

They

The younger

respondents tended to engage in more active forms of recreation, such
as boating, shellfishing, and hunting, and perceived these activities
as the dominant uses.

The older respondents felt the intensity of

many uses had decreased in the recent past while the younger respondents perceived recent increases in use.

For example, 16% of the

respondents older than 65 thought recreational fishing had decreased.
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Only 1% of the respondents under 55 held this opinion.

The age group

55-65, containing 43 respondents, perceived greater use changes,
both increases and decreases, than any other group.
Generally, respondents living in the area the longest used the
Bay least, and perceived others used it less than respondents who
had been in residence less than five years.

In terms of activities,

length of residence had little influence on uses observed in the Bay.
This pattern is indicative of the relatively constant use pattern in
the Bay perceived by many local residents.

Several persons who had

lived in the area more than 15 years felt recreational fishing,
shellfishing, and hunting were all decreasing uses.

"I can remember

when" followed by a favorable phrase about past success in numerous
activities was frequently heard.

The temporary residents group had a higher percentage of
respondents involved in a few specific uses including walking,
aesthetic appreciation, recreational fishing, and bird watching.
These people tended to be less aware of Bay modifications, such as
filling land or development on shorefront property.

Permanent resi-

dents were much more interested in non-recreational uses.

For

example, no temporary resident included dredging, filling, and development on filled land and shorefront property in his group of most
important uses.

Most temporary residents valued passive and certain

active recreation uses.

This result is not surprising, as most

temporary residents bought property in the area for a specific use
or group of uses, and tried to maximize these uses whenever they

SO

have the opportunity to get to the Bay.

Permanent residents, have

a greater opportunity to both undertake and observe a larger
variety of activities in the Bay area.

When examining the data in terms of survey section, many uses
were dominated by one of three communities.

For example, over 70%

of the hunters came from Cutler City and Kernville, or, a much higher
percentage of respondents from Salishan used the Bay for walking and
scenic qualities.

While only 66% of the Salishan respondents per-

ceived any filling of land in the Bay, one of the largest single
fills has occurred within Salishan Properties.

Salishan residents

expressed interest almost exclusively in recreation uses.

Respondents

of Kernville and Cutler City, and to a lesser extent, Taft, were
interested in a wider variety of Bay uses.

Of the respondents from

Salishan, 63% thought walking was an important use, while only 42%
of the respondents from Taft and 28% of the respondents from Cutler
City and Kernville agreed.

Similarly, 74% of the respondents from

Salishan thought general aesthetic value was a most important use as
compared with 55% from Taft and 46% from Kernville and Cutler City.
Respondents from Cutler City and Kernville perceived the greatest
range of changes in use patterns, while respondents from Salishan
observed very few changes in use patterns.

Perception of changing

use patterns correlated closely with length of residence.
Response patterns for various income levels closely correlated
with three other categories:

age of respondent, the older residents

having less income; nature of residence, the temporary residents
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being more wealthy; and survey section.

Income level did not alter

perceived and personal Bay use patterns, except for scenic and visual
effects, tending to be enjoyed by more wealthier respondents.

It is

surprising that the level of income did not inhibit participation in
recreational boating or fishing, both requiring a large initial
investment and yearly expenditures.

However, many respondents moved

to this area because of the recreation resources and were willing to
commit large portions of limited incomes to utilize them.

The lower

two income groups perceived the greatest negative changes in recreation uses.

When asked which uses were most important, only bird

watching and walking tended to be valued by a higher percentage in
the highest income group.

Commercial respondents included 14% of the survey population,
or 21 respondents.

These respondents were more active users of the

Bay and perceived greater use by other local residents.

Their greater

accuracy in use perception was based on at least two factors; greater
contact with the public through their businesses, which were mostly
tourist-oriented, and greater personal use of the Bay.

In terms of

non-recreational uses, the commercial respondent answer pattern
and private resident answer pattern were almost identical.
people saw almost no decrease in any Bay uses.

Business

This response pattern

reflects their optimism to invest in the future of the local area.
The two groups gave similar answers to the most important uses
question.

This pattern indicates several very important conclusions

that might influence the future of the Bay.

First, business owners
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and private residents perceive the optimum future of the local area
to be in continued development of recreation opportunities.

Second,

this pattern implies there should be little conflict between com-

mercial and private residents on the future development and use of
the Bay.

Variable Analysis - Development Alternatives

The older respondents, over 55, and younger respondents, under
35, maintained the greatest desire for development in the Bay.

The

younger group was interested in developing the recreational potentials
in the Bay.

Most of these respondents seemed to equate their responses

to the perceived growth of economic potentials in the region.

Some

younger respondents stated they had initially bought their property
as an investment.

The older group included almost all the individuals

desiring a commercial logging or fishing port, as well as many favoring
future recreational development.

One reason some of the older respon-

dents favored non-recreational development is compatability with use
patterns of an earlier era when the Bay had been the center for
thriving timber and fishery enterprises.

Age was an important variable in analyzing response patterns to
questions one, three, six and eight on the last page of the questionnaire.

Younger residents were more inclined to believe filling and

dredging were forms of pollution.

For example, 44% of the respondents

in the 45 to 54 age category felt filling and dredging were a form
of pollution, while 69% of the respondents older than 65 disagreed.
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Older residents were more interested in developing a state park
along the Bay.

The retired people of the area want increased

recreational access, especially in terms of boating, for it costs
at least $1.50 to launch a boat at any ramp around the Bay.

Many

older respondents felt a developer was justified to fill while a
large majority of respondents under the age of 65 were opposed.
Most respondents younger than 45 saw the estuary as a resource complex of economic importance, while about 50% of those older than 55
did not feel an estuary was a valuable natural resource.

The answer

patterns to these four questions indicate the changing value of the
estuary to different age groups.

Development-oriented respondents

younger than 55 are more interested in future economic prosperity
for the area.

The belief that the estuary has value if undeveloped

is part of the philosophy of many younger residents.

Many of the

older respondents see a decline in local prosperity since the late
40s.

They feel the estuary has a low present value and project a

declining value into the future.

When considering length of property ownership, the longer term
residents desired both recreational and non-recreational development,
while the shorter term residents who desired development were only
recreation oriented.

Answers from older residents and long term

residents yielded a similar pattern of perception concerning development alternatives.

Younger and newer residents had not experienced

the past history of the Bay, but rather predicted increases in
economic value derived from recreational development in the future.
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Answer patterns for value questions on the last page of the questionnaire were similar to the patterns described with regard to age.
An important division of opinion occurred between temporary and
permanent residents.

Of the temporary residents, 61% thought the

Bay should not be developed, while 78% of the permanent residents
were in favor of at least one of five development alternatives
suggested.

The temporary residents do not have any economic depen-

dence on the local region.

Most permanent residents, excluding

retired individuals, depend on the local region for income and
employment.

The coastal amenities the surveyed temporary residents

sought were specific forms of recreation, predominantly non-development
oriented.

They felt an estuary like Siletz Bay was becoming a scarce

resource, to be preserved in its present state.

The permanent resi-

dents, on the other hand, saw increased value through higher levels
of utilization, primarily to attract more transients.

These conclusions about differences in perception between
permanent and temporary residents is substantiated by results from
value questions on the final page.

Of the temporary residents, 84%

thought filling and dredging were forms of pollution, 54% were
opposed to a state park near the Bay, 88% did not feel a developer
who wants to fill is automatically justified, and 78% valued the
estuary as a natural resource of economic value.

One of the reasons

these people thought the estuary is an important economic resource
is this view helps justify their aspiration for preservation of the
resource complex, rather than thinking the Bay has a true high
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economic value.

By contrast, 68% of the permanent residents did

not feel filling and dredging were forms of pollution, 63% felt a
state park should be developed, only 67% thought a developer was
not justified in filling because of the radical nature of the opposition, and 56% thought an estuary's greatest value was as a natural
resource.

The fourth variable analysis, survey section, yielded results
that closely correlated the temporary resident variable with the
Salishan variable, setting Salishan apart from the other two communities.

However, there were also response patterns distinguishing

Taft participants from Kernville and Cutler City participants.
Of the Salishan respondents, 54% did not want any development,
while only 27% of the respondents from Taft and 15% of the respondents
from Kernville and Cutler City agreed.

Residents of Kernville and

Cutler City included 80% of those desiring a commerical logging port
and 66% of those desiring a commercial fishing port.

A very high

percentage of respondents from both Taft, and Kernville and Cutler
City favored recreation development.

The response pattern variations

between the participants from Taft and those from Kernville and
Cutler City occurred because a majority of older, long term residents
live in Kernville and Cutler City.

In Kernville, many unretired

residents are involved in primary resource activities, mainly farming
and timber, and had lived in the area when the fish canning and
lumber industries thrived.

A majority of Cutler City's residents

are individuals who moved to the area after retirement but are
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interested in developments which would not increase tax rates, but
foster recreational opportunities.

In Taft, respondents tend to be

younger and more interested in a tourist-visitor future.

This

community, having grown while Kernville's industry declined, has an
economy based on the recent rapid growth in recreation participation
by more individuals a greater percentage of time.
In response to the value system questions on the last page, a
similar pattern occurred, with Salishan at the extreme of no further
development, Cutler City and Kernville respondents favoring both
recreational and commercial development, and Taft participants
remaining between these two points of view, but inclined to agree
with Kernville and Cutler City participants.

For example, 89% of

the respondents from Salishan thought filling and dredging were forms
of pollution, while 38% of Taft's respondents and 22% of the Kernville
and Cutler City respondents agreed.

The fifth variable, yearly family income, had an effect on
response patterns similar to survey section.

One expected result

was that the lowest income groups favored non-recreational development
most, the middle income groups responded positively concerning
recreation development, and the highest two groups were opposed to
any of the development alternatives proposed.

Results similar to

the survey section comparisons were also found when the-value questions on the final page of the questionnaire were analyzed.
The final variable analysis, dividing the data between commercial
and residential ownership, yielded different results, for Salishan
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and Kernville and Cutler City contained six of the commercial
establishments surveyed and Taft contained the other 15 businesses.
Of the commercial respondents, 78% preferred the Bay specifically
to the nearby ocean front or both the Bay and ocean front.

Also,

86% preferred the Bay over more developed estuaries in Oregon.
Local businessmen must feel this Bay in its present form will foster
the local economy.

Most commercial respondents want some form of

development, with 37% of this group desiring a commercial fishing
port.

However, a surprisingly high 28% of the commercial participants

responded negatively to all five development alternatives suggested.
Commercial respondents against development included owners of marginal
businesses not interested in growth and increased income and businesses
owned by retired people.

Also, some of these respondents lived in

the study area and might retain a strong environmental interest in
the Bay.

The answers of commercial respondents to the value questions

on the final page of the questionnaire were similar to the responses
for Taft in the survey section analysis.

Variable Analysis - Management and Sources of Information

Older groups had a higher percentage of participants who felt
they did not need nor want to acquire additional knowledge about the
Bay.

Responses such as "there just isn't much more to know" or, "at

my age, why should I learn more" were frequent.

Younger respondents

felt state government and marine experts were the most reliable
sources of information.

Older participants showed a preference for
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friends, local government, and radio and T.V.

Radio and T.V. were

considered highly reliable by the older than 65 group.

Members of

all groups under 65 seemed to have a greater variety of contacts and
experiences, and devoted less time to radio and T.V.

A higher percentage of older respondents perceived they had a
weak political voice.

A higher percentage of respondents older than

55 thought the local and county levels of government, and individual
agencies at these levels, were the primary managers.

A majority of

the younger respondents favored the state as the primary management
level in the future.

A higher percentage of those over 65 thought

details of government should be left to experts, and a slightly
higher percentage thought the local government was competent.

How-

ever, less than 50% of the respondents in every age group thought
local government was competent.

Older residents felt more strongly

against increasing the number of representatives from outside the
coast zone region on the O.C.C.D.C.

Older respondents, especially

those having a political voice before the Roosevelt era, remember
the past powers of local politics, encompassing a perceived greater
individual political role with only a weak mesh of control from
higher government levels.

Younger residents, especially younger

than 55, have been brought up in a different management structure,
in which political organization and control has changed.

The

response pattern strongly reflects this division.
The length of property ownership answer pattern closely corresponded to the age of respondent answer pattern, as in the sections
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on use and development.

That is, long term residents and older

residents held very similar views.

In terms of reliability of

information sources, length of residence did not reveal the distinct
variations found through analysis by age groups.

One important

pattern was that increased length of property ownership correlated
closely with perceived decreases in reliability of marine experts.
A high percentage of long term residents probably believed they already
knew enough about the Bay and rejected most of the more recent
philosophical concepts and factual information presented by marine
experts.

They prefer to rely on past experiences.

A much larger percentage of participants residing in the area
over 15 years perceived less public agency activity in the management
of the Bay.

Lower percentages of respondents in this group knew of

particular agencies involved in management, and their role.

Residents

who had lived in the area shorter time periods responded in a more
positive manner when considering the relative importance and particular roles of most agencies.

Even the traditional focus of estuarine

management, the Port of Newport, received a ranking average of 3.60
from respondents living in the area more than 15 years, while the
average for all who answered was 3.93.

The only exception to this

trend was local agencies as a group, receiving a value ranking of
4.00 from the more than 15 years in residence subpopulation, and
3.28 from all who answered.

Temporary residents were more skeptical about a majority of the
information sources than permanent residents, even though a higher
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percentage of the temporary residents would like to know more about
the Bay.

After marine experts, the source they indicated as most

reliable was conservation groups.

Permanent residents had more

confidence in radio and T.V., newspapers, close friends and conservation organizations.

Many temporary residents thought state and federal government
were the primary management levels.

While many of the permanent

residents thought the state level was most important, high percentages
favored regional, county and local levels.

When asked what level or

levels should manage, 83% of the temporary residents responded the
state level.

When discussing specific agencies, a higher percentage

of temporary residents responded when considering state and federal
agencies, while a greater percentage of permanent residents answered
when local and regional agencies were presented.

For example, 24%

of the permanent residents and 18% of the temporary residents responded
when asked about the county commissioners, while 16% of the permanent
respondents and 36% of the temporary residents responded when asked
to consider the importance of the State Highway Department.

Permanent

residents, especially those living in the area a long time, had only
limited interaction and awareness of agencies above the local level.

Answering the value system questions on the last page, permanent
residents believed regional government allowed the local region a
desirable level of autonomy.

However, this group was strongly opposed

to criticism by legislators that the O.C.C.D.C. should include
representatives from non-coastal areas, while a substantial percentage
of temporary residents favored some non-coastal representation.

A
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greater percentage of permanent residents thought the details of
government should be left to experts.

For example, 62% of the per-

manent residents and 79% of the temporary residents thought the
This

local government was not competent to solve complex problems.

response pattern indicates temporary residents have been exposed to
a wider variety of management systems and have a clearer perception
of the relative merits of different management levels.

Responses from Salishan participants correspond closely to the
answer pattern for temporary residents.

However, there were variations

in responses between residents of Taft, and Kernville and Cutler City.
In terms of sources of information, residents of Cutler City and
Kernville relied substantially more on civic organizations than Taft
residents, but less on local government.

The town hall for Lincoln

City is located in the center of Taft, and local politics probably
have a high visibility with residents from that community.

The

similarity between Salishan and temporary participants can be seen
as the reliability ranking average for conservation organizations,
for example, was 3.86 from Salishan and 3.81 from temporary residents.
Only 13% of the Salishan respondents thought they already knew
enough about the Bay and didn't need to acquire additional information,
while 25% of Taft's respondents and 38% of the respondents from
Kernville and Cutler City agreed.

This pattern correlates closely

with responses to the statement that details of government should be
left to experts, as 7% of the Salishan respondents, 14% from Taft,
and 30% from Kernville and Cutler City agreed with the statement.
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One reason for the high percentage of positive responses from
residents of Kernville and Cutler City is the large number of elderly
people not interested in acquiring additional knowledge.

Second,

many long term residents felt that their presence in the area for
many years, and knowledge about the past history of Bay use, must
have enabled them to learn everything of importance about this natural
resource complex.

Respondents from Salishan tend to be younger,

newer to the area, and have a more extensive formal education.
Further, the comment that "you can never stop learning" was frequently
stated by respondents in this group.

When asked about the management of the Bay, almost 50% of the
Salishan respondents considered the federal level as a primary
management level, while 69% thought it included the state level.
Most residents of the other two communities also considered the state
level to be the present primary management level, but hoped that
local, regional and county levels would become the focus of management in the future.

When considering the O.C.C.D.C., 70% of the residents from
Cutler City and Kernville were against including non-coastal representatives, while only 57% of the respondents from Taft were against
outside representation.

When asked if regional government leaves

the solution of management problems close to home, Taft respondents
agreed more strongly than either Salishan or Kernville and Cutler
City respondents.

The participants from Taft probably associated

the regional level primarily with the Port Commission, rather than
the O.C.C.D.C.
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The highest percentage of respondents expressing knowledge about
specific agencies, even at the local level, lived in Salishan.

A

reason for this pattern is that the homes in Salishan were built
recently.

These people must have become familiar with the roles of

many of these agencies in the process of meeting planning and building
code requirements.

Second, a high percent of these people are from

areas of greater development, primarily in the Willamette Valley,
and resided within a more stringent and complex management structure.
Third, higher income individuals tend to be better-informed.
When asked to evaluate the importance of agencies in estuarine
management, a high percentage of Salishan respondents thought recreation and natural resource agencies were very important.

Respondents

from Taft tended to see greatest importance in a few regional and
local agencies such as the Port of Newport, County Planner, and
County Commissioners, which have a high visibility with local residents.
When the management and information data were subdivided by
family income levels, the lower income groups relied more strongly
on radio and T.V., newspapers, and marine experts, while the greater
than $25,000 group relied strongly only on marine experts.

The

poorer groups, with an income of less than $10,000, were much more
positive in their responses.

Individuals with greater incomes,

through past personal experience and knowledge about most forms of
communication, are skeptical of almost all sources of information,
until facts have been substantiated.

The wealthier respondents also

have a wider range of sources for obtaining information and perceive
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the necessity of more reliable information.

Education level and

learning to question information sources probably influence this
pattern.

Of the respondents earning less than $5,000, 46% thought

they did not need to know more about the Bay, while only 18% earning
over $10,000 agreed.

In terms of management, 80% of those who felt they had a very
strong personal political voice earned more than $15,000 last year.
Of those earning more than $25,000, 54% thought the federal level was
a primary management level and 71% thought the state level was a
primary management level, the only two income categories over 50%
for either the federal or state level.

When asked which levels should

be the management levels in the future, participants with an income
below $10,000 tended to favor regional and local levels, while state
got the highest percentage of positive responses from all participants
earning more than $10,000.

Of the respondents earning less than

$5,000, 56% believed details of government should be left to experts,
while less than 15% of all other groups agreed.
Income level was an important factor in developing an awareness
of specific agencies.

For example, when asked to consider the overall

importance of the Corps of Engineers, over 50% of the respondents in
the groupings of more than $25,000 and $15,000-$25,000 were able to
rank this agency, while less than 25% of each of the lower income
categories responded.
responded.

Only 7% of those earning less than $5,000

Responses to county and local agencies, with the excep-

tion of Port of Newport yielded a similar answer pattern.
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Business owners considered newspapers most reliable after marine
experts, followed by radio and T.V. and local residents.

The values

for newspaper and radio and T.V. were substantially above the average
for all respondents.

As most businessmen depend on local radio and

newspapers for advertising, it is not surprising that they have a
high regard for the reliability of these sources.
When considering levels of management, the business owners
preferred every other level above the local group.

When considering

specific agencies, business respondents, like temporary residents,
were more skeptical and gave lower values in ranking the agencies,
especially at the local level.

This skepticism is probably based

on past interaction with officials and a credibility gap between
political promises and results.

When the data were analyzed by six variables, two dominant groups
of residents with different sets of interest in the estuary, and a
different set of values toward the estuary became apparent.

One set

of values, characteristically held by temporary, middle-aged, wealthy
respondents who have lived in the region a shorter time and are from
Salishan, is that the Bay should remain in its present condition.
These people initially invested in the area because they perceived
Siletz Bay and the adjacent beach area to be relatively unspoiled.
These people are primarily interested in passive recreation uses of
the Bay, with a secondary interest in some of the more active uses,
such as recreational fishing.

This interest pattern is also reflected

in their negative outlook concerning most forms of Bay development
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and the perceived desirability of the state and federal levels of
management.

Respondents from Cutler City and Kernville, and to a lesser
degree Taft, communities inhabited by longer term, permanent, less
wealthy, and either young or old residents, indicated they wanted
the Bay to be developed, allowing a greater variety of uses by more
people.

This group, including the commercial respondents, felt the

Bay resource should be used, rather than remain "idle" and that
modification would not decrease its value as a natural resource
complex.

They tend to be more interested in active recreation uses

and perceived a greater number of Bay users.

They want facilities

to support and enhance these activities, and promote economic growth
in the local area.

They perceive the state as the primary management

level, but are hopeful of increased local responsibility and control
in the future.

This group has two significant subpopulations.

The

primary interest for non-recreation Bay development comes from longterm, older residents.

Interest in recreational development comes

from younger residents, especially in Taft, who are dependent on the
future economic prosperity of the local area, and the recently-arrived
retired respondents, predominantly from Cutler City, who would like
increased recreation opportunities and Bay access.

These two sets of basic value systems held by local property
owning residents compete to dominate the future use and development
pattern in Siletz Bay.

Potential conflict between these two groups,

and the interests they attempt to substantiate, should be recognized
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and considered in the decision process.

6

The overall response

pattern includes two larger groups of respondents belonging to one
of the well-defined groups, with fewer respondents retaining portions
of both value systems, but belonging to neither.

The statistical

significance of interrelationships between the six variables by
which the data were reanalyzed is a further indication of the polarization of the local population into two distinct groupings.

Hypotheses

Six specific hypotheses were tested with the survey data.
Hypotheses were utilized to analyze particular characteristics of
development consciousness, to examine some parameters of the perceived
management structure, and to analyze perception of Siletz Bay as a
natural resource complex.

While many hypotheses could be projected

and tested with the collected data, the six presented here are most
relevant to this study.

The respondent's development consciousness,

influenced by his personal use pattern and perceived use patterns, is
an important input in determining a perceptive pattern for the Bay's
management structure and in forming a value system toward the Bay as

6.
A task force was formed in June, 1972, to assist in developing a
comprehensive zoning plan for the area around Siletz Bay. Members
included representatives from most major interest groups such as
utility districts, Lincoln City, the Fish Commission, Game Commission,
and Salishan Leaseholders. This approach had been previously used
at Yaquina Bay and Alsea Bay, and resulted in the development of
zoning plans in which all the major interest groups had a continuous
input into the planning process.
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a natural resource complex.

Hypotheses concerning management were

formulated to ascertain continuity in response patterns concerning
the perceived relative merits of management levels, and the relationship between perceived management structure and both development
alternatives and the Bay as a natural resource complex.

Finally,

hypotheses concerning the value of the Bay as a natural resource
complex were tested to determine if natural or ecological value is
a primary input in a local property owner's value structure toward
this Bay.

The most important management level is the level
1.
perceived to be paramount now, not the level that should be
the future primary manager (Comparison of question 13E,
levels only, to questions 14 and 15).
Analysis of the response pattern to this hypothesis illustrates
a primary problem with participants in the survey area.

participants, 66 or 44% did not respond to question 13E.

Of all

Many in

this group felt they were not informed to the depth required to
respond to this question, even though they responded to the less
complexly structured questions, 14 and 15.

Members of non-response

groups lived predominantly in Cutler City and Kernville, and appeared
to be in lower income groups and possess a limited education.

The

group of non-participants seemed to correlate closely with respondents retaining a narrow range of interest in the Bay.
The response pattern demonstrates most participants formulated
their answers to question 13 in terms of the level they wanted to be
the primary manager now.

For example, 71% of the respondents who

thought the state level was an important management level, giving
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it a value rating of four or five on question 13, also thought the
state ought to be the main manager.

When considering regional and

local data, the relationships are less clear.

One possible reason

is that those favoring either the state or federal level as a primary
manager retained a clearer perceptive picture of levels that ought
to manage than those who favored regional or local control.
Respondents discussed other characteristics responsible for
this pattern.

A frequently heard statement was the federal level is

most important because of financial capabilities.

Respondents who

favored local control had a more difficult time justifying their
response.

Respondents, when assigning subjective rankings in

answering question 13E, tended to include their biases of what ought
to be in their rankings.

However, question 13E illustrates how the

respondents perceive the comparative management levels, given their
lack of knowledge.

Some respondents who have never interacted with

agencies above the county level, perceived the local agencies as
most important through lack of contact with groups at higher levels,
and a distrust based on ignorance.

If local government is not competent to solve
2.
complex problems, the local property-owning public should
have a more prominent role in the decision-making process.
(Comparison of question 7, last page of questionnaire to
question 9, last page.)
The response pattern of local property-owning respondents
supports this hypothesis.

Of all participants, 64, or 42%, strongly

agreed or agreed that local government was not competent and strongly
agreed or agreed that the public should be involved in management.
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Only 24% of the respondents believed that the local government was
competent, and that the local public should still be involved in the
decision-making structure.

The dominating response in this compara-

tive analysis was that the local property owners wanted to be involved
in the government process, rather than existing as the recipients
of decisions into which they had a minimum of input.

A common comment

was "the experts have less knowledge about the problems of the local
area than the residents."

Several respondents indicated experts may

study the area, but they do not understand it.

Especially above the

county level, these participants believed research was impersonal
and had a narrow focus, as agency representatives showed their
technical skills but displayed little interest in studying and
solving associated social problems.

Further, many respondents

expressed a lack of confidence in local government as 15% strongly
agreed, and 44% agreed, that it is not competent.

Statements by

participants indicated that Lincoln City suffers from three traditional problems of local government; limited jurisdiction, dependency
on development-related property tax revenues, and lack of skilled
and trained personnel.

Some respondents felt a change in one level,

to county, greatly increased the efficiency and quality of government.

Thus, local residents felt they should have a more prominent

role in the decision-making process because the local level lacks
competence, and higher levels, more detached from the area, often do

not include all the factors local residents perceive as relevant to
a decision.
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The development pattern favored by a respondent
3.
influences his perception of choice concerning both which
levels of government are managing the Bay and which levels
(Comparison of quesshould manage the Bay in the future.
tion 9A to question 14 and question 15.)
This hypothesis is not substantiated by the results presented on
the next page in Table 9.

There are few differences in this analysis

between the perceived management levels and levels that ought to be
the main manager.

Further, development proposals had little influence

on deciding which levels are managing and which levels ought to manage
the Bay.

For example, in a recent controversy receiving much local

publicity, a planner was employed, financed primarily by local funds,
to design and justify the economic feasibility of a recreational
marina, channel, and jetties, in Siletz Bay. (Thomas J. Murry and
Associates, 1968)

An outline of this proposed project is presented

on the map on page 5.

The Army Corps of Engineers rejected this

project proposal, concluding it had a marginal benefit/cost ratio.
However, residents who wanted the marina, channel and jetties, do
not seem to believe that the federal level should be a main manager,
even though they will be the agency responsible for funding, construction, and maintenance of the project.

Indeed a high percent of those

desiring this project think the local level ought to manage it in
the future, although it is not perceived to be a primary management
level now.

One exception to the above conclusion about this hypothesis is
that a high percentage of participants who want none of the suggested
developments perceive the state is and should be a primary management

TABLE 9

DATA ANALYZED IN HYPOTHESIS THREE

Developments

Management
Levels*

Recreational**
Marina (95)

Logging
Port (10)

Fishing
Port (35)

Filling
Wetlands (16)

Channel
(80)

None of
These (45)

Federal

29%

20%

26%

19%

33%

29%

State

47%

30%

37%

25%

45%

53%

Regional

29%

40%

40%

44%

30%

16%

County

36%

20%

29%

13%

24%

16%

Local

16%

30%

17%

19%

15%

13%

Federal

15%

20%

11%

25%

16%

16%

State

45%

40%

63%

19%

44%

67%

Regional

37%

40%

54%

50%

39%

24%

County

23%

30%

23%

19%

21%

20%

Local

34%

30%

29%

36%

35%

16%

Management
Levels***

* Level perceived to be the primary management level or levels.
** (95) means 95 of 146 respondents stated they desired a recreational marina.
*** Levels that ought to be the main management level.
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level, giving the other four levels average or below average percentage
ratings.

These people recognize that the local level is subject to

a variety of pressures related to development.

The present assessed

value of Salishan Properties and its change during the past five
years exemplify a local level response to these problems and
pressures.

7

Second, some participants felt the federal level is too

distant from local conditions and particular circumstances to have a
primary role.

Third, many of the respondents perceived the O.C.C.D.C.

as a state agency in the sense of being concerned with more than local
planning, hoping that it will lead to either comprehensive land use
planning or a more flexible and competent management structure than
presently exists.

Respondents who must go to other estuaries for
4.
uses not available in Siletz Bay are synonymous with those
(Comparison
most interested in future Bay development.
of question 3 to question 9A and 9B.)
This relationship is true for four alternative answers in
question 9; marina, channel, commercial fishing port, and none of
the above, but has no apparent relevance to the categories of commercial logging port, filling wetlands, and other.

The hypothesis

is proved in the categories responded to by many participants, but
disproved as stated.

Table 10 on the next page, presents the data

associated with this hypothesis.

One reason for a strong relationship

between question 3 and the desire for a marina and channel is that

This problem is discussed in greater detail in the section
entitled Siletz Bay as a Natural Resource Complex.
7.
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TABLE 10

DATA ANALYZED IN HYPOTHESIS FOUR

Development Alternatives

Yes

No

77%

59%

Logging Port

6%

7%

Fishing Port

38%

17%

Filling Wetlands

10%

11%

Channel

75%

45%

None of the Above

17%

37%

Marina**

77%

63%

Logging Port

6%

8%

Fishing Port

39%

22%

Filling Wetlands

10%

13%

Channel

73%

49%

None of the Above

12%

30%

Marina*

* Developments desired by respondent
** Developments respondents perceived desired by their friends
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ocean access is one of the two primary reasons local residents use
other estuaries.

Of those who go to other estuaries, 77% desire a

marina, and 75% want a channel project, while only 59% who do not
go to other estuaries desire a marina, and 45% desire the channel
project.

The similar relationship perceived for friends, question

9B, indicates that participants who use other estuaries assume other
local residents also want development, probably for similar reasons.
Another cause of this relationship is that respondents, especially
in the temporary resident group, tend to associate with other local
residents who have a similar Bay use orientation.
There are two main reasons for no relationship when considering
the other three development categories.

First, because very few

respondents desired any of those developments, the comparative percentages are rather meaningless.

More important, these three

proposed developments would not directly encourage an individual to
use another estuary.

Respondents who place a high value on the Bay as
5.
a natural resource have a low development consciousness.
(Comparison of question 7, last page to question 5, last
page, question 2, last page, and question 1, last page.)
Respondents who did not feel an estuary has great economic value
as a natural resource correspond closely to those who would like to
see development in Siletz Bay.

This relationship is best shown when

response patterns to question 7 and question 1 are compared.

Of 31

respondents strongly agreeing that estuaries are valuable natural
resources, 17 strongly agreed that filling and dredging are forms of
pollution, and 9 agreed.

Similarly, of 37 respondents feeling that
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estuaries do not have a high natural value, 20 did not consider
filling and dredging as forms of pollution, and 4 strongly disagreed.
Some respondents were aware that maintaining an estuary's natural
value included minimizing forms of disturbance, such as filling and
dredging.

Results from the other two sets of comparative analysis

produced relationships that were not quite as outstanding.
Many of the people considering estuaries to have a high natural
value were strongly opposed to development and anticipated that the
0.C.C.D.C. will either be against development or consider conservation
and preservation as two viable alternatives to development.

The

potential for conflict between those interested in development, and
those interested in conservation exists and the two sides have
comparable numerical strength among local property-owning residents.
Respondents who feel estuarine areas have a high
6.
value (in dollars) as a natural resource do not wish to
see any of the proposed development alternatives at Siletz
(Comparison of question 9A to question 8, last page.)
Bay.
When testing this hypothesis, there was a partial correlation,
for most participants who do not value the estuary as a natural
resource want some type of development.

Only 14% of those who did

not value the estuary as a natural resource did not want development.
But 44% of the participants who valued the estuary as a resource did
not want development.

In the group valuing the estuary as a natural

resource, 34% of those desiring a development strongly agreed that
the Bay had natural value, while in the group desiring no development,
44% strongly agreed.

Only one respondent strongly disagreed to the

statement that estuaries had an important economic value but did not
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favor development.

The specific characteristics of any development

not listed in question 9 would probably alter the pattern of responses.
The interrelationships shown in a comparative analysis of these
two questions indicates that of those not valuing the estuary as a
natural resource of economic importance almost all want development
while those who value the estuary are divided into groups favoring
both development and non-development.

Many respondents who thought

the estuary has a high natural value must think some forms of development are compatible with maintaining that value.

Others feel that

to maintain the high natural value, development must not take place.
The total pattern clearly shows a majority of respondents do not
understand the systems nature of an estuary, or the possible effects
of any substantial development on the natural value of this Bay.

Comments

The results from the questionnaire must be analyzed within the
changing resource use pattern of the Bay region.

This pattern encom-

passes the recent rapid growth of recreation at a time when the local
lumber industry is declining, commercial fishing is excluded by law
from the estuary, and agriculture production and associated land use
is stagnant.

Retired residents and temporary residents, including

over 50% of the surveyed population, are interested in estuarineoriented recreation alone.

Other respondents, not including those

owning a business dependent on the recreation-tourist industry,
perceived a wide variety of use patterns and desirable development
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alternatives.

This group is centered on long-term residents, who

view the estuary in a greater time perspective.

However, the present

dominating focus of interest for local property owners, in terms of
numbers of people, is land and water recreation, including maintenance
of values related to that use pattern.

A conflict may be developing within the recreation group, between
those oriented to passive recreation and those interested in active
recreation.

These two groups are likely to come into disagreement

over proposals for development of the Bay and emphasis on competing
However, this conflict has not yet

use patterns in the future.

crystallized, as a majority of recreation-oriented residents are
satisfied with accomodating all forms of active and passive recreation
uses in the Bay at a mediocre level, rather than promoting one type
at the expense of the other.

In the future, with increased demands

on the limited resource base, more local property owners will probably seek to emphasize increased utilization of one of the alternatives.
This conflict has been succinctly described by Harvey (1966), who
states man's interaction with nature is based on two distinct relationships.

The first, the practical level of ecology, is his direct

relationship with nature.

It is concerned with active utilization of

the natural resource, and maintenance of quality characteristics such
as natural production and clean water.

The second aspect is more

subtle, incorporating "his social and ethical relationship with the
environment."

This relationship is primarily a matter of feeling,

such as appreciation for natural scenery and the, satisfaction of

observing animals and plants in their natural habitat.
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Two other surveys containing statistical data have been published
and yield comparative data of limited value.

The first, a poll

conducted by the Lincoln City News Guard in August, 1971, solicited
opinions on the preservation of Siletz Bay from its readers.
Guard, 1971)

(News

The second study, by Fischer (1971), is the only

other research that measures attitudes and values local property
owning residents retain regarding the coastal zone through a questionnaire survey.

The News Guard survey, formulated by the Lincoln City Congress
for Community Progress, had 735 respondents.
by eight geographic regions.

The data was analyzed

Of all respondents, 59% agreed that

"Siletz Bay should be preserved in its present state," while 25%
disagreed and 16% were undecided.

The areas least favoring preser-

vation were those closest to the Bay.
the largest response groups.

These three groups also were

It is surprising that 16% were undecided,

for in this research, fewer participants did not express an opinion
on this subject.

This result in the News Guard survey is a problem

resulting from a non-interview survey in which the participant is
presented with only three responses to a controversial question.
The remainder of the response patterns for the News Guard survey are
similar to the gross conclusions described in this survey.
The Fischer study, in a region defined as the southern Rhode
Island coastal zone, utilized a selective sample procedure, including
219 questionnaires and 151 follow up interviews.

The group of

follow up interviews included approximately 1% of the property owners
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in the defined region.

His study contained sections on socio-economic

characteristics, factors influencing location of coastal properties,
future development in the coastal zone, uses of tidal marshland, and
government programs in the coastal zone.

Utilizing four assistants,

Fischer's survey was both complex and extensive.

Results from

sections on use, development and management correspond closely to
similar questions in this survey.

The primary orientation of the

southern Rhode Island coastal zone is recreation, with high levels
of interest expressed in marshland preservation and marina development.

Income was concluded to be an important variable in attitude

expression in categories such as uses and development alternatives
desired.

Most respondents to Fischer's survey favored some type of

public control over land use, and charging user fees to finance
maintenance of coastal zone public recreation resources.

However,

respondents were strongly opposed to any increase in property taxes.

The survey by Fischer did not include questions on management of
coastal resources.

His survey and this research are difficult to

compare at a more detailed level because question structure and
answer categories in the two questionnaires are different.
The information derived from the questionnaire will be compared
to realities influencing use, development, and management of the Bay
in the next three chapters.

In the next chapter, the natural

environment of the Siletz Bay area will be described.

The charac-

teristics of this environment affect use of the Bay, potential
changes in use patterns in the future, and potential development.
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III.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT OF SILETZ BAY

Introduction

The characteristics of the natural environment within the Siletz
Bay region set limits on the range of possible use and development
alternatives.

However, not all the information,or realities, necessary
The

to determine these limits of the natural environment is known.

realities, as perceived by the local residents, influence their image
of estuarine use patterns and development alternatives.

The develop-

ment pattern they desire is indicative of the potentials and limitations they perceive within the environmental characteristics of this
resource.

An estuary is a complex natural system.

The degree of complexity

can be viewed through a variety of frameworks, such as energetics,
chemical cycles, the hydrologic cycle, and production.
local residents were aware of this complexity.

Very few

Comments about

development alternatives indicated most local residents perceived
the natural system in terms of their development and use preferences,
rather than as a natural unit.

A good example of this dichotomy is

the area local residents perceived to be in the Siletz Bay region
in response to question 20.

In a coastal river estuary, such as Siletz Bay, there are three
connected subsystems which make up the total natural system.

The

upstream subsystem is centered on river flow and quality characteristics, and reflects land use practices and natural parameters such
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as geologic conditions and climate.

The ocean subsystem is dominated

by tidal and current patterns, and waves.

The estuary proper, which

can not be adequately analyzed as an isolated physical unit, includes
three attributes which reflect both the evolution of any individual
estuary and its deviations from neighboring estuarine systems.

These

three properties are land shape, the water, and the patterns of life.
This subsystem is the primary estuarine environment, while the other
two include the secondary estuarine environment.

1

The term "natural" must be qualified when discussing Oregon's
estuaries, for very few, if any, natural estuaries still exist along
Oregon's littoral.

Man's activities have substantially altered

natural processes in every Oregon estuarine system.

For example,

Siletz Bay, like all Oregon's estuaries, had been filling in since
sea level stabilized about 6,000 years ago at a constant rate (Dicken,
Johannessen, and Hanneson, 1961).

Logging and associated road con-

struction in the upper basin, primarily between 1925 and 1950, have
been responsible for increased rates of sedimentation in the estuary,
as well as initiating numerous secondary effects.

This example is

more visible than many man-induced modifications.

Even driving a

treated piling into the estuary effects the benthic community,
estuarine hydraulics, and other natural processes.

(Odum, et al.,

1969)

The estuarine zone has been divided into primary and secondary
environments for legal definition by several coastal states, such as
Maryland, in recognition of the interdependence and interaction
between the estuary proper and adjacent land and marine areas.
1.
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Lack of knowledge about Siletz Bay as a natural system influences
the local property owner's perception of it, as well as the management
approach used by public agencies.

Local resident knowledge is

fostered primarily by personal use of the Bay and interaction with
other users.

Very little information is available for members of

the public to assimilate, if they wished to learn more about the Bay.
Those who want to learn more, such as the residents of Salishan with
property threatened by sandspit erosion, can be told only about
principles concerning erosion and longshore drift, not facts and
statistical data concerning their specific problem.

Climate

Climate patterns, unlike the other major natural inputs in an
estuarine system, are not limited by the boundaries of river basin,

marine environment, or estuarine environment, although each of these
environments influences local climatic variations.

Exact climate

data, in almost all cases, are lacking for the Siletz Bay area, as
no permanent recording station is located within this region.

How-

ever, climate information, primarily recorded at Newport, is available
and applicable to the central Oregon coast.
The entire Siletz Bay region, under a strong marine influence,
is characterized by cool, rainy winters and milder dry summers.

At

Newport, the mean January temperature is 44° Fahrenheit and the
mean July temperature is 57° Fahrenheit.
Resources Board, 1969a)

(Oregon State Water

One reason for low summer temperatures along
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the coast is the presence of a fog belt.

In addition to frequent

fog, the varying degree of cloudiness effects estuarine use.

At

North Bend, south of the Siletz Bay estuary, the sky is 90% to 100%
covered by clouds approximately 70% of the time during December and
Even in the summer, at least 90% cloud cover exists almost

January.

50% of the time.

30% in the summer.
night conditions.

The sky is clear only about 10% in the winter and
This data did not differentiate between day and
(Bureau of Governmental Research and Service, 1969)

The prevailing winds are from the north and northwest during the
summer.

In the winter, they come out of the south and southwest, and

are especially strong during stormy periods.
Research and Services, 1969)

(Bureau of Governmental

The storm winds, sometimes gusting to

75 miles per hour and more, cause two problems at Siletz Bay.

The

strong winds, coupled with high tides, have caused an accumulation
of snags along the eastern shore of the Bay, concentrating them along
the south shore of Cutler City.

Second, high winds have contributed

to extensive erosion during the past two winters on the ocean side
of the sandspit.

Precipitation, varying with changes in both elevation and slope,
averages from 80 inches per year along the coast to over 200 inches
at the Siletz River headwaters.

(Resource Development Section, 1968)

Approximately 70% of the yearly precipitation occurs between November
and March.

Winter snow accumulations do not often affect activities

in the estuarine area.

(U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil

Conservation Service, et al., 1964)
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The local climate influences Bay use patterns and perception of
these patterns by local residents.

Some uses, such as swimming, are

limited by low summer air temperatures, as well as cool water temperatures.

Other common coastal activities, such as sunbathing, are

limited by cloud cover and fog.

Continuous drizzle or rain during

the winter months, with occasional storms, inhibit active and passive
recreation, except to individuals acclimated to the weather.

The

cool, damp winters probably decrease use most extensively among
older residents.

People who use the estuary in the winter probably

perceive lower levels of use, while those who use the estuary only
Several respondents

in the summer may perceive higher use levels.

stated they like living in this area because they could observe
exciting winter storms.

Upstream System - River

The Siletz estuary receives fresh water from three sources, with
the Siletz River draining 87% of the total area.

All three streams,

Siletz River, Drift Creek, and Schooner Creek, exhibit the highly
variable flow pattern, characteristic of coastal rivers in the
Pacific Northwest.

The flow pattern, caused by seasonal variations

in precipitation and the lack of a winter snowpack, has a marked
effect on the hydrography of the estuary.

High winter flows limit

some boating activities in the estuary in winter.

More important,

the rapid currents, interacting with changing tides, cause yearly
changes in the configuration of the estuary.
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The topography of the Siletz River drainage basin is characterized
by a steep gradient above Logsden, near the headwaters, and a gradual
gradient below that point.

Consequently, during low summer flows, the

tidal influence extends approximately 20 miles upstream.

Below

Logsden, the river valley is narrow but flat, allowing limited agricultural development.

Drift Creek and Schooner Creek present a

similar topographic pattern on a smaller scale.

This topographic

pattern has both greatly limited and oriented development in the
drainage basin.

For example, most of the flatland around the estuary

is on the winter flood plain, and can be used only for pasture.
The water quality characteristics, derived from a combination
of flow patterns, topography, and human development, have been succinctly described for a basin like the Siletz in Oregon's Long Range
Requirements for Water (1969a).

"Type II consists of the streams where tidal influences
play a much larger role. River gradients of less than 10
feet per mile are common. Agricultural return flows and
municipal sewage effluents enter the stream above tideLogging operations loosen soil material and organic
water.
debris which are eventually washed into the surface
These agricultural land-use reaches are
drainage...
characterized by flat gradients, reduced velocity, and
elevated water temperatures. Below logging and agricultural operations, each river's dissolved oxygen content
usually is depleted slightly. Small communities located
along the rivers contribute a slight pollution load...
These loads combine with the flatter gradients to cause
a greater water quality problem... ."
.

.

The quality problem occurs on the Siletz because of low flows
during the summer.

The summer low flow has already caused several

use conflicts, and forced the State Engineer to limit certain upstream
withdrawals.

According to local residents, however, changes in
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quality characteristics have not affected use patterns.

They did

not associate perceived declines in fishing success with quality
characteristics, but rather, smaller populations.

Upstream System - Geomorphology

The Siletz River follows a structural valley formed by faulting.
The upper river valley is dominated by the oldest rock in the central
coast area, the Siletz River volcanics.

The rest of the upstream

area is included in the Tyee sandstone formation.

In the coastal

areas, this formation is covered by a complex array of marine sandstone, mudstone, and conglomerates.

The lower basin has a narrow

band of alluvial deposits adjacent to the Siletz River and two major
tributaries.

(U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation

Service, et al., 1964)

Knowledge about geologic conditions is important when analyzing
erosion and sedimentation processes, which directly effect the estuary.
The sediment load from natural erosion is extremely heavy during the
winter months of high runoff.

Accelerated erosion rates have been

caused by agriculture development and poor logging practices.

The

main source of increased sedimentation is the result of logging
practices, and associated road building, utilized at an earlier time

when the only consideration was for maximizing economic return from
the timber cut.

Slides and slumps result from a combination of deep

weathering, caused by heavy winter precipitation, and logging and
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road building.

1

With the high winter rates of flow in the Siletz

River, any condition causing increased erosion in the upper basin
will have a substantial effect on sedimentation rates in the estuary.

Ocean System - Tides and Currents

The unequal, semidiurnal tide pattern along the Oregon coast
has an average range of seven feet above mean low water.

The tidal

currents entering the estuary have a significant influence on the
distribution of sediments.

The tidal influence varies from two miles

from the mouth of the estuary at Kernville, to 20 miles upstream,
depending on the volume of fresh water discharge.
Currents influence circulation patterns in the estuary.

The

Coastal Engineering Research Center of the Corps of Engineers investigated the longshore current patterns of the area, eroding portions
of the Siletz Bay sandspit.

They concluded that littoral drift was

northward in the winter, especially during major storms, and southward the rest of the year.
wind patterns.

The pattern correlates with seasonal

The northward currents, generated during storms,

tend to carry sediments into deep water.

(Mooers, et al., 1968)

Examining air photos from 1945, 1963, and 1971 indicates the sandspit
advanced seaward between 1945 and 1962, but remained stationary during

Stream sediment loads in an undisturbed or grown-over forest
1.
area in the Oregon coast area average about 10 p.p.m. Sediment loads
just downstream from a fresh cut area have been measured in excess of
(Oregon State Game Commission, Research Division,
70,000 p.p.m.
1971))
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the period 1963-1971.

In portions of the sandspit, substantial

erosion has occurred during the past two winters.

Having made a substantial investment in homes and lots on the
sandspit, local property owners now want to stabilize the spit.
The narrow, shallow passage connecting the estuary and the ocean is
perceived by local residents to be the greatest physical limitation
This bar area, coupled with local currents,

to use of the estuary.

inhibits ocean access and has been the site of numerous drownings.
Many local residents feel construction of a channel and jetties
would be the key to local economic prosperity, as well as increased
opportunities for recreation.

Estuarine System - Shape

Siletz Bay is a drowned river valley which has evolved into a
series of tidal flats bisected by the Siletz River channel and two
smaller stream channels.

The present configuration of the estuary

has developed in response to the location and stabilization of the
sandspit and the flow pattern of the Siletz River.
now a miniature flood plain.

The Bay area is

Unusually high tides or heavy runoff

cause flooding of large areas east of Highway 101, as well as the
mudflats and marshes around the Bay.

Air photos do not show any notable changes in the configuration
of the mudflat-marsh area in the past 20 years.

However, it is

hypothesized that submerged areas not a part of the river channels,
have filled in relatively rapidly in terms of geologic processes.
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As a result of the reduction of water volume, the Bay has developed
characteristics more akin to a river mouth rather than an estuary
during periods of high fresh water runoff.

The rate of sedimentation

has apparently decreased, but probably not to the level of pre-lumbering
days.

The damming of the Millport Slough at least 25 years ago

(Interview with John Steere, County Engineer) has also encouraged
sedimentation in the southern end of the Bay.

Since the slough is

dammed, no water enters the Bay south of the Siletz River.

Conse-

quently, there is no flow, other than the tide, to flush out sediments
or maintain water quality characteristics for natural populations in
the south end of the Bay.

Sedimentation has decreased the area

useful to both recreationists and natural populations.

The only

animals now using the environment south of the Siletz River channel
is the estuary are waterfowl.

Estuarine System - The Water

The water of the estuary is important for two reasons.

The

characteristics of its movement, especially the interaction between
fresh and salt water, establish boundaries for the ranges of species
of flora and fauna.

Second, the chemistry of the water, as reflected

in characteristics such as salinity, temperature, and pH, is different
in each estuary.

The circulation pattern and chemistry of each

estuary are major factors in determining the community structure of
the estuary.

The circulation pattern reflects both the interaction

of river flow, and the estuary configuration, with the tidal flow.
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The evolved pattern in each estuary is unique, as the fresh water
and the denser salt water mix under the influence of tidal oscillations.
Siletz Bay is a two layer system during the late winter and
spring months period of maximum runoff.

A partially mixed system

exists during the remainder of the year.
Glenn, 1970)

(Goodwin, Emmett, and

On the shallow mudflats, the water is not saline

enough during high flow periods to support the complex community of
bottom animals found in a larger and more stable estuary, like
Yaquina Bay.

The fresh water influence is greater on the mudflats

than in the deeper river channel, where salt water wedge circulation
patterns develop during heavy flow periods.

Stratification occurs

as lighter, fresh water pushes out on top of the denser salt water.
The yearly circulation pattern sets parameters concerning
future utilization of the estuary.

First, the great variation in

salinity permits only a simple permanent resident animal population
of comparatively few species to develop.

Many other animals asso-

ciated with estuarine environments cannot survive the amplitude of
the yearly range.

However, anadromous populations continue to use

this estuary for their seasonal migrations.

Second, the total water volume of this estuary is critical.

A

decrease in the mudflat area would have a detrimental effect on
volume and current characteristics.

The recent volume decreases,

occurring as a result of the accumulation of snags and associated
debris, sedimentation, and filling, have caused an increase in the
yearly salinity range in the estuary.

This change has been directly
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responsible for a rapid decline of the shellfish population in the
Bay.

As most shellfish species have a narrow tolerance of salinity,

their range of distribution is limited and influenced by slight
changes.

If additional mudflat and marshland area is filled or

diked, the decreased volume will result in further development of
a two layer system under the increased influence of fresh water, and
the yearly salinity range will continue to increase.

Conversely,

dredging out portions of the estuary might well enhance this quality
characteristic, but could cause other problems.

The variation in fresh water flow levels throughout the year is
another critical factor.

The building of water retaining structures

upstream could prove beneficial in developing an estuarine environment capable of supporting a more complex ecological structure.
These dams could be used to decrease the fluctuation of the yearly
flow cycle, allowing less fresh water to enter the estuary in the
winter and a greater amount to enter during the summer.

Local

residents did not seem to be aware of this alternative and its
possible beneficial effects on the estuary.

The physical environment of estuaries is important to living
matter for two reasons.

First, living organisms depend on this

environment for reproduction, protection and food supply.

Second,

the estuary is a graded intermediate zone between fresh and saline
environments, in which characteristics such as salinity, water
temperature, and D.O. levels are critical to community development.
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Individual organisms comprising estuarine communities have
limitations to increased stresses created by changes in the parameters
of their environments.

As the parameters are modified, increasing

stresses to the organisms, the estuarine community typically develops
a simplified structure.

Knowledge concerning the stress limitations

of organisms is important if the existing ecological structure is to
be maintained or enhanced.

(Cook, et al., 1971)

The animal population of Siletz Bay can be considered as three
groups of biota; finfish, shellfish, and other vertebrates and
invertebrates.

The fish population is primarily anadromous.

Game

fish, specifically salmon, steelhead, and harvest trout pass through
the estuary to spawn upriver.

Smolt salmon inhabit the Bay for

short periods of time while their internal systems adapt to the
increased salinity.

The estimated annual spawning escapements from

Siletz Bay in 1970 were:

Cutthroat (harvest) - 21,300; Coho - 24,500;

Fall Chinook - 13,600; Winter Steelhead
4,900.

7,700; Summer Steelhead

Siletz is the only coastal river in Oregon inhabited by a

run of native summer steelhead.

Other species present in the Bay

include herring, starry flounder, perch, ling cod, and shad.
no estimate of these populations have been made.

However,

(Fortune, 1971)

The only species known to breed in the estuary in any number is the
starry flounder, spawning along the southwest margin on deeper
portions of the mudflats.

The Game Commission feels Siletz Bay will

support these fish populations until the year 2000 if it is not
greatly modified.

However, past siltation has decreased shallow
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producing areas and reduced saltwater interchange.

Second, access

to the Bay from the ocean by marine species can be difficult.
(Fortune, 1970)

The only shellfish species in the Bay is the soft-shelled clam,
residing on the mudflats between Cutler City and Kernville.
(Marriage, 1954)

As this population is scarce, it is harvested

mainly by local residents as a form of recreation.

Some older

residents stated the Siletz was one of the better clamming bays in
Oregon in the 1920's.

It this is true, siltation is probably the

primary cause of reduction in population.

Other inhabitants of Siletz Bay include wildlife and waterfowl.
Wildlife observed recently in the estuary include hair and fur seals,
sea lion, mink, otter, beaver, muskrat, meadow mouse and shrew.
(Oregon State Game Commission, 1972)

The marsh and tidal flats

provide a feeding ground and resting area along the Pacific Flyway.
A representative of the Game Commission has estimated waterfowl use
days of Siletz Bay as October-November - 27,500, December-February
(peak period) - 85,000, and March-April

27,500.

The Commission

lists 32 species of waterfowl, 23 species of shorebirds, and 25
other species of estuarine birds which are found either occasionally
or abundantly at this estuary.

(Fortune, 1970)

Comments

The natural environment limits opportunities for Bay use and
development.

However, local residents do not seem to be aware of
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many of the relationships among these limiting factors.

For example,

not one local resident indicated the local climate limited recreational uses in winter, spring and fall.

However, many had a high

level of awareness about the bar at the entrance of the Bay because
of personal experiences and past tragedies.

While the estuarine

system is complex, most local residents perceive solutions to
estuarine problems as a series of cause and effect relationships,
in which each problem has an individual and obvious solution.

Only

when direct confrontation between the natural environment and residents occur, such as the sandspit erosion problem, is an attempt
made to learn more about the complexities of the natural system.
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IV.

SILETZ BAY AS A NATURAL RESOURCE COMPLEX

Introduction

Man considers estuarine areas as natural resource complexes
because he perceives utility from their existence.

The physical

nature of any natural resource complex sets the outer limits of
utility, while culture determines the range of uses within these
limits.

(Zimmerman, 1964)

The physical nature of Siletz Bay,

described in the previous chapter, is neither studied in detail nor
capable of sustaining the wide range of development that can occur
in larger estuaries.

As technology has become more sophisticated

and pervasive, the range of uses for many natural resources has
expanded to or exceeded the carrying capacity.

An initial step in

planning for a natural resource complex should be to determine the
natural limits within which development must conform.

In estuaries,

where the natural system is complex, and many perceived innocuous
modifications can cause a variety of substantial effects, processes
of interaction must also be recognized in the planning process.
The summation of economic values derived from the presence of
an estuary does not indicate its true value.

purpose value of the area is much greater.

Rather, the multiUsing this argument,

development-oriented local residents might feel Siletz Bay is not
worth a great deal now because it is only slightly developed.
Preservationists, and local residents who do not want development
might consider the Bay to be very valuable because it is closer to
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a natural condition than many estuaries in Oregon.

One correlary

to this theory is that the value of each acre is deceivingly small,
while the value of the composite physical structure is only partially
represented by the inability of man to replace it.

For example, it

has not been perceiVed as detrimental to the Bay by previous residents
who have diked or gilled a few acres of the estuary.

However, the

effect of all these modifications on the carrying capacity of the
total estuary is difficult for man to replace by developing alternative resources.

Within this conceptual framework, the socio-economic characteristics of Siletz Bay can be analyzed.

A brief history of development

of the Bay is helpful in explaining why the length of residence
variable affects local resident perception.

The influence of the

three main economic factors associated with the Siletz Bay area,
forestry, agriculture, and recreation, will be discussed.

The

relationship between these economic activities and perception of the
resource complex will be examined.

The relationship between local

public utilities and the Bay will be presented.

Development of

these utilities could alter quality characteristics in the estuary.

History

The Coast Range was a barrier to land exploration and settlement
until the late 19th century.

1

A treaty signed in 1855 established

1.
No book on the history of the area has been written. The information in this section was derived from numerous interviews and U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, et al., 1964.
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the Siletz Reservation, which included most of Lincoln County north
of the Alsea River.

Portions of the reservation were continually

opened up for homesteading in the 1880s and 1890s.

Publicity in

Europe of the opening of coastal lands removed from the Indian
reservation gave impetus to immigrants from Poland, who settled
primarily south of the Siletz River, and immigrants from Finland,
who settled along the coast.

The transportation system in the Siletz Basin area, inadequate
to the present day, initially consisted of horse and mule pack
trains, and coastal shippers.

For several decades, the beach was

the only road along most of the coast.

In the 1860s, a road was

completed between Corvallis and Elk City, the remainder of the trip
to the coast being made by boat on the Yaquina River.

Transportation

and associated economic development became strongly oriented to the
Corvallis-Yaquina Bay route, with minimal development in the Siletz
area.

Lack of a paved road the length of the coast until 1937

encouraged development of an east-west transportation system.
Bay was initially served by coastal steamships.
was founded in 1921.
river packets.

Siletz

The town of Taft

Farmers up the river were served by occasional

A dirt road between the town of Siletz and the coast

was not completed until approximately 1915.
Because of poor transportation connections to ship agricultural

products, settlers in the Siletz drainage area turned to fishing and
timber products for income.

By 1920, the first salmon cannery had

opened on the Siletz River, built about one half mile east of the
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present bridge over the river.

Some of the older residents stated

fishing in those days wasn't a matter of waiting, but rather of
getting nets out of the water before they became too heavy to lift.
Some local residents indicated there could have been as many as six
canneries operating in this area, but all who had been in the area
agreed that at least two operated through the 1930s.

Almost all

diking of estuarine land for pasture also took place in the 1920s.
None of the farmers interviewed, who had been in the area since it
was first homesteaded could recall diking after 1928.

The timber

industry developed somewhat later, but by 1935 it had become the
major economy in the Siletz drainage area.

Log rafts were formed

in Siletz Bay, dragged over the bar and tugged up the coast,
generally to the Columbia River or to Puget Sound.

A captain of a

tug boat which towed many of these rafts stated that because of the
shallow nature of the Bay entrance, even at high tide, many rafts
were destroyed.

A large sawmill was built about 1935 where the new

bridge is presently being constructed over the Siletz River.

It

operated until after World War II, when decreased levels of demand,
inability to compete with mills at deep-water ports, and removal of
the most accessible stands of timber forced it to close.

The history of settlement demonstrates a pattern of gradually
decreasing dependency on the estuary.

Initially, the estuary and

river provided the only means of transportation and communication.
North-south communication by land was minimal.

As the homesteaders

found they had no markets for their produce, they turned to an
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estuarine resource, salmon, for a cash income.

Today, dependence

It is no longer the focus of either

on the estuary is very limited.

commercial enterprise, or a transportation mode.

The main route of

communication is now north-south along the coast, rather' than along
the river.

The estuary is no longer a center for the fishing and

timber industries.

A recreation industry has grown up around the

estuary, but it is less extensive than recreation development around
Thus, this estuary has declined in

many other estuaries in Oregon.

relative importance and economic value to local residents as the
region has developed up to the present.

Long-term local residents

perceived this decrease and had a negative outlook about the future
value of the Bay.

Land Use

Land use capabilities set limits on how the land can be used.
One measure of land use capability is the classification system
developed by Soil Conservation Service.
interpretive grouping of soils.

This system is based on an

Soils are placed in eight capability

classes to determine safe use levels and necessary management.

Soil

characteristics considered in the classification system include
depth, texture, wetness, slope, erosion hazard, overflow hazard,
permeability, structure, reaction, waterholding capacity, inherent
fertility and climate conditions.

The classification varies from

Class I land, which has very few hazards or limitations to Class VIII
land which is unfit for cultivation or grazing, and can only be used
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for recreation, water supply, or wildlife habitat.

The classification

Classes I through IV are

can be broken into two basic divisions.

generally suitable for cultivation and other uses.

Classes V through
Three

VIII are best suited for forestry, range and wildlife uses.
subclasses indicate dominant limitations or hazards.

The subclasses

include "e" for wind or water erosion, "w" for wetness or frequent
flooding, and "s" for soil limitations.

12

Table 11 on the next page

lists the land classification for the Siletz drainage area.

Drift

Creek and Schooner Creek were included in another area, and data for
these smaller basins alone were unavailable.
A high percentage of Class II and Class I land in the Siletz
Basin is subject to flooding or other hazards.

The land classified

in these two groupings corresponds closely with alluvial deposits
in the region.

In the lower reaches of the river, between about

10 river miles upstream and the mouth of the estuary, all alluvial
lands are classified no higher than Class III because they are
subject to periodic innundation.

All the areas classified as

suitable for cultivation on Drift Creek and Schooner Creek are in
Class III because of periodic flooding.

(U.S. Department of

Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, et al., 1969)

Almost all estuarine problems, in terms of decreasing carrying
capacity originate from land misuse.

Zoning is one viable means of

controlling land and water use, especially where pressures are great
but usage patterns have not modified the entire land base.

Zoning,

a geographic concept, is based on a functional control of land use.
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TABLE 11

SILETZ RIVER
ESTIMATED ACREAGE OF LAND
BY CAPABILITY CLASS AND SUBCLASS - 1969

Capability

Class

Acres

I

4,000

IIe
IIw
Its

Total II

1,650
1,500
1,000
4,150

Total III

950
2,400
1,500
4,850

Total IV

2,950
300
3,250

IIIe
IIIw

Ins
IVe
IVw

Total I-IV

44,000

VIe

VIIe
Total VI-VII
VIII

Total land area
Water area
Total for basin

16,250

130,770
174,770
1,580
192,600

2,400
195,000

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service,
Source:
et al., 1964.
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In land zoning, zoned areas follow the pattern of a hierarchy.

Estuarine bodies, on the other hand, do not have fixed use boundaries
and are inherently multipurpose.

One of the main problems in zoning

marine bodies, therefore, is to differentiate between functions of
land and water areas while retaining a recognition of the interrelated
impacts occurring along the interface.

Not only must adjacent land

zoning be compatable with estuarine area zoning, but standards for
influences originating at greater distances, such as waste disposal,
must also be compatable.

The experience of Lincoln County associated

with formulating a land use plan for developing Yaquina Bay and
establishing zoning regulations offers several valuable lessons,
but it also exemplifies the shortcomings of planning for the estuary
alone.

It attempts to maximize the present use patterns into the

future while neglecting changes in the established pattern based on
the carrying capacity of the estuary.

The Siletz Bay Task Force,

mentioned in Chapter One, is now attempting to solve this problem
in the study area.

As with zoning, the application of the multiple use concept
should be reexamined in the treatment of estuarine problems.

Planning

for multiple use implies that tradeoffs between uses are made at the
margin where conflicts occur rather than considering only mutually
exclusive uses.

But another consideration that should be utilized,

along with the multiple use concept, is the secondary influences of
development proposals.

In some cases, incompatibility at this level

would destroy any positive influences of the primary use.

The
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development of a commercial port facility in Siletz Bay for both
lumber and fishing would be compatable.

However, the interrelation-

ship between two industries as exemplified by the effect of lumber
residues on commercial fish species utilizing the estuary during
their life cycles, might well create a condition of incompatibility.
While multiple use offers a strong, positive statement of existing
estuarine values, the multiple value of those uses on the estuary
would appear to yield a more appropriate picture of the total affect
of development.

Economics - Forestry

Forestry is one of the three major industries in the Siletz Bay
area.

Douglas fir is the dominant species of the region, followed

by western hemlock, sitka spruce, western red cedar and red alder.
(Cooperative Extension Service, 1968)

In Lincoln County, over 25%

of the labor force is engaged in logging and wood manufacturing
industries.

(Unpublished data compiled by Gary Waltenbaugh.)

In

the basin area, however, there are no mills so the only forestry
activities are harvesting timber and shipping logs out of the area.
Murray and Associates proposed developing a marina at Siletz
Bay.

The major justification presented for developing a basin was

to use the Bay as a less expensive port for transporting timber from
the Bay area.

2

The area in which the economic efficiency of timber

Under benefit/cost analysis at that time, recreation could not
2.
be considered as a benefit.
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transport would be improved is approximately 31 miles north-south,
along the coast, and extends from 12 to 15 miles inland in portions
of Lincoln County and Tillamook County.

The major economic advantage

of the harbor facility is transportation rates for barges are lower
than truck rates to the same destination.

The closest alternative

ports for log removal are Newport and Tillamook.
The forest resources of the Siletz Bay tributary area, the area
defined to be served by the port development, covers 80.3% of the
total region.

Using a 100 year rotation cut, the Murray Study

estimates that a potential of 122 million board feet could be removed
yearly through the Bay from Lincoln County alone; 50 million feet
from Forest Service Lands, 9 million feet from BLM Lands, and 63
million feet from private holdings.

(Thomas J. Murray and Associates,

1968)

Within the survey region, the timber industry is of declining
economic importance.
ment.

Only one business supplies lumberman's equip-

In addition, not a single person interviewed was working in

the timber industry, although several stated they had in the past.
Most timber harvesting occurs up the Siletz valley and is an hour
or more away by car from the study area.

Economics - Agriculture

Table 12 on the next page contains statistics on agricultural
land use in the Siletz River, Schooner Creek, and Drift Creek
drainage areas.

Upon examination of an air photo, more than two
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TABLE 12

WATERSHED AGRICULTURAL DATA - 1964

Siletz River
Farms

Devils Lake

170

30

5,400

700

4,720

600

680

100

2,580

600

650

95

30

5

none

none

876

99

Cropland

3,000

500

Irrigable Land

5,000

800

1,543,700

324,000

500

700

4,500

100

none

none

2,000

450

1,500

550

Cropland

Nonirrigated
Irrigated

Rangeland
Irrigation

Water Source
Streamflow

Reservoir
Ground Water
Water Rights
Potential

Available Water
Water Source
Streamflow

Storage Reservoir
Ground Water
Drainage

Arable land needing drainage
Flooding area

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service,
et al., 1964.
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thirds of the farms in the area defined as Devil's Lake are in the
Drift Creek and Schooner Creek drainage areas.
Agricultural activity in the Siletz Basin is dominated by
growing pasture and forage for the production of dairy and beef
cattle.

Pasture, hay and silage occupy about 90% of the cropland.

In many alluvial areas, flooding and drainage problems limit use of
otherwise better agricultural land to production of forage crops.
Silage has

Silage production has increased rapidly since 1949.
several advantages over hay in the coastal area.

Harvesting and

drying of hay are often hindered by late and wet springs and storage
for winter use is expensive.

The average acreage of cropland per farm in Lincoln County was
33 acres, one fourth the average for Oregon.

The value of farm

products per farm in 1959 was $3,757 as compared to $9,678 for the
state.

With the exception of a few larger dairy farms and livestock

ranches, farming is a part-time source of income.

For example, in

1959, only 46% of the Lincoln County farms were commercial operations.
The others were either part-time or part-retirement farms.
almost half the commercial farmers had other jobs.

Further,

Of the farming

families, 73% received more than 50% of their income from sources
other than the farm.

The smaller farms were used either for produc-

tion for family consumption, or to supplement income.
farming has a long history in coastal areas of Oregon.

Part-time

Because of

Commercial is defined as having a value of sales exceeding $2,500
for the previous year.
3.

3
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the seasonal and cyclical nature of the timber industry and fishing
industry, people have farmed for subsistence during periods of
unemployment for many years.

(Bureau of Governmental Research and

Service, 1969)

Economics

Recreation

The ammenities of seashore and estuarine areas coupled with
increases in leisure time per capita, mobility, personal income,
and the number of retired persons, have made marine-oriented recreation the fastest growing industry along the Oregon coast.

Recreation

is not an industry in the traditional sense, for it consists of
individual sets of preferences. Thus, each kind of recreation has
its own economic impact.

The local resident survey illustrates the

wide variety of preferences that can be focused on a single resource
complex.

Three issues must be recognized in a study of recreation in
estuarine areas.

First, recreation demands are subject to extreme

seasonal and daily variations in intensity.

Second, there is

potential for conflict between resident and non-resident users of
the natural resource complex.

Also, there are conflicts among

different recreational uses within one resource complex.

These

three issues have been discussed while analyzing the local resident
questionnaire and can be analyzed in greater detail by four other
characteristics of recreation.

The quantity of the resource seldom

corresponds to the demand placed on it.

Demand for most forms of
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recreation occurring in the estuarine environment continues to rise
while the resource base remains constant or is reduced through nonrecreational development.

The quality of the recreation resource

changes in time, and usually in a negative manner.

Lack of access

to the resource caused by lack of public right of way, private
ownership, restricted use, or local restrictions against non-resident
use, affects usage patterns, generally precluding potential users.
Finally, the lack of ancillary facilities reduces use of a recreational resource.

Sources of annoyance and inconvenience such as a

lack of shorefront facilities and launching ramps fall into this
group.

(Travelers Research Corporation, 1969)

Fishing is one of the biggest recreation uses, in terms of both
users and user days, at Siletz Bay.

In the Bay last year, it was

estimated 32,000 angler-days were expended to catch 7,000 salmon and
cut-throat trout, and 8,000 angler-days were utilized in catching
24,000 non-game marine sports fish.

Local residents complained that

the last four or five years have been the worst they can remember for
salmon fishing.

However, data compiled by the Game Commission since
4

1957 shows both the catch and number of angler-days

in the Bay

oscillates yearly, but on the average, has increased very little
since 1957.

(Fortune, 1972)

The Lincoln District game manager

predicted that angler-day use of the Bay would be 18,000 in 1980
and 22,000 in the year 2000, for salmon, 17,000 in 1980 and 19,000

A boat-day equals 2.5 angler days. A boat-day is defined as one
boat fishing for one eight hour day.
4.
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in 2000 for cutthroat, and 10,000 in 1980 and 14,000 in 2000 for
(Fortune, 1970)

non -game marine sports fish.

He believes fishing

in Siletz Bay will continue to increase very slowly when considering
the rapidly growing number of fishermen and boat owners in Oregon.
These facts differ from local resident beliefs regarding the
recreational fishing resource.

Local residents believe the quality

of recreational fishing is declining, either because of increased
effort, or less fish, or some combination of both.

Many fishermen,

especially older ones, were discouraged about this perceived condition.
River sports fishing must be considered with the estuary fishery
because the same anadromous species are involved, and many anglers
fish in both the estuarine and fresh water environments with no
regard for a division between the two.

Angler success, as a ratio

of catch to time expended is somewhat lower above tidewater.
(Fortune, 1971)

However, the number of users in the estuary and

above tidewater is similar.

One reason for heavy upstream use is

the number of access points and marinas.
developed access points exist.

Above tidewater, 13

Below that point, only 8 developed

access points are available along the Siletz River, with 2 on Drift
Creek and 1 on Schooner Creek.

Within the estuary, access is limited

to four marinas and the public pier at Taft, along the north shore.
(Oregon State Game Commission, 1966, and 1969)

With the exception

of the public pier and the Highway 101 bridge over the Siletz River,
there are no shore locations for fishing in the Bay.

Consequently,

recreational fishing in the Bay correlates closely with recreational
boating.
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The other major recreational use of the estuary is boating, for
a variety of purposes.

A boating survey, financed by the State

Marine Board, was recently conducted by the Bureau of Governmental
Research and Service.

In 1966, there were 67,000 boats registered

in Oregon, but by 1971, over 89,000 had been registered.

This

year, as all boats using motors are required to register, the
(Interview with Robert

estimated total will exceed 100,000g.
Rittenhaus, Director, Marine Board)

When considering boating use

in Lincoln County, 62% of all user days were spent fishing and an
additional 17% were consumed by the combination of fishing and
cruising trips.

Sailing, waterskiing and other combinations of

these four choices were undertaken by very low percentages.

The

average age of boat owners in Lincoln County is greater than the
average age for the entire state.

Table 13, below, shows the results

of this aspect of the survey:

TABLE 13

AGE OF BOATOWNERS

Age

Location

State

Lincoln County

-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

+65

2604

8,762

13,547

19,286

15,430

8,820

50

99

165

314

297

364

Prior to 1972, boats with 3.5 horsepower motors, or less, did
not have to register.
5.
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Only 2.1% of all boats registered in the state are from Lincoln
County, but 8.3% of all boating in the state occurs in this county.
Other counties with residents contributing more than 9,000 user-days,
in decreasing order, were Marion, Multnomah, Benton, Linn, Yamhill
and Polk.

A second questionnaire was mailed out to residents owning
registered boats in Lincoln County and five neighboring counties,
Benton, Linn, Marion, Polk, and Yamhill, concerning use patterns and
the possible need for major development in Siletz Bay.

The respon-

dents included 46.9% of all boat owners in the six counties.

A

summary of the results from this survey is presented in Table 14 on
the next page.

Over one third of all boat owners in Lincoln County

used Siletz Bay last year.

Considering the existing facilities this

is a surprisingly high percentage.

The high percentage of users

from Polk, Yamhill and Marion Counties is also startling, for if an
owner trailors his boat out to the coast, he should be most inclined
to use better-developed bays with the necessary auxiliary facilities.
When driving to the coast from the Willamette Valley, boaters can
reach the Tillamook and Newport areas, with numerous recreational
facilities, more rapidly.

With development, the greatest increase

in use would come from boat owners in the same three counties, as
well as Lincoln County.

Linn and Benton counties are closer to

Newport and developed estuaries to the south of Siletz Bay.

The

changed use pattern after development would be that those who use
the Bay now would increase their use, rather than new users being
attracted to the Bay.
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TABLE 14

SILETZ BAY BOATING USE SURVEY

County

G3

D2

Al

B

C

Lincoln

33.8%

54.4%

11.8%

56.7%

30.2%

13.1%

603

Benton

11.7%

54.6%

33.7%

39.7%

22.8%

37.5%

766

Linn

10.5%

47.1%

42.4%

38.1%

12.7%

49.2%

1375

Marion

29.1%

36.9%

34.0%

53.5%

9.6%

36.9%

2050

Polk

35.5%

37.8%

26.7%

57.3%

13.2%

29.5%

471

Yamhill

29.4%

40.9%

29.6%

53.8%

13.3%

32.9%

513

19.0%

44.4%

36.5%

45.2%

12.7%

42.1%

126

Unknown5

20.5%

53.4%

26.0%

46.6%

20.5%

32.9%

73

Total

23.2%

44.0%

32.7%

48.6%

14.9%

36.5%

5977

Other

1.

4

Column A is the percentage of people with registered boats from

that county that have used Siletz Bay in the last year.

Column B

is the percentage from that county who do not use Siletz Bay, and
Column C is no response.
2.

The three columns total approximately 100%.

Column D is the percentage of respondents from the county that

would begin to use the Bay or increase their use if the Bay was
improved.

Column E is the percentage of respondents who would not

use or increase use of Siletz Bay, and Column F is the percentage of
county boat registrants who did not respond.

The three columns total

approximately 100%.
3.

Column G is the number of respondents from the county.

4.

Moved out of county

5.

Respondents who failed to identify their county of registration.
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The questionnaire also solicited responses on the facilities
boat owners desired with development at Siletz Bay.

The list below

summarizes the results.

9.0%

Annual boat basin moorage

22.7%

Seasonal boat basin moorage
Annual covered boat storage on land adjacent
to launch point

4.4%

Seasonal covered boat storage on land adjacent
to launch point

7.7%

Ramp and adjacent daytime parking facilities

55.4%

Ramp, nearby overnight and long term parking
facilities, camping and picnic facilities

56.0%

The greatest percentage of respondents feel a multiple use marina
area is needed at Siletz Bay, reflecting the present lack of access,
and park and recreational facility development.

mental Research and Service, 1972)

(Bureau of Govern-

The results of this question

agree closely with the development goals sought by one segment of
local residents.

It provides strong supporting data to those local

residents who want better access to the Bay.

In addition to fishing and boating, several other recreational
activities take place on the estuary, but do not involve the same
magnitude of user -days.

These uses include hunting, swimming,

shellfishing including crabbing, and bird watching.

On opening

weekend, or good subsequent weekends, 20 to 25 hunters are present
at the Bay.

The North Willamette District Game Warden predicts

hunting pressure will increase during the seventies, then slowly
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decrease in the eighties, caused by factors such as "promotional
developments, loss of access, loss of environment for estuarine
animals, and aesthetic value of the waterfowl."
Anderson, 1971)

(Fortune and

No additional user information is available on

these four activities.

No information has been collected on passive

recreation, which involves more local residents than any other use.
To augment the two most intense recreational uses of the Bay by
both residents and non-residents in terms of user-days, boating and
fishing, two major developments have been proposed, one by Murray
and Associates in 1968 and the other by the Port of Newport.

The

Port of Newport levy to support this agency's activities for the
next ten years, was presented to the voters of the Port District in
April, 1972.

The levy, totalling $3,573,500 (Port of Newport, 1972),

was defeated by three to one margin, with most of the opposition
coming from the north end of the county, specifically Lincoln City.
The levy proposed expenditures of $417,500, or 11% of the total
budget, at Siletz Bay.

This plan called for acquiring two islands

just north of the old mill site, at the north end of the new bridge
approach.

The proposed park, including the two islands and adjacent

filled areas, would be about 10 acres.

Proposed facilities include

10 launch ramps, 250 wet moorages, parking, picnic area, and a
public fishing pier.

(Interview with Fred Weakley, Port of Newport.)

The residents of northern Lincoln County have been disturbed by the
relationship between expenditures and their assessment by the Port
District.

This problem was often discussed by local residents around
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Siletz Bay during the survey.

Many participants felt that the Port

of Newport was an agency with a great deal of power, but neglected
part of its spatial realm of responsibility.

More recently, north

Lincoln City residents have voted to secede from the present Port
of Newport district.

There is presently a conflict over whether

Depoe Bay should remain in the old district or be included in the
new district.

The Murray Plan, sponsored and financed by the Port of Newport,
proposed a marina, channel and jetties, outlined on the map on page
5.

The south jetty would cut approximately 200 feet from the tip

of the sandspit.

The estimated total construction cost of the harbor

exceeded six million dollars in 1968.
was calculated to be $68,000.

The yearly maintenance cost

However, with the lack of information

on nearshore drift and current patterns, the estimated maintenance
cost might well be far below the actual cost for keeping the channel
clear.

One justification for this project is Yaquina Bay and Depoe Bay
both have a full complement of recreational and commercial fleets.
The Port of Newport estimated that 145 boats were on a waiting list
for berths in 1967, one third of which were commercial boats.

The

Murray report estimates that Siletz Bay would attract a minimum of
34 permanent and 34 transient commercial boats.
Associates, 1968)

(Murray and

Last year, only 40 salmon were caught in 50

angler-hours of fishing offshore by fishermen coming out of Siletz
Bay.

(Fortune, 1971)

The present bar condition precludes a sub-

stantial fishing effort out of the Bay.
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Shorefront utilization patterns are different for the various
forms of marine recreation that are present, or would be developed
in the future at Siletz Bay.

preservation areas

6

of shore frontage.

Beach development and conservation/

require large shore areas and extended lengths
Fishing and shellfishing are enjoyed both on

the shore and from boats but require less frontage and more specialized marine areas, while boating involves only a small amount of
shoreline with highly developed facilities.

The utilization pattern

present in Siletz Bay has been controlled by the influence of the
initial major type of recreational development, Salishan, the past
lack of economic interests competing for estuarine use and development, and the growth of the conservation/preservation movement, by
both local residents and interested non-residents, which criticizes
and attempts to limit most commercial exploitation development schemes.
Salishan and Siletz Keys offer upper class development of all
the land south of the Siletz River entrance, around the south end of
the Bay, and including the sandspit.

The sandspit would have been

an excellent location for a public park.

Public control of recrea-

tional shoreline is generally desirable as a hedge against undesirable
private development.

However, Salishan is considered to be one of

the best-planned private developments on the entire Oregon Coast.
Promoters of both Salishan and Siletz Keys will attempt to maintain

In planning the future of England's coastline, the Countryside
Commission has set up a zone classification for preservation of
natural environments in areas frequently visited by those interested
in observing the natural conditions.
(Countryside Commission, 1969a)
6.
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the surrounding area in a tasteful manner to continue to attract the
The Salishan develop-

most desirable vacation and retired clientel.

ment alone is valued at 15.5 million dollars, more than 5% of the
Thus, this development

total assessed valuation in Lincoln County.

is one of the most valuable assets in the county.

The development

of the area is summarized below in Table 15.

TABLE 15

SALISHAN PROPERTIES - STATEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT - AUGUST 5, 1971

Total Available Home Sites
Unsold Home Sites
Homesites Sold
Adjoining Lots Held by Leaseholders
Extra Lots Held by Leaseholders
Total Leaseholders
Number of Houses
Condominium Units
Homes Under Construction
Plans Received
Final Plans
Plans Approved

378
18

360
13
31
316
132
18
8

10
2
2

The pattern of development at Siletz Bay is almost unique for
estuaries in Oregon, as there are no public parks and very little
public access.

The lack of public facilities limits the number of

transients who will stop and recreate.

There are no natural or

scenic attractions stimulating transients to stop along Siletz Bay
rather than continuing on to Lincoln City to the north or Newport
to the south.

Recreation development pressures seem to increase

most rapidly in areas where facilities already exist to attract the
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public, such as Yaquina Bay.
along the river.

For shore fishing, access is better

The Bay does not have a public beach.

The conservation movement to preserve this Bay, as along the
entire coast of Oregon, is a rapidly growing force.

The conservation

of this Bay is related almost totally to estuarine productivity
rather than aesthetic features attracting outsiders and pecuniary
returns.

The conservation movement will be a deterent to most

proposed development schemes in the Bay.

The Siletz Keys and Salishan

developments have established a precedent of substantial homes and
the maintenance of an attractive environment.

The proposed boat basin

would appear to produce minimal damage to the existing natural population.

Both the State Fish Commission and State Game Commission made

positive statements with regard to its construction at a recent public
hearing.

(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1968)

The conservation

movement is now also receiving a great deal of support from local
seasonal and retired residents, who make up almost 50% of all households in the immediate Bay area.

Many local residents will need to

be convinced that the marina development will not directly or indirectly destroy the natural values many local residents perceive as
desirable.

Public Utilities

The public utilities of any area include telephone, electric,
sewage and water supply services.

In an estuarine area sewage and

water supply facilities are most important, for they have the
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potential to interact with and adversely affect other uses of the
estuary, especially recreation.

Water system planning in the Siletz Bay area recognizes three
assumptions; a cool, moist climate, a high percentage of elderly
residents, and the predominance of seasonal housing.
Groff Engineers, Inc., 1970)

(Clark and

Siletz Bay is within two water districts,

Lincoln City, from the southern boundary of Cutler City north, and
Kernville-Gleneden Beach-Lincoln Beach District south of that line.
The Lincoln City District serves about 3,000 hookups, of which one
third are estimated to be part-time users.

This district has three

water supply intakes, including one on South Fork Schooner Creek and
another on Gordey Creek, a tributary of Drift Creek.

At the esti-

mated low summer flow of the three supply streams, the system could
serve a summer population of only 4000.

As the population in this

area is projected to grow rapidly in the future, including an
increase of 128% in full-time residents to about 7,000 and an 80%
increase in seasonal residents to about 1,800 by 1990 (Bureau of
Governmental Research and Service, 1969), several proposals for
increased supply have been made.

One proposal is that Lincoln City

apply for a water right to divert up to 10 cubic feet per second
(hereafter c.f.s.) from Schooner Creek at a point below Erickson
Creek.

The other water district, Kernville-Gleneden Beach-Lincoln Beach
District has about 650 service connections, of which at least 50% of
the residential connections are seasonal or part-time occupied
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Drift Creek is the primary source of water for the

dwellings.
district.

The district presently has a water right of 3 c.f.s. from

Drift Creek.

The Water Resources Board has reserved another 4 c.f.s.

for future municipal use.

(Clark and Groff Engineers, Inc., 1970)

Three sewage districts empty their effluent into Siletz Bay;
The D.E.Q. has set special,

Lincoln City, Siletz Keys, and Salishan.

stricter standards for estuarine and marine environments.

These

five standards, set forth in Oregon Chapter 334, Section 11-070 of
the Oregon Administrative Rules, cover dissolved oxygen level,
coliform count, pH, turbidity, and water temperature.

(Oregon

Department of Environmental Quality, 1970)
The Lincoln City sewage system collects all wastes at a treatment site adjacent to Schooner Creek.

An addition to this system in

1970 incorporated Cutler City into the Lincoln City District, thus
terminating the last large contributor of domestic raw sewage into
the estuary.

The treatment facilities, large enough to serve a

population of 10,000 include an aerated lagoon and a two-cell aerobic
stabilization pond.

This type of treatment is excellent for Lincoln

City where the high summertime sewage flows are about 166% of those
experienced from the permanent population.

Aerobic stabilization

works more efficiently in warmer weather.

Siletz Keys and Salishan sewage systems both treat waste from
limited areas.

The Siletz Keys plant is large enough to serve the

41 lots already present at the Keys.

However, as only three lots

have been developed to date, the system is not being extensively
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utilized.

If more lots should be added to the development, through

dredge and fill operations, the present facility would have to be
enlarged.

A system with a capacity of 0.05 million gallons per day

serves Salishan, including the lodge, restaurant and club house, and
Salishan Properties.

This system is designed to handle a population

However, on a summer weekend, there are over 500 people in

of 500.

Salishan Properties, plus guests and employees at the lodge.

In

addition, a small shopping center is planned within the Salishan
complex.

Connection of the Salishan system to the Gleneden Sanitary

District and collection of all wastes at their proposed treatment
site would reduce the potential pollution load into Siletz Bay.
(Clark and Groff Engineers, Inc., 1970)

In addition, some sewage comes into the Bay from the Siletz
River, put in at marinas, cabins, and the community of Siletz.
Siletz is now installing a treatment facility which should be in
operation by January, 1973.
1969a)

(Oregon State Water Resources Board,

The level of non-sedimentation pollution in the Bay derived

from upland areas is slight.

Comments

Local residents seem to perceive characteristics of the natural
resource complex more clearly than portions of the natural environment.

Local residents have a greater knowledge of the natural

resource complex, as influenced by personal estuarine use patterns,
in both a spatial and temporal context.

Their interest is centered
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on any alteration of the natural resource complex.

Within the topic

of recreation, most local residents interviewed perceived they
possessed some knowledge.

However, when considering other economic

activities having a direct and substantial effect on the characteristics of the natural resource complex, like the timber industry and
agriculture, only individuals engaged in them displayed any knowledge
of either the activity or its relationship with the natural resource
complex.

Use and modification of the Siletz Bay natural resource complex
is becoming more concentrated within one activity, recreation.

A

majority of the local residents now reside in the area because of
active and passive recreation opportunities associated with this
estuarine environment.

Development at Siletz Bay, in response to

recreation-oriented demands, has resulted in the Bay retaining some
unique characteristics among estuaries in Oregon.

Some residents

favor development which would allow recreation and economic opportunities similar to other estuaries, based on the construction of a
marina allowing ocean access.

Other residents believe the unique

characteristics should be retained in the Siletz Bay area, making it
an unusual and desirable place to live along the Oregon Coast.

Future

conflict among the local population over this development issue could
be intense.
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V.

MANAGEMENT OF SILETZ BAY

Introduction

The public structure that local residents perceive to manage
Siletz Bay is different from the infrastructure perceived by representatives of 36 federal, state, and local agencies involved in
governing the Bay area.

Public agency representatives are aware of

other agencies in estuarine management through patterns of interaction
and realms of responsibility.

Each agency interacts with other

agencies at the same level and different levels based on the agency's
specific responsibilities.

Examples of these responsibilities

include setting standards, issuing permits, and public land management.

Local residents perceive agencies through their interaction

with agency representatives and the degree of agency visibility.

For

example, recreational fishermen have a high level of awareness of the
Game Commission.

In discussions, local residents did not express an

awareness of interrelationships between agencies or the mechanisms
through which they interact.

Agency representatives, through their responses, seem to have a
well-developed perception of the characteristics and qualities of
knowledge possessed by local residents, as one subgroup of the public.
However, this perception has never been examined.

Agency representa-

tives believe they can make more rational management decisions with
minimal interaction with the local public because they possess better
and more complete information, and a greater level of technical
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expertise.

Also, they feel that local resident perception is

extensively influenced by short-run economic incentives and a lack of
concern for the long-term results of modification to the estuarine
resource complex.

After the methods of obtaining information for this chapter have
been presented, the management of Siletz Bay will be placed in a
national framework.

Proposed federal legislation could substantially

influence management of Siletz Bay and other estuarine areas in the
future.

Next, the primary roles of all the interviewed agencies in

managing Siletz Bay will be discussed.

With this background, both

interaction among public agencies and interaction between individual
agencies and the public will be presented.

Discussion of these two

forms of interaction will help explain the characteristics of perception local residents have concerning public agencies managing
Siletz Bay.

Methodology

Information was obtained from agency representatives through 12
open-ended questions as listed in Appendix B.

They were also engaged

in general discussion on the role of their agency in estuarine management as a part of their overall mission.

The 37 participants and

their positions in the respective agencies are listed in Appendix C.
Three agencies, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, O.C.C.D.C., and
the Public Works Department of Lincoln City, did not respond despite
frequent phone calls and numerous attempts to set up appointments,
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and were not included.

Respondents from larger agencies, existing

at the state and federal levels, were usually heads of divisions
specifically responsible for estuarine or water areas within the
agency structure.

In smaller agencies, the director or assistant

director was interviewed.

An attempt was made to interview officials

from each agency holding similar positions, at a level which they
would be aware of both their agency's specific programs and its
pattern of interaction with other public institutions having a role
in estuarine management.

Most respondents with a similar position

in the various agencies viewed management functions and activities
in a similar manner.

The second column in Appendix D lists the specific laws cited
by the respondent under which their agency assumes responsibility in
estuarine management.

Many of the state and federal institutions

have interrelated roles through the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (hereafter N.E.P.A.).

At the state and local levels,

the role of each agency is set out in the Oregon Revised Statutes.
Most interviewed public officials considered agency responsibilities
at a minimal level of involvement, citing the lack of a comprehensive
role in managing this complex resource.

These participants felt

there were legal restraints to realms of perceived responsibility.
Furthermore, almost all the respondents, including representatives
from the Corps of Engineers and State Water Resources Board, stated
they had no power in estuarine management, only responsibilities.
This response is a further indication of perceived and/or legal
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restrictions on single agency activities in managing a resource
complex like an estuarine area.

Functions, the fourth column of Appendix D, lists the more
important roles the respondent perceived his agency plays in estuarine
management, and is another indicator of the complex nature of institution interrelationships.

Agencies having the power to set standards

in estuarine areas now have the strongest role in estuarine management.

Another powerful role is approval and denial of material

removal and fill permit applications.

The functions under D, the

A-95 process and impact statements, illustrates the wide range of
involved agencies asked to comment on various facets of estuarine
management.

These processes also demonstrate the continuing decen-

tralization of estuarine management to numerous agencies at all
levels from the traditional foci of estuarine management:

from the

Corps of Engineers at the federal level, the Division of State Lands
and State Water Resources Board at the state level, and the Port
Commission at the local level.

Decentralization reflects the lack

of recognition of the systems nature and complexity involved in
managing an estuarine environment.

The rapid growth of power in one

agency since its inception, the Council of Government has occurred
because almost all non-navigation federal grant programs affecting
estuaries must be approved by it.

Appendix E included three additional answers from each participant.

The three categories were methods of public input, perceived

most important agencies in estuarine management, and development
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alternatives for Siletz Bay.

The second column, public input,

describes the mechanisms by which public expression is incorporated
into each agency's decision process, and includes comments on the
value of this input in management decisions.

A common detriment to

public input perceived by officials is that agencies, through their
technical expertise, have more facts about problems and projects
being considered than the public.

Evaluating public input is a

difficult task because agency representatives perceive that it
includes emotional biases and only partially correct factual
information.

Column three, listing the agencies perceived to be most important in estuarine management by agency respondents, presents an
accurate picture of which roles these participants perceive as
critical.

A majority of respondents discerned either agencies they

interacted with most frequently on estuarine matters, or other
agencies at their level as most important.

The two roles perceived

to be primarily responsible for giving an agency the status of
importance were control over issuing permits and setting and enforcing
quality standards.

The fourth column lists the development alternatives the agency
representatives considered for Siletz Bay in the future.

The alter-

natives, very similar from all respondents, regardless of agency
orientation and interest, differ from alternatives perceived by a
substantial percentage of local residents.
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National Perspective

Discussion of both the characteristics of management for Siletz
Bay, and contrasting agency perception to local property-owner perception, will be placed in a national perspective in terms of evolving
concern for coastal areas.

The developing interest in estuaries at

the federal level started in the mid 1960s and, at present, numerous
federal legislative proposals for coastal zone management, focusing
Five

on estuarine areas, compete for consideration and passage.
major sources of impetus for passage of legislation include:

"substantial evidence of serious environmental degradation,
increased conflicts between various uses of coastal areas
and increased development pressures on such areas, federal
coastal zone studies and legislation, state coastal zone
studies and reports, and nation-wide concern for environmental quality that came into prominence during the 1960s."
(Bradley and Armstrong, 1972)
The creation of the O.C.C.D.C., and its role as the designated focus
of coastal zone and estuarine planning in Oregon, will be placed in
this national perspective.

The first coastal zone management legislation was introduced by
Congressman John Dingell in 1966.

Although this bill did not pass,

it aroused initial interest in a national coastal management system.
Congressman Dingell introduced a similar bill, H.R. 25, in 1967, and
it was received in a more positive manner.

During the intervening

year, at least three events had stimulated interest in coastal zone
management legislation.

First, opposition to dredging on Long Island

and the Corps of Engineers permit system had intensified.

Second,

conservation groups had initiated or expanded public information
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programs regarding estuarine resources.

Third, the San Francisco

Bay Conservation and Development Commission, the nation's first
estuarine management agency, had come into existence.

H.R. 25 passed

and became P.L. 90-454, but the bill was "weakened to the point of
virtual impotency."

(Adams, 1971)

The law did, however, require

the Fish and Wildlife Service to undertake an extensive study of the
nation's estuarine natural resources.

About the same time Congressman

Dingell's first bill failed, the Clean Water Restoration Act (P.L.
89-753) was passed.

One section of this bill called for the Depart-

ment of Interior to prepare recommendations for a coastal zone
management program by November, 1969.

In addition, two executive advisory bodies were created by the
Marine Resources and Engineering Development Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-454).
One of these separate but interrelated bodies was the National
Commission on Marine Resources and Engineering Development,a body
appointed by the President, and charged with recommending an overall

national oceanographic program.

The other, the National Council on

Marine Resources and Engineering Development, assists the President

in developing and coordinating marine-science activities at the
federal level.

(National Council, 1968)

The Commission, in Our

Nation and the Sea, dealt extensively with the coastal zone management question, concluding that federal legislation should be passed
to "encourage and support state Coastal Zone authorities to carry
out specified national objectives."

(Commission, 1969)

Most of

the background research concerning coastal zone problems was coordinated
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under the Council's Committee on Multiple Use of the Coastal Zone.
The period during which the Commission and Council conducted research
in developing their final report is the high water mark of coastal
zone investigations by the federal government.

Since that time, a

majority of coastal zone management research has been conducted
through Sea Grant programs at numerous universities, but most of
this work has been more limited in scope and spatial considerations.
Several coastal zone management bills were introduced in the
91st Congress.

Some bills were based on the Stratton Commission

recommendations,and placed federal jurisdiction in the Marine Sciences
Council (H.R. 15099 and S. 2802) or the then proposed and since
created National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency (H.R. 14730).
Bills sponsored by the Administration were based on the recommendations of the Federal Water Quality Administration report, The National
Estuarine Pollution Study, and would have vested jurisdiction with
the Environmental Protection Agency (H.R. 14731, H.R. 16155 and
S. 3460).

These bills all proposed the same basic management system,

but important internal differences included which agency was to be
the federal coordinating agency, definition of the coastal zone
region, characteristics of the federal grant program, and federalstate agency coordination.

(U.S. Congress, House, 1969)

As these

basic differences could not be settled, no coastal zone legislation
was reported out of committee to either the House or Senate.
As a consequence, numerous coastal zone management bills were
again introduced in the 92nd Congress.

In the first session,
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extensive hearings were held by the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Subcommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere and the House Committee on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Subcommittee on Oceanography.
mony was received for eleven days by these two Committees.

Testi-

The two

sets of hearings provide a valuable insight into the positions of
the main players in the coastal zone management game.

The three

most significant problems brought out in the hearings were which
federal agency should oversee state management efforts, how closely
coastal zone management should be associated with the river basin
management concept, and how coastal zone management would relate to
proposed national land use policy legislation (H.R. 4332), which was
introduced by the administration.

During the intervening year,

disputes over the characteristics of the federal grant program and
federal-state agency coordination were settled.

Definition of the

coastal zone became considered as either a possible extension of the
successful river basin management approach or as one segment of the
national land use policy plan, receiving special consideration.

All

testimony from representatives of federal agencies supported the
administration's contention that coastal zone management should be
one part of a national land use bill, which would probably be delayed
several years before becoming law.

Opposition to this viewpoint

came from many groups, but was led' by conservationists.

One indivi-

dual wanting coastal zone management legislation as soon as possible
stated "a half loaf now is better than the whole loaf later."
Congress, Senate, 1971)

(U.S.
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At present, coastal zone management legislation is moving in
both chambers as the Senate and House both passed bills reported out
of committee.

The main difference between the House bill and Senate

bill is the Senate version has the program being administered by the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency in the Commerce
Department, while the House version places it in the Interior
Department.

A House-Senate conference is expected to settle this

difference.

(Coastal zone, 1972)

Both bills authorize three types

of grants for developing management plans, administering state
programs after they have been approved by the Secretary of Commerce,
and acquiring and operating estuarine sanctuaries as natural field
laboratories.

One concession to the proposed National Land Use Act,

supported by the administration, is the coastal zone is defined as
a narrower strip than in earlier bills, thus decreasing the spatial
overlap being considered in the two proposed laws.

(House Committee,

1972)

The O.C.C.D.C. was formed partially in anticipation of passage
of a federal coastal zone management bill.

The Oregon legislature

has charged the O.C.C.D.C. to formulate a preliminary plan for the
entire Oregon coast, to be completed by December, 1973, and completion
of a comprehensive coastal plan by December, 1975.

Creation of the

Commission, including 24 public officials from the seven Oregon
coastal counties and only six at-large representatives appointed by
the governor, has given the coastal residents of Oregon an opportunity
to plan their own future.

(Oregon Coastal Planning Group, 1972)

If
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any of the coastal zone management bills becomes law, Oregon would
have the vehicle required to be eligible for federal cost-sharing
grants in the planning program now and management program in the
future.

The O.C.C.D.C. now suffers from problems common to most regional
institutions.

The Commission has no direct powers, few clearly-

defined responsibilities, and an amorphous, non-specific, less visible
role than most state and federal agencies.

(Scott and Bolens, 1967)

The O.C.C.D.C. has no power to either control development or manage
Oregon's coastal zone.
develop a plan.

The Commission's single responsibility is to

In December, 1973, upon submission of a preliminary

plan, the Oregon legislature could pass laws giving the Commission
power to control use and development of the coastal zone.

The only

management role the Commission has is indirect, through the 24 public
officials sitting on the Commission and representing coastal counties.
Many of these officials are elected and tend to represent short-run
economic interests, development interests, and special interest
groups.

The plan the Commission presents in 1973 could reflect a

limited approach, rather than a consideration of all relevant factors.

Agency Roles

Estuarine management is only one portion of the functions of
all 36 agencies interviewed.

These agencies can be divided into

four groups, listed in Table 16; agencies responsible for setting
standards, issuing permits or undertaking construction; natural
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TABLE 16

PRIMARY AGENCY FUNCTION

Agencies Setting Standards,
Issuing Permits, or Undertaking
Construction Projects

Environmental Protection
Agency(F)*
Army Corps of Engineers(F)
Coast Guard(F)
Highway Division(S)
D.E.Q.(S)
Board of Health(S)
Marine Board(S)
County Planner(C)
County Planning Commission(C)
County Commissioners(C)
County Sanitary Authority(C)
Lincoln City(C,X)
County Road Engineer(C)

Technical Assistance and
Coordinating Agencies
Geological Survey(F)
Soil Conservation Service(F)
Sea Grant, Extension Service(F)
P.N.W.R.B.C.(F,S)
State Soil and Water
Conservation Commission(S)
State Engineer(S)
Ports Division(S)
Department of Agriculture(S)
Division of Economic
Development(S)
Building Inspector(C)
Soil Conservation District(C)

Natural Resource
Management Agencies
Bureau of Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife(F)
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation(F,X)
Oregon Fish Commission(S)
Oregon Game Commission(S)
Water Resources Board(S)

Land Management Agencies
Bureau of Land Management(F)
Forest Service(F)
Division of State Lands(S)
Parks Division, Highway
Department(S)
Department of Forestry(S)
Port of Newport(R)

Other

District 4 C.O.G.(R)
0.C.C.D.C.(R,X)

federal agency, S - state agency, R
regional agency,
county or local agency, X - agency not returning completed
questionnaire.
* F

C
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resource management agencies; technical assistance agencies; and
land management agencies.

Only two agencies do not fit into at

least one of these categories, the District 4 Council of Government
and the O.C.C.D.C.

Both these agencies have no management role, for

they are developing initial programs.

Some agencies could easily

fit into more than one group, but placement was determined by the
agency's primary role in managing Siletz Bay.

Most agency respondents perceived institutions in the first
grouping, setting standards, issuing permits, or undertaking construction, as key agencies in estuarine management.

The Corps of

Engineers, Department of Environmental Quality (hereafter D.E.Q.),
and Environmental Protection Agency (hereafter E.P.A.) were agencies
most frequently cited as important by responding officials.

In the

local resident survey, the Corps of Engineers was perceived to be
important by 28% of the respondents, second in quantity only to the
Port of Newport, and received the second highest value rating of any
agency, 4.02.

In contrast, D.E.Q. was perceived to be important by

only 13% and received a value rating below average for all agencies,
and E.P.A. was considered important by less than 10% of the respondents.

The other agencies in the first group all received average

or below average value ratings from local resident respondents and
were only infrequently cited for roles of importance by public
officials.

The primary cause of this pattern is that most of these

agencies have a narrow range of functions affecting estuarine areas.
For example, the Highway Division could substantially alter an
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estuarine environment, as it has recently at Siletz Bay, but it is
only concerned with one function, road planning and construction.
The Corps was recognized as most important by many respondents
because it is the only public agency playing all three roles in this
category, and is concerned solely with development of water resources.
Further, the Corps has had a long history as the leading federal
agency in water resource development in the United States.

Water

resources are only one segment of the missions assigned to D.E.Q.
and E.P.A.

Members of the second group, the natural resource management
agencies, were also perceived as "most important" by a high percentage
of both public representatives and local property owners.

Official

participants at all levels stated that the Fish Commission and Game
Commission were important, but as a part of a larger group including
several other agencies.

In contrast, the Corps of Engineers was

frequently set apart as the single most important agency by other
respondents.

The Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife (hereafter

B.S.F.W.) was perceived to be important primarily by federal agency
respondents, while the State Water Resources Board was perceived as
important by officials from the state and sub-state levels.

This

response pattern reflects the realities of the situation, for the
B.S.F.W. interacts primarily with other federal agencies, while the
State Water Resource Board interacts predominantly with agencies
within the State of Oregon.
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Local residents seemed to have an inaccurate perception of the
relationship between the Fish Commission and Game Commission.

More

than 23% of the local respondents gave the Fish Commission a value
rating of 3.62, while only 15% gave the Game Commission a value
rating of 3.45.

In fact, however, the Game Commission is responsible

for managing the recreational fishery in Siletz Bay.

As commercial

fishing is prohibited in Oregon's estuaries except the Columbia, the
Fish Commission has virtually no active management role within this
estuarine area.

Officials examining recreational catches and fishing

licenses at the Bay represent the Game Commission.

Importance of the five agencies in this second group in estuarine
management occurs because they oversee resources which have been the
focus of both development-preservation controversy, and public interest in estuaries.

The B.S.F.W., Fish Commission, and Game Commission

have all been concerned with maintaining and enhancing the living
resources of the estuary at a time when populations of many species
are threatened by diminishing populations and quality of habitats.
Recognition of the value of the estuarine ecosystem for numerous
species has stimulated widespread public interest, especially in
relation to the many kinds of recreation uses in estuarine areas.
The State Water Resources Board is important, for they determine
allocation of available water supplies to beneficial uses and plan
for future water resource development.

The role of the State Water

Resources Board, however, was not perceived as important by 10% of
the local residents, as they are not directly involved in the
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activities and decisions of the Board to the extent of the other
three agencies.

Agencies in the third group, technical assistance and coordinating agencies, were among the ones ranked lowest in importance by
local residents.

Also, they were considered less important than

institutions in the other three groups by public official participants.
The agencies in this group are characterized by a narrow focus of
interest in estuarine areas, limited management powers, and either a
coordinating or technical investigations role.

These agencies are

all indirectly involved in estuarine management through their roles
of coordinating other agencies or providing them with technical
assistance.

The only agency in this group perceived to be important

by more than 10% of the local residents was the Ports Division,
given an importance rating of 3.72 by 20% of the respondents.

Impor-

tance seemed to be derived as a spin-off from the perceived importance
of the Port of Newport.

The fourth group included land management agencies, that is,
agencies responsible for managing specific areas of public land under
a variety of legally-defined principles.

While the Port of Newport

and Division of State Lands are the two agencies controlling public
lands within Siletz Bay, activities conducted under the control of
the other agencies in this group, both seaward and landward, have a
significant effect on the natural system in this estuary.

The

importance of these agencies was recognized in conjunction with
natural resource management agencies by many of the public official
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respondents.

The Division of State Lands was considered to be

important by a greater number of official respondents than the
other agencies in this group.

Many officials indicated the Division

of State Lands, responsible for managing Oregon's submerged and
submersible lands, ranks in importance with the Corps of Engineers,
D.E.Q., and E.P.A.

Two agency respondents commented that the location

of most conflicts and estuarine misuse is not submersible land,
below mean high water, but rather riparian lands.

(Interview with

Dave Talbot, Parks Division and Herb Carnahan, Soil Conservation
Service.)

Some public officials indicated that the recent policy

change by the Corps, to consider material fill and removal permits
below higher high water instead of mean high water, was a positive
action for this line more closely approximates the natural vegetative
and geomorphic contours of Oregon's estuaries.

Local residents also perceived most of these agencies to be
important in estuarine management.

The three agencies considered

important by at least 10% of the respondents were the Division of
State Lands by 10% with a value rating of 4.14, the Port of Newport
by 30% with a value rating of 3.93, and the Bureau of Land Management
by 10% with a value rating of 3.14.

The high value rating for the

Division of State Lands, highest of any agency, and the low percentage
of responses, indicates the low visibility the Division suffers from
in relations with the public, but the important role it is perceived
to play by those aware of the agency's mission.

The high percentage

and value rating of the Port of Newport differs greatly from its
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role as seen by public officials.

Many local residents think the

Port is the central focus of Siletz Bay management, especially in
Local residents

terms of planning and initiating future development.

seem unaware that legal restrictions adopted in the past few years,
especially in terms of quality standards and environmental considerations, have greatly weakened the power of this agency.

The other

agencies in this group were not considered important by local residents
because they were unaware of the variety of important interrelationships between the estuary and both the upland and marine areas.

Mechanisms of Agency Interaction

Public agencies involved in estuarine management interact with
each other most frequently through four mechanisms:

establishing

quality standards, issuing material removal and fill permits, the
A-95 process, and formulation of impact statements.

The agencies

involved in each of these mechanisms are shown in Appendix D, column
four, titled functions.

Considering estuarine management through

these four processes, the wide variety of functions and responsibilities occurring simultaneously indicate the fragmentation and complexity of the estuarine management structure.
in more than one process.

Many agencies are involved

The actual operation of these four pro-

cesses are determined by a combination of factors, including relative
size and importance of each agency, technical expertise, and the
legal definition of the agency mission.

Other important features in

public agency interrelationships are the steps in each decision
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process when interaction occurs and the legal strength of input from
each agency.

Of the 36 agencies surveyed, 13 can set standards affecting
estuarine management.

The most important agencies in this group,

in terms of direct effect on the estuarine environment, include
E.P.A., D.E.Q., State Board of Health and the Coast Guard in setting
quality standards.

The Fish Commission and Game Commission set

standards for living resource use and the State Water Resources
Board sets limits for consumptive and non-consumptive uses of water.
The D.E.Q. is the nucleus for setting quality standards in the
estuary.

E.P.A. offers technical assistance and guidance for D.E.Q.

activities.

Other agencies, such as the Oregon Department of

Agriculture and Oregon Department of Forestry set standards in their
realms of jurisdiction in conjunction with the D.E.Q.
Health has limited jurisdiction in estuarine areas.

The Board of
The power to

establish quality requirements for septic tanks in flood plain areas
may be transferred to D.E.Q. during the next regular legislative
session.

(Interview with Barbara Seymour, D.E.Q.)

The Coast Guard

also has a limited role as vessel waste disposal regulations are
formulated within established D.E.Q. standards.

Most local residents surveyed were unaware of estuarine standards
and their importance in estuarine management.

Many who participated

in recreational activities in Siletz Bay exhibited awareness of Game
Commission and Marine Board regulations, but knowledge was usually
limited to rules regarding activities of the individual.

The owners
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of recently built homes had a greater awareness of standards and
regulations regarding lot development.

However, as many standards

such as the county building code are less than two or three years
old, very few individuals have been required to be aware of, and
adhere to, these standards.

Permits for material fill and removal in estuarine areas have
become difficult to acquire.

This is due to the increasingly complex

procedure for obtaining a permit, the stricter standards by which
many agencies assess proposed projects, and the Governor's moritorium
on coastal development.

1

When considering dredge and fill permits

in navigable waters such as Siletz Bay, the Corps of Engineers is
the central agency, for they have the final power to issue or deny
the application, and they are the agency dealing directly with the
applicant and the public.

One exception to this role is the recent

transfer of approving permit applications for bridge location and
construction from the Corps of Engineers to the Coast Guard.
(Correspondence from Capt. Robert Diem, Coast Guard, and interview
with John Payne, Corps of Engineers.)

When considering refuse

disposal permits, of secondary importance in an estuary like Siletz
Bay,

2

E.P.A. override the Corps of Engineers.

When an application

for a dredge or fill permit is received by the Corps of Engineers,

1.

Executive Order No. 01-070-07, March 3, 1970.

With development around Siletz Bay limited to residential housing
2.
and a few farms, the quantity and characteristics of waste materials
dumped into the estuary have had little effect on water quality charac(Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, 1972)
teristics.
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it is forwarded to numerous federal agencies and distributed to
state agencies through the State Water Resources Board and the
Executive Office.

At the state level, the application could be

distributed to a maximum of 23 agencies, depending on the nature of
the particular proposal, requesting review and comment within 30
Approval by the state is critical, as the state owns most of

days.

the land for which applications are submitted.

3

Before a permit is

issued in Oregon, the Corps of Engineers must have a letter of
approval from E.P.A., the Executive Office coordinating comments
from state agencies, B.S.F.W. representing the Department of Interior,
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency, and certification
from the D.E.Q., the county, the diking district, and if appropriate,
the city.

In 1967, a dual permit system, with the Corps of Engineers and
Department of Interior, was being considered in connection with
H.R. 25, in response to complaints that the Corps considered development of water resources only through the manipulative process of
benefit/cost analysis.

(U.S. Congress, House, 1967)

This provision

was deleted from H.R. 25, and instead, under the 1967 Memorandum of
Understanding, a single permit issued through the Corps was retained,
but both agencies must confer and agree on the disposition of the
application before final approval.

The application may be approved

Any individual agency could, in theory, block approval by the
However, unless at least a few agencies object, the application is usually approved by the state.
3.

state.
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conditionally, or with no stipulations.

If the application is

approved by all the agencies, and the public has expressed a high
level of interest, then hearings are held.

The Corps holds hearings

only if they perceive a sufficient amount of public interest through
correspondence, telephone calls, and conversations.

After the

permit is granted, it expires December 31 of the third year and must
be renewed.

The recent Siletz Keys dredging controversy, in which

the developers of Siletz Keys wanted to complete the construction of
one more key by dredging out a channel and filling the adjacent land,
occurred when the developers attempted to renew their permit.
Army, 1971e)

(U.S.

The original permit was issued on April 30, 1964 and

expired December 31, 1966.

The local public has minimal input in the permit procedure.
Public input includes a long history of emotionalism and inaccuracy,
two features which agency representatives frequently mentioned as
having no place in a rational decision process.

4

The range of

relevant topics for consideration in reviewing permit applications
by the Corps of Engineers has changed substantially in the past few
years.

In February, 1971, the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the

Zobel v. Tabb decision, allowing the Corps to withhold a permit
based solely on environmental

5

considerations.

In 1971, the court

Respondents mentioning these features included John Paynes, Corp
of Engineers, Paul Norris, Ports Division, and John Foulton, Division
of Economic Development.
4.

Environmental considerations is broadly defined to include positive
and negative effects of the project on the environment which can not be
directly measured through traditional methods of economic analysis.
5.
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also decided the Corps can not ignore environmental considerations
when deliberating on a permit application in the Calvert Cliffs
Coordinating Committee v. Atomic Energy Commission decision.

(Inter-

views with John Payne, Corps of Engineers, and Felix Smith, B.S.F.W.)
The Corps, under N.E.P.A., and as a result of these two decisions,
is responsible for balancing environmental considerations with
economic factors examined through the benefit/cost analysis of each
project.

The A-95 process, established under the Intergovernment
Coordination Act of 1968, was revised in February, 1971, by the
Office of Management and Budget.

This process was initiated to

review and coordinate all applications for federal financing in an
attempt to increase agency cooperation and economic efficiency.

The

A-95 process is operated by a clearinghouse at the state level and
a council of government at the local level.

The A-95 process is

structured to coordinate 108 federal grant programs.
mental Protection Agency, 1971)

(U.S. Environ-

Whenever money is sought through

one of these programs, the state clearinghouses notifies state
agencies which have programs interacting with each proposal.

Each

agency, including local agencies that might be affected, reply on a
form sheet in one of five ways during a 30 day response period.
This procedure has been placed early in the planning process to
avoid duplication in planning efforts, as well as funding.

Very

little information is available on this procedure, for it was initiated to increase the efficiency of interaction between agencies.
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It has aroused only limited interest by individuals and officials
not directly involved in this process.

At the present time, the

Oregon Clearinghouse is processing about 50 notices of intent per
month.

The fourth procedure, environmental impact statements, has been
subject to a high level of public interest.

Several problems in the

formulation and processing of statements are now being solved, but
the procedure is still inefficient and ineffective.

As a result of

N.E.P.A., impact statements are required in all projects undertaken
or supported by the federal level.

Oregon's Clearinghouse has been

processing about six statements each month.

As of February, 1972,

not a single project in the United States had been halted as the
result of an environmental impact statement alone.
Mike Kahill, Oregon Clearinghouse, February, 1972)

(Interview with

According to

the memorandum in the Federal Register, land use and management is
one of ten categories requiring an impact statement.

Eleven federal

agencies are listed as having "jurisdiction by law or special expertise to comment on various types of environmental impacts" under the
subheading of coastal areas.

The impact statement is designed to

include a discussion of five topics:

the environmental impact,

adverse environmental effects of the project which can not be avoided,
alternatives to the proposed action, the relationship between local
short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and any irreversible and irretrivable
commitments of resources.

(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1971)

In theory, estuarine areas should be well-guarded under these five
criteria.
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In the past, federal agencies have utilized lower levels
of government and private groups involved in project formulation to
carry the load in researching and writing impact statements.

After

the statement is received by the clearinghouse, it is processed in
the following manner:

the clearinghouse sends it out to state and

local agencies for a 30 day period in which they review the statement
and comment.

The comments are then returned to the applicant.

The

applicant submits the revised statement to the federal agencies for
additional comment.

If the project is still desirable, the final

draft is drawn up by the applicant incorporating the new comments.
The clearinghouse then sends the statement to the Council of
Environmental Quality in Washington, D.C., which has 30 days to
review and comment.
months.

The entire procedure takes an average of six

(Interview with Mike Kahill, Oregon Clearinghouse.)

The impact statement is designed as an early warning system.
Before preparation of the first draft of the statement, the A-95
process makes other agencies aware of proposed projects in a
generalized manner.

Other agencies can then react to the proposal

very early in the planning process.

The first draft of the environ-

mental impact statement is written based on both prior comments from
other agencies and agency guidelines.
tages.

This approach has two advan-

The agency must expose the goals of the project very early

in the planning process.

Also, this procedure forces the agency

to release plans earlier for review and comment by other public
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agencies.

(Interview with Gary Potter, Highway Division, Environ-

mental Unit.)

However, several deficiencies exist within the procedure
described above.

The impact statement procedure has been used too

late in the process of planning a project.

(Interview with Herb

For projects already in the

Reilly, Oregon Executive Office.)

planning stage when the law became effective on July 1, 1970,
statements could not properly be placed in the planning process.
The Oregon Highway Division now submits a preliminary statement
after road construction or modification has been in the planning
process for one or two years.

The average time span, from initial

planning to completion of construction, is eight years.

This agency

is trying to use statements in an early portion of their planning
process so that alternatives can be fully considered and a variety
of options are still possible.

(Interview with Gary Potter, Highway

Division, Environment Unit, August, 1972.)

Second, almost all

agencies lack the expertise necessary to write an adequate impact
statement as prescribed in the Environmental Protection Agency
guidelines.

One related problem is each agency has established

individual guidelines for developing impact statements.

One repre-

sentative of Oregon's Clearinghouse suggested impact statements
should be biased for natural factors, just as benefit/cost analysis
includes biases promoting economic justification.

Mike Kahill, Oregon Clearinghouse.)

(Interview with

Impact statements would be most

effective, however, if they present information on social and natural
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factors accurately, so that the data is not subject to question.
(Interview with Gary Potter, Highway Division, Environmental Unit.)

Third, when the Corps is involved in construction projects or
analyzing permit applications, they do not write impact statements
if it is determined that no factors other than fish life and water
quality will be affected.

In these situations objecting parties

can initiate an abatement procedure.
Corps of Engineers.)

(Interview with John Payne,

Therefore, the impact statement does not even

have universal application in consideration of estuarine environmental
alterations.

Public - Agency Interaction

The public has virtually no impact in the four most important
decision processes in estuarine management.

6

Their role could be

characterized as minimal, secondary, and incorporated more for public
relations than as an actual influence on the decision.

It is axioma-

tic that public agencies alone can not be faulted for this situation.
The general public is poorly educated in and unfamiliar with both
the decision process and most natural resource problems.

Their

interest is general rather than concerned with specific problems in
specific areas.

The local public, as a small subset of the general

public, has a greater level of involvement through the hearing
process, and tends to be more interested in specific problems, but

The four processes are establishing quality standards, issuing
material removal and fill permits, the A-95 process, and formulation
of impact statements, described in the preceding paragraphs.
6.
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their views are determined within a parochial framework.

Some

private groups are responsible for encouraging increased public
participation.

These groups have special interests and actively

support specific viewpoints.

The first column in Appendix E lists the means by which the 36
agencies incorporate public opinion into their decision making
process.

All agencies, with the exception of a few at the local

level, use a formal and structured procedure.

Hearings are the most

common method for public involvement in the decision process, but
almost all agencies hold them only if there is controversy.

Many

agency respondents pointed out, based on their experience, that
very few members of the public were interested in activities that
did not affect them directly or financially.

Almost all members of

public agencies are not elected and therefore are only indirectly
responsible to the public.

Furthermore, representatives of public

agencies perceive the local public's attitudes and values to be
oriented to short-run economic returns.

These three features of the

relationship between private citizens and public agencies tend to
give the important decision processes to technical experts and
separate it from the general public.

Public input carries insignificant weight because it is generally
infused too late into the decision process.

Like the impact state-

ment, public involvement is often a formality rather than a real
contribution.

By the time public sentiment is sought in the decision

process, the alternatives have already been considered and disgarded,
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and the final decisions made.

Two agencies, the Soil Conservation

Service and more recently the U.S. Forest Service, have developed
programs to counter this?

Both agencies initiated programs in which

the local public has a continuing input into both the management
process and decisions of the agency.

The Forest Service program is

more pertinent to a consideration of estuarine management, for it is
involved in natural resource management of public lands while the
Soil Conservation Service program emphasizes technical assistance to
the local public.

The Forest Service program entails appointing a

council of local leaders to interact with the Forest Service in
managing each national forest.

This program, at the experimental

stage in Mt. Hood National Forest, expands the role of the local
public, involving them in a continuous process of management.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, 1971)

(U.S.

The Forest Service

program is of very little direct value in estuarine management, but
it is an approach which other agencies could initiate to increase
public involvement.

In estuarine management, the key agencies in

which the public might benefit from more involvement include the
Corps of Engineers, responsible for issuing permits, and the Fish
Commission of Oregon and Oregon State Game Commission, both managing
the living resources of the estuary and regulating the most intensive
uses of Siletz Bay at present.

Recognizing that these three agencies

The Lincoln County Planning Commission also uses public input,
but members of the Commission have a vested interest in the activities
of the Commission.
7.
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have special interests, increased and continuous public involvement
might gradually infuse more input from which agency representatives
could ascertain a more accurate perception of the public's attitudes
and values toward the special interests.

In the agencies primarily

responsible for setting standards, such as the D.E.Q., technical
expertise and accurate information may be more critical than continuing
These

public involvement providing social input for their decisions.

agencies now present proposed standards, previously arrived at through
their technical expertise, to the public in subsequent hearings.
Public involvement in the decision process varies with both the
level of the public and the level of government.
with the public occurs at the local level.

Most interaction

Hearings and other pro-

cedures, such as mailed notification involve the local level and are
centered on people most directly affected by the proposed activity.
Local people, however, are often too close to problems, or directly
affected, to give rational and useful testimony at hearings.

Groups

claiming to represent the general public interest usually have
special interests.

The level of credibility among these groups

varies significantly, and one agency respondent indicated this factor
is also considered.
Management.)

(Interview with Gene Peterson, Bureau of Land

As a result of increased interest in estuarine resource

complexes, they have been perceptually elevated from complexes of
local importance to at least state, or in the case of larger estuarine
areas such as Yaquina Bay, national importance.

As more private

citizens, agencies, and politicians have become educated in the range
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of values to be derived from this limited resource, more than local
interest and directly-effected agencies have been aroused to commert
on proposed modifications.

Creation of the O.C.C.D.C., and its

realm of responsibility, would indicate that Oregon's estuaries, of
which Siletz Bay is one, is a resource of at least statewide importance.

If this Bay is to be considered at this level, then the

decision-makers should involve a larger public.

The involvement of the public has some trends which correlate
with the various levels of government.

At the federal level, in

estuarine management, public involvement is either neglected totally,
primarily in the technical assistance agencies, or funneled through
formal, well-established channels.

Past decisions indicate public

input at this level carries very little weight.

In Oregon, the

state level is more conscious of the public's role.

Agencies at

this level are subject to more frequent and numerous influences,
through the elective process.

The public of the state has a greater

variety of formal and informal mechanisms to communicate with officials and influence their decisions.

Meetings and lecture tours

around the state by representatives of these agencies to acquaint
the public with their programs and goals are an important feature.
Also, many of these agencies put out special publications to educate
the public on specific problems as viewed through the mission of that
agency.

An example of the different roles played by state and

federal agencies having similar responsibilities is the variation in
activities perceived to be important by respondents from E.P.A. and
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D.E.Q.

Hearings, used at both the state and federal levels, are a

more formal procedure, and may have less value in relations between
agencies and the public than the other mechanisms described above.
At the local level, officials and the public interact more
extensively.

A cause of the closer relationship is that officials

have jurisdiction over a smaller area, with fewer people.

Therefore,

a greater percentage of most agencies' activities is likely to affect
a greater percentage of the public within the jurisdiction of the
agency.

This level is also closest to the public in terms of both

the elective process and personal contact.

Thus, while a representa-

tive of a state or federal agency is generally known only by his job
title and professional activities to individual citizens, officials
at the local level are known as individuals and must sustain a
continuous personal public relations program.

Much more of a local

officials' time is spent in personal interaction, as technical
expertise and research are not primary functions for most officials
at this level.

This relationship is most obvious at the county level

where the central focus of government is the county commissioners.

Development Alternatives

The views of public officials on future development alternatives,
outlined in the fourth column of Appendix E, differs somewhat from
alternatives perceived by local residents.

The agency personal seem

to have a more realistic picture of the future potential of the Bay,
given its physical characteristics and present level of development.
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These respondents, viewing the Bay through their agencies, base their
more realistic picture on technical knowledge, an awareness of comparative situations in other estuaries, the availability of factual
material, and separation from daily contact with Siletz Bay and the
local conflicts associated with the Bay.

The local residents, as

discussed earlier, perceive future development in a wide variety of
ways, based on known past usage patterns extended into the future,
augmentation of personal use patterns, and the belief that the estuary
could be the focus of commercial development similar to Yaquina Bay
on a smaller scale.

The public agency respondents, regardless of

level and orientation, saw the future of the Bay in some type of
recreation development.

In general, the federal level respondents

were most general in their responses, while representatives of the
local level were significantly more precise than participants from
either the state or federal level.

Federal and state agency respon-

dents were less willing to commit themselves and less aware of any
social or economic conflicts in the area.

Local officials deal with

the daily problems of the area, while at the other end of the management spectrum, federal officials are involved only if major projects
are proposed or a large-scale crisis occur.

Many of the agency

respondents were impressed by Salishan, but felt future residential
development like Siletz Keys was more likely.

Respondents were

divided on the likelyhood of dredging a channel and constructing
jetties.

However, even representatives of conservation-oriented

organizations, such as B.S.F.W., thought the mouth of the Bay would
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be developed with a channel and jetties.
function-oriented.

Many responses were

These respondents replied in terms of their

agency's mission in estuarine management.

Examples of this approach

include replies by the County Road Engineer and D.E.Q.

Comments

Public input into the estuarine management process is limited.
A primary cause is lack of public knowledge about Siletz Bay as a
resource complex and about the management process.

Some changes in

the management system are now occurring, such as the experimental
Forest Service program, but much more is needed if the public is to
have a continuous and viable role in the management of estuaries.
Many of these management-public relations problems are illustrated
by the difficulties of the O.C.C.D.C., representing Oregon's coastal
public and local government, to gain acceptance by both the public
in the rest of the state, and state and federal agencies.

If the

present management system maintains the same structure, rapport
between all levels of agencies and all levels of the public will
continue to be minimal and agencies will not truly represent the
public.

But if one of the national coastal zone management bills

becomes law, there will be a rapid increase in management activity
concerning various aspects of the coastal zone, and new possibilities
for including more participation by all levels of the public in the
management process.
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Almost all public agencies are function-oriented and can not
adequately manage a natural resource complex such as an estuarine
area.

While each of the agencies described in the preceding chapter

has a role in managing Siletz Bay, no single agency has either the
authority or responsibility necessary to coordinate management of
the estuarine system.

The total area of the estuarine system,

including marine and upland sections, might be impossible to manage
within a single agency.

The estuary alone, however, should be

managed as a single resource complex with consideration given to its
interaction with surrounding upland and marine environments.

The

A-95 process and N.E.P.A. have already forced public agencies to
increase coordination and cooperation.

If the O.C.C.D.C. is given

authority to manage as well as plan by the Oregon legislature, then
this problem should be partially solved.

This agency could coordinate

and oversee the activities of other public institutions in Oregon's
littoral at all levels.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Many differences between local resident perception of Siletz Bay
and the realities of both the natural resource complex and the management system were found through this research.

Some conclusions will

focus on possible causes of these variations and the implications of
this dichotomy for the management of Siletz Bay in the future.
Another group of conclusions will be recommendations for improving
interaction between public agencies and local residents.

As expressed

in the text, this process should be educational to both groups.
Other conclusions will analyze how the perception of each local
resident concerning Siletz Bay reflects his value system toward this
natural resource complex.

Even a partial explanation of the local

citizen's value system regarding this natural resource is important
in explaining how local residents might react to specific proposals
regarding the estuarine environment.

Differences between local resident perception and realities:
Individual residents have an accurate perception of only a
1.
Accuracy
very limited portion of the estuarine resource complex.
usually correlates closely to the individual's use patterns. Most
individuals thought their level of knowledge about the estuary
exceeded the amount of knowledge they displayed in responding to the
questionnaire. With limited knowledge, many respondents were unaware
of the probable results of developments they perceived as desirable.
One problem for managing agencies is to determine within which topics
local residents should have an accurate knowledge of the estuary.
This pattern could affect the perception of local residents by agency
representatives and the manner in which they interact.
Local residents were not aware of beliefs held by other
2.
residents. They overwhelmingly indicated that other residents have
similar ideas when considering development alternatives, and used
This pattern might be partially
the estuary in a similar manner.
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explained because residents tend to associate with others having
similar beliefs about use patterns, and probably, development.
However. they should also be aware of other use patterns and other
development philosophies prominent in the local area. This pattern
has important management implications, for agency representatives
must recognize that the individual is usually speaking only for
himself.
3.
Local residents are not knowledgeable about Bay management.
This fact is displayed most obviously in misconceptions about both
the comparative importance of different agencies and the realms of
responsibility of agencies. They associate level of importance with
either visibility or amount of personal interaction.
Thus, local
agencies received a much higher ranking from local residents than
they received from agency representatives.
Lack of contact between
local residents and representatives of many agencies above the local
level is one cause of this problem. Also, local residents would not
be able to maintain an awareness of the changing legal realms of
many agencies, in which a basic trend is concentration of authority
and responsibility at the federal and state levels.

4.
Local property owning residents are very interested in the
future of the Bay. The main reason for a high level of interest is
the large number of temporary and retired residents seeking estuarine
recreation opportunities. An additional explanation of this interest is
the last settler syndrome. In this theory, new inhabitants overreact
to protect their new area of residence from developments they perceive
as undesirable and responsible for forcing them to move from their
previous home. Also, a majority of the local residents depend
directly on the Bay for recreation or commercial opportunities.
5.
Increased conflict between some local residents interested
in developing the estuary by constructing a marina, channel and
jetties,and limited filling associated with these developments, and
others desiring no alteration of the existing estuarine environment
is likely.
Those favoring development may succeed because they can
focus on the positive economic results of these modifications.
Individuals against development base their viewpoint on a variety of
beliefs including the need to maintain a low tax rate, discouraging
continued development and attraction of more people into this area,
and effects on wildlife populations, such as waterfowl. Also, it is
unlikely that a person who depends on continued economic success
could be convinced that it is in his interest to preserve this
resource. This conflict, as perceived by local residents, does not
include long-run effects and short-term economic gains.
They perceive the conflict as one choice rather than gradual change accompanying development. Those favoring preservation also expressed
very little awareness about effects of natural resource modification
outside the local area on Siletz Bay, even though upstream and ocean
activities could substantially alter the estuary.
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Analysis of the six socio-economic variables yielded two
6.
This division places
distinct communities of local residents.
residents into two groups similar to the groups interested in development and preservation of Siletz Bay, increasing the potential for
conflict. These two groups have very little in common, in terms of
background and interests. They also have different levels of
Some members of the wealthy resident group have
political power.
substantial political power and most members of this group also have
a higher awareness about characteristics of the resource and management system. Therefore, if conflict occurs between these groups
over the estuarine natural resource complex, the group characterized
by wealthier, middle-aged, short-term and temporary residents should
have several clear advantages when interacting with the management
structure.
Local residents perceive temporal changes in estuarine use
patterns inaccurately. They associate overall change with variations
It would be difficult to accurately
in personal use patterns.
estimate levels of change unless the individual used the resource in
an unchanging manner at a constant rate for an extended amount of
time. However, an individual should be aware of use tendencies by
observing the resource for several years. Recreational uses in this
estuary have been increasing rapidly, because most of the recentlyarrived local residents moved into this area to take advantage of
local active and passive recreation opportunities.
7.

Public agency - local public interaction:

Agencies should initiate programs to educate the local public
8.
in agency mission and goals, as well as factual information about the
estuary. The local residents are not well-informed about this natural
The
resource complex, although they have a great deal of interest.
agencies involved in managing the Bay, while having limited missions
regarding estuarine management, have collected information useful to
local residents in helping them comprehend the characteristics and
The Game
qualities of the estuarine environment more completely.
Commission program of lectures and slide shows is an excellent
Local residents need basic facts and concepts, not techniapproach.
cal input, to modify and improve their perception of the estuary. An
awareness of agency mission and goals will help local residents comprehend what type of information each agency seeks and why it undertakes research in specific topics.
Most local residents seem to react primarily to stimuli
9.
If agencies are to educate local citizens
which directly affect them.
about estuarine values, they must do it through activities affecting
The work of the Game Commission would interest local
residents most.
citizens while U.S. Geological Survey research is of little perceived
Programs of this agency should attempt to make local
importance.
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citizens aware of estuarine values through measurements of user
activities and short and long-run positive and negative economic
effects of possible development alternatives. All of these topics
are of direct interest to local residents.
10.
Local residents can contribute to agency knowledge by
responding at local programs about factors that cause their perception to deviate from the perception of agency officials.
Local
residents would probably have most to contribute when discussing use
patterns.
Local residents, through experience related to use patterns,
probably have acquired some information which is unknown through
agency and academic research. For example, recreational boaters and
fishermen, using the estuary throughout the year, probably know a
great deal about yearly changes in estuarine topography, while agencies
have undertaken only limited research in this complex field. This
information would not only be useful in management, but also help
indicate areas in which additional research could be undertaken.

Local resident value system toward Siletz Bay:
11.
Very few local residents think of the estuary as a resource
of natural importance. When asked what are the most important personal values involved in determining how Siletz Bay might be used in
the future, only three participants included the variety of natural
cycles or large natural populations requiring, and sustained by the
Bay in their answer. Rather, almost all respondents saw the Bay as
an object for justifying their goals. Those who wanted the Bay
preserved see it as an increasingly scarce resource rather than a
complex natural community of ecological importance.
Those wanting
development did not believe it was being used in an optimal manner.
Leopold (1949) addresses this problem, stating that the general
public needs to develop a land ethic today, just as a new social
ethic has been evolving during the past half century.
Development
of a land ethic is becoming increasingly critical because of both
the destructive capability of today's technology and the lack of
concern by so many individuals. Luten (1969) considers another aspect
of this problem, stating that we try to put a price tag on quality,
using public policies not designed for an era of crowded population
and a high level of resource exploitation.
If he is correct, then
public management groups, at all levels, are promoting the type of
value system the surveyed residents retain, rather than attempting
to acquaint them with a value system similar to the one described by
Leopold.

The value system of local residents reflects their lack of
12.
knowledge and interest concerning management goals of involved public
agencies.
They perceive goals of each agency as either obstacles to
overcome or supporting their personal value system. Some local residents prefer concentration of power at the local level because they
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believe local citizens would have the greatest influence on formulating
and modifying agency goals at this level. As no comprehensive management agency for estuaries exists in Oregon, each agency has a limited
interest in estuaries. Tneir imolvement in estuarine management is
only one portion of the realm encompassed by their mission. Local
residents have no specific agency in which their personal goals can
interact with the agency mission. This situation is probably one
reason for local resident frustration over the past activities of
the local port commission.

While this research answers the question of how local propertyowning residents around one estuary in Oregon perceive both this
natural resource complex and the structure of public agencies responsible for managing it, it also opens some additional topics for
study.

Similar questionnaires could be given to a small percentage

of residents living adjacent to other estuaries in Oregon.

The

results would show whether some of the conclusions of the survey
described in this paper have general application for the coast of
Oregon, especially when considering socio-economic factors.

Second,

local residents of estuarine areas at different stages of development, such as an orientation toward industrial use or prohibiting
modification, could be questioned to find if either the level of use
and development or potentials for future modification affect the
local resident's perception of estuarine values.

Also, this study

could lead to additional research about the relationships between
other types of natural resource complexes and the management structure evolved to be responsible for controlling their use and development.
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APPENDIX A
LOCAL PROPERTY-OWNER QUESTIONNAIRE
Number

I'm Jeffrey Zinn, a graduate student at Oregon State
I would like to get your opinions on some matters of
interest to people living near Siletz Bay. This survey is being
conducted to learn more about values and attitudes local property
owners have concerning the use, development, and management of the
It is hoped that the results of this
nearby Siletz Bay estuary.
survey will be helpful in developing a more rational, responsive,
and flexible management structure for Oregon's coastal zone. I
would like to thank you for your time and assistance - it is gratefully appreciated.
Hello.
University.

First, I would like to ask you several questions for classification purposes.
Age:

25-34(3%)
15-24(1%)
65 or older(28%)

Sex:

Male(72%)

35-44(13%)

45-54(25%)

55-64(29%)

Female(28%)

Less than 1(2%)
Length of property ownership near Siletz Bay:
over 15(28%)
6-15(29%)
1-5(40%)

Nature of residence:

Type of residence:
Survey section:

Permanent(77%)

commercial(14%)
Salishan(26%)

Temporary, Seasonal, or
Secondary (less than 6
months)(23%)
private(86%)

Cutler City and
Kernville(35%)

Taft(39%)

5,000-9,999(32%)
-4,999(19%)
Family income level:
15,000-24,999(12%)
10,000-14,999(14%)
Refuse(3%)
over 25,000(19%)

Now, I would like to ask you a few questions about the manner
in which you and others use Siletz Bay.
1.)

In what way or ways do you use Siletz Bay?

2.)

How do other people from the local area use Siletz Bay?

3.)

Do you go to other estuaries for uses not available in Siletz
Bay?

(where, why, and specific uses)

Yes - 33%

No - 67%
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4.)

The lower portion of page 1 contains a list of possible uses
for an estuary like Siletz Bay.
a)

In column A, check those uses you have seen at Siletz Bay.

b)

In column B, check any other uses you feel might be taking
place now, even though you have not personally observed them.

c)

Do you think the uses you selected in A and B have remained
constant since you first acquired property in the area?
If the use has remained constant, place a 0 in column C;
if the use has decreased (in that time period), place a -;
and if it has increased, place an X.

d)

In column D, check the use or uses that are most important
to you in Siletz Bay.

e)

In column E, check those uses you think occur on larger
estuaries such as Tillamook Bay or Yaquina Bay.

5.)

What are the most important personal values involved in determining how Siletz Bay might be used in the future?
like the Bay as is
recreational development
heavy recreational and
commercial development

6.)

40
33
24

(key words)

recreational and some
commercial development
minimal recreation
development
other

20
14
10

What natural factors limit either increased use or a greater
variety of uses in Siletz Bay?
bar
shallow bay
lack of channel
small size

7.)

79

43
26

sedimentation
limited access
debris

16
10
6

23

limited natural
populations
high river flow
none

Does the Siletz Bay estuary, or the nearby ocean front have a
(why)

greater value to you as a recreational site?
Bay - 57%
8.)

6
4
3

Ocean - 18%

Both - 25%

Do you prefer the estuarine environment you live in at Siletz
Bay to the existing environment of larger Oregon estuaries,
such as Yaquina Bay?

Yes - 87%
9.)

No - 13%

On page 2, in column A, check the developments you desire.

In

column B, check the developments a majority of your friends desire.
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10.)

Yes(73%)

Do you feel you should know more about Siletz Bay?
No (27 %)

11.)

On page 2, how much would you rely on each of these sources
to obtain more information about Siletz Bay?

The remainder of the questions concern the management of Siletz Bay.
12.)

I, as a local property owner, have a voice in decisions about
modifying Siletz Bay.

13.)

On page 3 and 4, some public agencies and private organizations
actively involved in the management of Siletz Bay, are listed.
In column A, place a check next to the groups which you have
heard of conducting any activity having a possible effect on
Siletz Bay.

In column B, indicate the level of concern you

feel each group listed has shown for Siletz Bay.

The number 5

denotes the maximum level of concern, the number 1 denotes no
concern, and zero means no response or don't know.

In column

C, indicate the degree of involvement you feel each group has
shown in the management of Siletz Bay.

In column D, indicate

how well-informed you feel each group is with regard to Siletz
Bay.

In column E, indicate the importance of each group in the

management of Siletz Bay.
14.)

What level or levels of government do you believe to be the
main manager of Siletz Bay and other estuaries in Oregon now?

15.)

What level or levels of government should be the main manager
of Siletz Bay and other estuaries in the future?

16.)

Why should the level of government you selected in the previous
question be the prime manager of estuaries in the future?

17.)

The activities of public management groups concerning Siletz
Bay reflects the importance of this Bay as a natural resource.

18.)

Creation of the Coastal Conservation and Development Commission
will lead to better estuarine management practices.

19.)

The criticism of Representatives from non-coastal areas in
recent hearings, that other regions of the state should have
more representation on the Commission, is valid.
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20.)

The next page contains a map including Siletz Bay and the
surrounding area.

If someone were to mention the Siletz Bay

region, please outline the area you would include.
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1.)

(Circle more than one)

Fishing(61%)

Other (specify) (4 %)

Scenic or Visual Effects(79%)
2.)

(Circle more than one)

Fishing(91%)

Walks(73%)

Boating(82%)

Swimming(21%)

Hunting(37%)

Shellfishing(76%)

Sewage Outfall(3%)

Swimming(3%)

Hunting(10%)

Shellfishing(34%)

Walks(58%)

Boating(41%)

Sewage Outfall (12 %)

Other (specify) (2 %)

Scenic or Visual Effects(71%)
4.)

A

B

C

D

E

Recreational Fishing

98%

1%

+12%, -0%

68%

Not

Shellfishing

89%

3%

+26%, -0%

36%

Used

Hunting

56%

72%

+2%, -0%

9%

Commercial Fishing

10%

1%

+1 %, -0%

5%

Recreational Boating

97%

1%

+34%, -4%

50%

Log Storage

12%

3%

+26%, -1%

1%

Sewage Outfall

25%

14%

+12%, -7%

1%

Filling Land

60%

11%

+2%, -0%

2%

Residential Development
on Filled Land

60%

1%

+36%, -0%

4%

Bird Watching

54%

3%

+2%, -5%

18%

Dredging

57%

14%

+9 %, -3%

3%

Commercial Development
on Filled Land

36%

8%

+25%, -1%

3%

Commercial Development
on Shorefront Property

50%

8%

+23%, - %

8%

Walking

86%

9%

+12%, - %

42%

Swimming

40%

8%

+7%, -2%

8%

Scientific Research

16%

9%

+11%, -0%

7%

General Aesthetic
Value

72%

5%

+18%, -4%

55%

1%

4%

Other (specify)
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9.)

Recreational Marina
Commerical Logging Port Facility
Commercial Fishing Port Facility
Filling Wetlands for Commerical Development

11%

12%

Dredging and Maintaining a Channel in the Estuary

55%

56%

4%

3%

31%

25%

Other (specify)

None of the Above

Fairly
ReliReliable
able
Source Source

Very

I'd be
Cautious
of this
Source

I would be
quite SkepDon't No
tical of
this Source Know Answer

Radio and T.V.

26%

36%

18%

8%

2%

9%

Newspapers

23%

38%

21%

7%

2%

9%

Civic Organizations

16%

36%

21%

9%

6%

12%

Conservation
Organizations

18%

47%

18%

2%

5%

10%

Close Friends

16%

41%

16%

9%

7%

12%

Hearings and Formal
Public Meetings

10%

42%

27%

5%

4%

12%

9%

45%

23%

10%

3%

10%

Local Government

14%

29%

25%

14%

5%

11%

State Government

14%

38%

26%

5%

5%

11%

Federal Government

14%

40%

21%

6%

5%

14%

Marine Experts

44%

37%

4%

1%

5%

8%

Magazines

Local Residents

Other (specify)

12.)

Very Strong

8%

5%

3%

16%

5%

10%

53%

Very Weak
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A

B

C

D

Federal Agencies (as a group)

64%

2.75*

2.61

2.71

3.38

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

15%

2.86

2.46

3.14

3.36

Bureau of Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife

30%

3.48

2.71

3.31

3.38

7%

3.64

2.78

2.80

3.09

Bureau of Land Management

18%

3.46

3.31

3.19

3.14

Forest Service

16%

3.17

2.75

2.92

2.92

8%

3.86

3.00

3.33

3.83

Environmental Quality
Administration

17%

4.00

3.43

2.86

3.50

Corp. of Engineers

51%

3.40

3.42

3.51

4.02

5%

3.20

3.80

3.20

3.60

State Agencies (as a group)

61%

3.34

3.22

3.14

3.65

Division of State Lands

14%

3.38

2.91

2.83

4.14

Fish Commission

39%

3.94

3.56

3.70

3.62

Game Commission

29%

3.64

3.27

3.55

3.45

State Highway 0epartment

35%

3.30

3.27

2.93

3.19

State Marine Board

20%

3.19

2.81

3.33

3.60

2%

3.67

3.50

4.00

4.00

Oregon State Water
Resources Board

12%

3.73

2.67

2.89

3.83

Port Authorities Commission

34%

3.78

3.21

3.31

3.72

Oregon State University

26%

4.04

3.31

3.92

3.38

Oregon State Police

21%

3.17

3.17

3.19

2.83

Department of Environmental
Quality

16%

3.90

3.24

3.12

3.37

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Extension Service

Other (specify)

Division of Economic
Development

Other (specify)

E

1%

Regional Agencies (as a group)

36%

3.26

3.10

3.33

3.74

Coastal Conservation and
Development Commission

21%

3.50

3.15

3.00

3.44

*Average value for all who answered.
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13.) (continued)

A

B

D

C

E

Port Federation Organization
(Port of Newport)

34%

3.66

3.53

3.68

3.93

Local Agencies (as a group)

50%

3.41

3.24

3.09

3.28

County Road Department

18%

2.85

2.69

2.67

2.69

County Planner

27%

3.00

3.19

2.71

2.82

County Commissioners

34%

3.30

3.00

2.90

3.33

County Sanitary Authority

21%

3.00

2.31

2.53

2.83

Public Utilities

14%

3.23

2.67

3.00

2.58

County Engineer

18%

3.20

2.93

2.69

2.43

Lincoln City

26%

3.35

2.92

2.79

3.08

Building Inspector

14%

2.85

2.62

2.57

2.58

1%

Other (specify)

Private Organizations
(as a group)

32%

3.11

3.04

3.04

2.91

National Wildlife
Federation

11%

3.42

3.30

3.20

2.82

Chamber of Commerce

25%

3.19

3.04

3.13

3.12

6%

4.14

3.57

3.50

3.25

20%

3.79

3.63

3.36

3.27

Sierra Club

Oregon Coastal Association
14.)

Federal 32%

State 49%

Regional 24%

County 22%

Local 14%

15.)

Federal 15%

State 53%

Regional 32%

County 23%

Local 29%

17.)

Strong Relationship 20% 7% 12% 25% 5% 10% 21% No Relationship

18.)

Better 38% 11% 7% 1% 1% 1% 1% Worse
Don't Know 24%

19.)

Valid 25% 8% 2% 7% 3% 8% 47% Invalid

No Opinion 17%
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Lincoln

QUESTION 20
City

Taft

Cutler City

ernville

Salishan
Coyote
Rock

Gleneden

Chinook
Bend

Beach

Mack Landing

Lincoln
Beach

Morgan Landing

Depoe Bay

Mowrey Landing
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This page contains several statements. Please check to indicate
how strongly you agree or disagree with each one. As all these
statements are opinions, there are no "right" or "wrong" answers.
Strongly
Dis- DisStrongly
Agree Agree Neutral agree agree
1. Filling and dredging are forms
of pollution.

18%

23%

9%

40%

9%

6%

30%

25%

34%

5%

3. A state park should be developed somewhere along Siletz Bay to
give the public greater access.

21%

31%

10%

24%

14%

4. The adopted plan to relocate
Highway 101 over the Siletz River
is desirable.

43%

36%

5%

10%

4%

5. Regional government keeps the
solution of estuarine problems
close to home.

14%

47%

21%

15%

1%

6. A developer who wants to fill
part of Siletz Bay is justified
because opposing government agencies and conservationists have
an extreme point of view.

5%

22%

7%

34%

32%

7. The details of government
should be left to experts, so
the public does not have to
worry about them.

5%

13%

5%

38%

39%

8. An estuary's greatest value
(in dollars) is almost always
as a natural resource.

21%

34%

6%

25%

12%

9. Local government usually is
not competent to solve complex
development and management
problems.

16%

45%

10%

24%

5%

2. The Commission will be mainly
concerned with development, and
only secondarily with conservation.

If you would like to receive a summary of the results of this
survey, please write your name and address below. You should receive
it during the fall. Thank you again for your participation.
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APPENDIX B
AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

B) powers of your agency

1.

What are the A) responsibilities and
with regard to estuarine management?

2.

What is the legal basis of this authority?

3.

What role and means does public opinion and public participation
play in the management decisions of your agency? What ways are
public expression incorporated by your agency?

4.

What are the sources of the public's knowledge?

5.

How interested do you think the public is in the future of
estuaries along Oregon's coastal zone? Do you differentiate
between local public opinion and general public opinion?

6.

What role does the local public have in the management of
Oregon's coastal estuaries? Should this role be altered?

7.

Name any other public management groups your group interacts
with in estuarine management. What is the nature and frequency
of these interactions?

8.

What are the most important public agencies in estuarine
management? What role creates this importance?

9.

How does your agency arrive at decisions when considering
management problems in estuaries such as filling and dredging,
public land use, and use conflicts?

10.

What projects has your agency undertaken involving Siletz Bay
in the past 10 years?

11.

Will your agency consider management alternatives in an estuary
like Siletz Bay in the future? Could you please give some
examples?

12.

From the standpoint of your agency, what are the realistic
possibilities for future use, development, and management of
Siletz Bay?

APPENDIX C

PARTICIPANTS

Agency

AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

Title

Federal

Bureau of Sports Fisheries and
Wildlife
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of Land Management
Forest Service

Felix Smith
No response*
Gene Peterson
Stan Bennett

Geological Survey

David Harris

Environmental Protection Agency
Soil Conservation Service
Army Corps of Engineers
Coast Guard
Sea Grant

Chuck Flood
Herb Carnahan
Fred Bartel
John Payne
Capt. Robert Duim*
William Wick

Extension Service

William Wick

Chief, Division of Basin Studies
Lands and Watershed Staff, Siuslaw
National Forest
Supervisory Hydrologist, Hydrologic
Analysis Group
Sanitary Engineer, Land and Water Section
Staff Leader, River Basins
Chief, Rivers and Harbors Section
Permit Section
Chief, Engineering Division
Coordinator, Pacific Sea Grant Advisory
Program
Program Leader, Marine Advisory Programs

William Delay

Hydraulic Engineer

Leonard Wilkerson
Richard Angstrom
Rollie Rousseau

Assistant Director
Water Resource Specialist
Assistant Chief, Environmental Management
Section

River Basins Division

FedetalState
P.N.W.R.B.C.
State

Division of State Lands
Fish Commission of Oregon
Oregon State Game Commission

APPENDIX C (continued)

Agency

Name

Title

State (continued)

State Soil and Water
Conservation Commission
State Engineer
Highway Department
Highway Division
Parks Division
Port Division
Department of Environmental Quality
Board of Health
Marine Board
Department of Agriculture
Division of Economic Development
State Water Resources Board
Department of Forestry

Bruce Niss
James Carver, Jr.

Field Representative
Deputy State Engineer

Fred Klayboe
Dave Talbot
Paul Norris
Barbara Seymour
Thomas Blair*
Robert Rittenhouse
Don McKinnis
John Foulton
Jack Johnson
Walter Sargent

Deputy Highway Division Engineer
State Parks Superintendent
Planner, Department of Transportation
Information Director
Director - Community Sanitation Program
Director
Resource Coordinator
Director
Chief, Advanced Planning
Deputy State Forester

No response*
Fred Weakley
William Hagman

Manager, Port of Newport
Executive Director

Regional
O.C.C.D.C.
Port of Newport
District 4 C.O.G.
LOCal

County Road Engineer
County Planner
County Plahning Commission
County Commission
County Sanitary Authority
Lincoln City

Joe Steere
Lynn Steiger
Sid Knox
Mike Miller
Ken Kaufman*
No response*

County Road Master
Lincoln County Planner
Chairman
Chairman
Director

APPENDIX C (continued)

Agency

Name

Title

Local (continued)

Building Inspector
Soil Conservation District

Ernie Zerbuchen
Melvin Rigdon

*Questionnaire responses solicited by mail.

Lincoln County Building Inspector
District Conservationist

APPENDIX D

SELECTED RESPONSES FROM THE AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

AGENCY

STATUTES1

RESPONSIBILITIES2

FUNCTIONS

Fish and Wildlife
Service, Bureau of
Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife

Primarily Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
(1958), also Fish and
Wildlife Act (1956),
Estuary Protection Act
(1967), Endangered
Species Conservation Act
(1969), Anadromous Fish
Conservation Act, Water
Quality Improvement Act
(1970), National Environmental Policy Act (1969),
1967 Memorandum of Understanding between the
Dept. of the Army and the
Interior Dept.

When streams or other bodies of water
are modified by any group under federal
permit or license, the Fish and Wildlife
Service examines the project in terms of
wildlife conservation.
When denial of
the permit is recommended, because of
significant wildlife damage, a solution
is reached through the procedures
established in the 1967 Memorandum of
Understanding.

A-1, and/
or 2
D-1,2

1.

2.
3.

Statutes
laws which govern the actions of the agency in estuarine management.
Responsibilities - duties of agency in estuarine management perceived by the participant.
Functions - A-1:
approval of dredge and fill permits, A-2: referral and comment on dredge and
fill permits, B - makes grants for activities that might affect estuarine areas, C - has power to
set standards, D-1:
comments in A-95 process, D-2: comments on environmental impact statements.

3

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY
Bureau of Land
Management

STATUTES

Operates planning system,
classifying land for disposal or multiple use
management since 1964.
Also has managed 0 and C
lands since 1937 (first
multiple use Act in the

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

Manages certain public land resources
including outer continental shelf. Very
little coastal land in Oregon. Manages
a few parcels in the upper Siletz Basin.

A-2
D-1,2 where
applicable

Manage national forest lands under the
principles of multiple use. The five
uses considered include grazing, watershed management, timber, fish and wildlife habitat, and recreation. This land
must be managed to meet the quality
standards set by the Department of
Environmental Quality. Most of the
Schooner Creek and Drift Creek drainage
areas are national forest land.

A-2
D-1,2 where
applicable

Agency is strictly fact-finding concerning water. Most work is collection
of stream flow data. Any work undertaken must be requested by another
agency. When requests come from state
or local agencies, costs are split, but
federal agencies requesting technical
assistance must pay the entire cost.

None

U.S.).

Forest Service

Geological Survey

Multiple Use Act of 1955,
National Environmental
Policy Act (1969).

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY
Environmental
Protection Agency
(E.P.A.)

Soil Conservation
Service

STATUTES

FUNCTIONS

National Environmental
Policy Act (1970), Rivers
and Harbors Act (1899) Section 10 and 13 permits,
National Water Pollution
Act (1965).

In section 13 permits, concerning waste
disposal, the Corps will not override
E.P.A., as established in Executive
Order 11288 and the 1967 Memorandum of
Understanding.
In section 10 permits,
concerning dredge and fill operations,
the opposite relationship exists.
impact statements of all public agency
activity involving federal dollars must
be submitted to E.P.A. under N.E.P.A.
(1969).
The agency has very little
power until a crisis occurs. Aids
states in setting standards.

A-1,2

Watershed Protection and
Flood Prevention Act

Involved in technical studies with all
levels of government.
Concerned primarily with erosion problems and land
suitability characteristics. Main
expertise in soils, and use of soil
types as a basis for zoning.

A-2
D-2

In the past two years, the Corps has
moved to consider all activities covered
in section 10 permits (Rivers and Harbors Act, 1899) below higher high water
and direct drainage connections, rather
than high water.
In addition to issuing
dredge and fill, and waste disposal permits, the Corps undertakes all public
financed construction projects under
their mission of maintaining and fostering the public right of navigation.

A-1,2

(PL83-566).

Army Corps of
Engineers

RESPONSIBILITIES

Rivers and Harbors Act
(1899), National Environmental Policy Act (1969),
Memorandum of Understanding (1967), Executive
Order 11288, Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act
(1958).

B
C

D-1,2

C

D-1,2

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY
Coast Guard

STATUTES

PL89-670, Water Quality
Improvement Act (1969).

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

Approval of all activities connected
with construction of bridges and associated structures.
This power was
transferred from the Corps in 1969.
Sets regulations to prevent oil pollution.
Maintains search and rescue capabilities at numerous coastal locations.

A-1,2
D-1,2

Sea Grant and
Extension Service

Smith-Lever Act (1914)
Sea Grant Act (1966).

The extension service attempts to provide the public with any information
they want.
The public decides which
programs are necessary.
Extension service activities are strictly educational.
Presently, these activities are strongly
oriented to economic activities dependent on the marine environment.
The
primary objective is to develop personal
contact with local residents and provide
any service requested.

None

Pacific Northwest
River Basins
Commission

Water Resources Planning
Act PL89-80 (1965).

The commission coordinates public agency
planning activities at the state and
federal level, to develop a comprehensive plan for water and related land
resources of the region, and continually
updates it. It brings representatives of
agencies together rather than conducting
primary research.
Funded 50% by federal
sources, 50% by state sources.

None

1-.

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY
Division of State
Lands (D.S.L.)

Fish Commission
of Oregon

Oregon State Game
Commission

STATUTES

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

1947 legislative directive, Oregon Senate Bill
224 (1971 regular session), O.R.S. Chapters
273, 274 and 541.

The division manages all public lands
owned by the State of Oregon.
Before
1947, the division could only sell or
lease state lands and had no management
role.
The D.S.L. has more of a general
stewardship role, rather than specific
responsibilities. All the state agencies together form the necessary expertise to manage state lands. Uses'
leasing as a management tool. The state
owns estuarine lands, including submerged and submersible lands, below mean
high water.
Submerged estuarine land is
granted for fee (private rights), but
not easement (the public rights of navigation, fishery and public recreation).

A-1,2

O.R.S. Chapters 541, 509

Primary responsibility is to protect and
preserve the fish resources of the state.
Salmon are under their jurisdiction if
longer than 15 inches and not caught by
hook and line. They have an important
input in analyzing applications for
dredge and fill permits.

A-1,2

Improve and protect state wildlife
resources. Habitat management.
Has an
important role, similar to the Fish Commission in issuing dredge and fill permits, under Senate Bill 224.

A-1,2

and 605.

O.R.S. Chapters 496 and
541.

C

D-1,2

C

D-1,2

C

D-1,2

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY

STATUTES

State Soil and
Water Conservation
Commission

PL84-566
PL81-401 (Food and Agriculture Act)
O.R.S. Chapter 568.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Supervises and coordinates the soil and
water conservation districts in the
Less
state, approving local programs.
technical than federal level. All activities based on local initiative. Works
closely with State Engineer on watershed

FUNCTIONS
A-2

plans.

State Engineer

O.R.S. Chapter 537, 540
and 566.

Highway Department:
Highway Division

Highway Department:
Parks Division

O.R.S. Chapter 373.

O.R.S. Chapter 390.

Works closely with U.S.G.S. Concerned
with collecting primary technical data
on stream characteristics. Has primary
jurisdiction on issuing water rights.
Also has jurisdiction over distribution
of water rights, based on stream flow
measurements.

A-2

Coordinates water-related road building
activities with the state Fish Commission and Game Commission. Seeks use
compatability. Primarily concerned with
State
road construction and location.
estuarine lands are not purchased, but
rather roadways are granted a lease of
occupance.
Now totally avoid any
filling in estuaries.

A-2

Administers beach law as it relates to
beach parks. No parks in Siletz Bay
estuary - an unusual condition. Would
develop park in area if invited in by
local public.

D-2, where
applicable

B
C

D-1,2

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY

STATUTES

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

Highway Department:
Ports Division

O.R.S. Chapter 777.

The division functions as a statewide
agency to coordinate activities of all
the port commissions in Oregon. All
port commissions must have port division
approval of activities.

None

Department of
Environmental
Quality (D.E.Q.)

O.R.S. Chapters 449 and

Establish and enforce standards through
testing water quality characteristics.
Can stop violators by either court
action or civil penalties. Staff
decides particular standards for each
water body, dependent on both natural
conditions and man-induced input.
Effects and costs of standards must be
considered and decisions are based on
results that can be realistically

A-1,2

341.

D-1,2

expected.

Board of Health

O.R.S. Chapter 622.

Sets and enforces water quality standards related to shellfishing.
Sets
standards for septic tank use, with
special regulations for flood plain

D-2

areas.

Marine Board

O.R.S. Chapter 448

Regulates recreational boating and boat
traffic where necessary, including the
discharge of sewage from vessels. Has
the authority to prohibit specific
boating uses in certain areas.

N.)

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY
Department of
Agriculture

Division of
Economic
Development

State Water
Resources Board

Department of
Forestry

STATUTES

O.R.S. Chapters 449 and
648.

Part of the Executive
Office.

O.R.S. Chapters 536 and
541.

O.R.S. Chapter 316.

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

Sets feed lot standards. Tries to
encourage sound farming practices
through regulation. No technical staff.

C

Until eight years ago, responsible for
economic planning, as well as development.
Their role is indirect, interested in the regional economy. Want to
help coastal fishing industry.
Act more
as a catalyst, bringing people and economic opportunities together, than as a
manager.

None

The board studies the water resources of
the state, including means and methods
of conserving and augmenting the water
resource, existing and contemplated
needs, and allocation of water for various beneficial uses. The board is also
designated as the enforcement agency,
with the power to take criminal or civil
action, when considering material
removal and filling.

A-1,2

Under the Oregon Forest Practices Act,
passed in 1971, the Board can set rules
in all the forest areas of the state in
five realms; reforestation, road building, harvesting methods, use of chemicals, and hazard disposal.
This law
could have a significant effect on
curbing poor logging practices in
private holdings.

A-2

D-1,2

D-2

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY

STATUTES

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

Port of Newport

O.R.S. Chapter 777.

Responsible for port management and
development. Although powers have been
somewhat limited by recent environmental
legislation, still retains strong role
regarding shorefront and estuarine land
use within district. Port of Newport
created in 1910 to promote local commercial potentials.

A-2
D-1,2 where
applicable

District 4 Council
of Government

Model Cities and Metropolitan Act (1966),
Governmental Coordination
Act (1968).

The C.O.G. has been involved with Lincoln
County since 1970. Lincoln County did
not want to join Benton and Linn Counties, but was forced to, in order to
have access to many federal grant programs.
C.O.G.s are responsible for
areawide planning and all federal
spending in four fields - sewer, water,
parks, and open space. All A-95 funding
must be processed through the C.O.G.
The A-95 process includes 108 federal
grant and loan programs. Assists local
area in planning rather than having land
use enforcement powers.

A-2

O.R.S. Chapter 368.

Maintains county roads and right-of-way.
If federal financing is involved, must
meet federal road standards. In new
developments, such as Salishan, the
county doesn't maintain roads, but these
roads must conform to county standards.

A-2

(C.O.G.)

County Road
Engineer

D-1,2

D-2

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY

STATUTES

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

The county road standards are the same
as state standards, except more strict
on paving, due to heavy winter precipitation levels.

County Road
Engineer
(continued)

County Planner

O.R.S. Chapter 215.

The planner is
lishing goals,
Plans
zoning.
manner similar

County Planning
Commission

O.R.S. Chapters 220 and

Has authority to recommend zoning. Consists of nine unpaid members appointed
by the County Commissioners to give
Only has the power to
technical advice.
recommend zoning patterns and regulations to the County Commission.

County Commission

O.R.S. Chapter 203.

215.

responsible for estabcounty-wide planning, and
to zone Siletz Bay in a
to Yaquina Bay.

The Commission is the sole governing
body for all unincorporated areas in the
county. Has authority in fields such as
county finance, roads, and county land
In addition, the Commission sets
use.
policies and management goals for the
county. The Bay proper comes under the
management of the Corps, the Port of
Newport, and D.S.L., rather than County
Commission.

D-2

None

APPENDIX D (continued)

AGENCY

STATUTES

RESPONSIBILITIES

FUNCTIONS

Building Inspector

O.R.S. Chapter 215.

Operates under county zoning ordinances.
Building permits required only since
1970.
Need more flood plain regulation
and looking into flood plain insurance.

C

Soil Conservation
District

PL45-64 (1935)
PL83-566.

Work with land users and owners,
offering technical advice on how to
manage farm and woodland.
Only operates at the request of the local public.
The districts are formed and regulated
under state law.

None

County Sanitary
Authority

O.R.S. Chapters 449, 341,
and 622.

Agency serves as a referral agency to
the D.E.Q. Must approve proposed development on estuarine fringes which
proposed subsurface sewage disposal.

None

APPENDIX E

ADDITIONAL SELECTED RESPONSES FROM THE AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE
2

3

AGENCY

PUBLIC INPUT1

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

Fish and Wildlife
Service, Bureau of
Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife

Limited, the total public
must be considered
(local, state, and federal).
One problem of a
technical agency is communication. Now, as a
representative of conservation interests, has a
better rapport with the
public.

Corps of Engineers
have
responsibility for maintaining the public right
of navigation, the
backing of Congress, and
the focus of permit pro-

Develop water and related
land use plan like Yaquina
Bay; possibilities include
a small boat harbor, navigation within the Bay, and
perhaps a north side

cedures.

jetty.

Formal system of public
involvement - primarily
hearings.
Involve the
public during the
planning process, before
conclusions are reached.
The public is unaware of
the impact of upland
areas on estuaries.
Planning process tends to
overemphasize local input
- need a broader base.

Corps of Engineers,
Environmental Protection
Agency, Bureau of Sports
Fisheries and Wildlife roles of setting standards and issuing permits.
These agencies are
important in riparian
areas, which are the
location of most estuarine conflicts.

Should be managed as a
natural eco-system,
rather than by ownershipcontrolled boundaries.
Proper management takes
more authority than any
one agency has.

Bureau of Land
Management

1.

2.

3.

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

Public Input - Methods for involving the public in agency activities.
The agency or agencies the respondent perceives to be most important in estuarine management and
the reasons for the perceived importance of these groups.
The development alternatives perceived by the agency for Siletz Bay.

AGENCY
Forest Service

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

Information is presented
to the public through
fact sheets to local
residents and agencies.
A hearing procedure is
used in their formal
planning process. Just
recently developed a system of citizen advisory
councils to give the
local public a greater
role in terms of involvement in the total planning process. Also try
to hold more public
meetings to decrease the
relative weight of local

O.C.C.D.C., County Commissioners, P.N.W.R.B.C.,
and recently the Water
Resource Board for planning input. Also, any
agencies that control
land use are important;
must manage to protect
the total natural envir-

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES
In the Siletz Basin, must
reserve some areas from
logging - attempt to do
less damage. There
should be no more development on wetlands.
Stop any uses that might
increase the rate of
sedimentation.

onment.

input.

Geological Survey

None, work strictly
through other agencies.

Not enough expertise to
answer this question, just
provide technical data.

Need more data first,
especially in terms of
sedimentation.

Environmental
Protection Agency

Focuses on agency interaction, rather than public involvement.
E.P.A.
is more policy and technically oriented, while
state agency counterparts,
the D.E.Q. in Oregon, is
more public-relations
oriented.
In permit controversies, the Corps is
the central focus with

Corps of Engineers undertakes construction
projects and actions that
can lead to environmental
degradation. Now, with
impact statements, there
should be a greater
balance of interests, as
all the natural resource
agencies comment on proposed projects.

Need a greater level of
expertise to comment.
The area is too complex,
but quality standards
should be emphasized.

(E.P.A.)

AGENCY
Environmental
Protection Agency
(E.P.A.)
(continued)

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

E.P.A. on one side and
the public on the other
no direct interaction
between E.P.A. and the
public.

Soil Conservation
Service

No public involvement

O.C.C.D.C. - will maintain a balance in estuarine use and development
throughout the state.
W.R.B. and Sports Fisheries and Wildlife are also
important.

Concerned with events on
upstream lands
no
direct involvement in the
estuarine area.

Army Corps of
Engineers

Formal structure of hearings for projects or permits when the Corps feels
there is sufficient public interest and/or controversy.
Sees the
O.C.C.D.C. as the focal
point of local public
interest in estuaries in
the future.

Corps, Fish Commission,
Game Commission, D.E.Q.,
E.P.A., Department of the
Interior.
These are all
guarding agencies.
Each
has a self-interest, but
they interact. Some
don't have a sufficient
range of responsibility
to carry out their legal
missions.

Just responsible for section 10 and section 13
permits, and navigation.
Not likely to have a
marina as the benefits
only marginally justify
the project.

Coast Guard

Local public opinion and
public relations are
important because of
numerous small coastal
installations. Local
public have a much greater voice in estuarine
management. Holds

The answer to this question is completely dependent on the nature of the
particular problem
needing a solution.

No further additions by
Now
the Coast Guard.
operate a summer bay and
river patrol from Taft.
If the harbor were improved, the Coast Guard
would provide navigation
aids.

AGENCY

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

Coast Guard
(continued)

hearings only on bridge
permit applications.

Sea Grant and
Extension Service

A large portion of the
public doesn't care, so a
major problem is to stimulate them. Try to form
local committees to solve
particular problems.
Local people have economic interest while those
away from the coast don't
trust local people to
preserve the coast.

Corps, E.P.A., Sports
Fisheries and Wildlife,
B.L.M., Division of State
Lands, D.E.Q., Fish Commission, Game Commission,
Port Commission, County
Planning Agencies.

Open the Millport Slough;
leave the Bay unmodified,
but resurrect it by reestablishing the natural
channel patterns.

P.N.W.R.B.C.

All indirect; through
state and federal agencies.
Legally charged to
coordinate with the public, but does not want to
bypass state officials.
Therefore, they operate
through machinery of the

Don't plan to that detail,
but rather discuss broader
problems. Most Commission
funding for projects, like
the type that occurs in
Siletz Bay, come from the
federal level.

states.

Corps - responsible for
navigation and issuing
permits. They have the
potential to have the
greatest effect in estuarine areas.
Also E.P.A.,
but their effect is
diluted through the legal
process.

Recognizes the existence
of many levels of public
in a spatial context.
Hearings are held occasionally.
Public does
not have the expertise,
either factual or technical, but rather

Living resource agencies
need interaction with
agencies who can create
irreparable damage.
State Water Resource
Board - authority extends
to estuarine areas and
the nearshore. Also, the

Need to know more
the
less you know, the more
restrictive management
must be. Need cooperative
program aimed toward comprehensive land and water
planning as the final
management vehicle.
The

Division of State
Lands (D.S.L.)

AGENCY

Division of State
Lands (D.S.L.)

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

presents a general
feeling type of response.
O.C.C.D.C. provides a
forum for the coastal public.
Public does not sufficiently understand the
mechanisms through which
they can become involved.

Attorney General's office,
through opinions issued.

Fish Commission of
Oregon

Hearings held occasionally. The Corps can call
hearings for permits.
State Water Resource
Board coordinates permits
procedure at the state
level.
Increased public
attendance at hearings is
one expression of growing
interest in estuaries.

Depends on problem.
In
permit procedures, in
contact with about 20
different natural resource agencies at all
levels daily.
Each agency has specific duties to
protect resources and
control specific alternatives.

Will remain recreation
area. Slight likelyhood
of jetties.
Probably more
development like Siletz
Keys.
Newport is too
close for this area to
support extensive and competing development.

Oregon State Game
Commission

The Fish Commission and
Game Commission have held
a series of meetings
along the entire coast of
Oregon, presenting their
view of the importance of
estuaries and the coastal
zone to local groups.
Hearings used occasionally - good for ascertaining unmeasurable social values. Attempt to
educate local government.

Corps, Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife, Fish Commission, Game Commission, D.S.L.
O.C.C.D.C.
is the central focus and
forum for local residents
and government.

Should be based on developing a regional comprehensive land use plan.
Need
an organization similar to
the Yaquina Bay Task
Force. Must meet continually growing demand with
an unchanged or diminishing resource base.
Can't
duplicate past mistakes
such as poor logging practices or sand spit deve-

(continued)

O.C.C.D.C. will probably
plan the future of the
Bay.

lopment.

AGENCY

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

State Soil and
Water Conservation Commission

Indirect through local
districts. The local
districts are the center
of S.C.S. activities.

Sports Fisheries and
Wildlife, N.O.A.A., Fish
Commission, State Water
Resource Board. These
agencies are important in
permit procedures.

Need to place environmental
price tag on activities
upstream that effect the
estuary.
Sedimentation and
erosion have been bad problems in this area.

State Engineer

Indirect, through the
State Water Resource
Board, which develops
policies and programs for
water use in the state.

State Water Resource
Board - develops the
overall water programs
for the state.

No response. The total
appropriated flow in the
Siletz basin, 71.107, is
very close to the average
minimum flow, 108.9.

Highway DepartHighway
ment:
Division

Two public hearings in
every project formulation
process
very formal
structure for public expression. Coordinates
strongly with local
government.
Tend to
favor local public opinion, although the beach
bill goes against that
trend.
O.C.C.D.C. gives
the local public a new

Fish Commission, Game
Commission, local C.O.G.,
O.C.C.D.C.
Importance
of these bodies created
by law.
For example,
initiation of the impact
statement has changed
agency interrelationships
and relative power.

Very little concern outside constructing and
maintaining roads.
No
further improvements in
the Siletz Bay area in the
foreseeable future, except
perhaps on some county

D.E.Q., Dept. of Health,
Fish Commission, Game
Commission, D.S.L.,
C.O.G.s are becoming more
important.
Each agency
has specific objectives.

Would develop a park if
public desires one.
Considered buying the sand
spit in the 1950s, but the
price was too high
($80,000). More recently,

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

roads.

forum.

Highway DepartParks
ment:
Division

Public opinion shapes
their program. Division
consists of technicians
who carry out policy.
Hearings are held only
when necessary. Have a

AGENCY

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

Highway Department:
Parks
Division
(continued)

nine-man policy committee
made up of members from

State level importance in
estuarine management is
rising at the expense of
local power.

considered making the rock
at the mouth of Schooner
Creek a park. General
access to the Bay should
be increased.

Highway Department:
Ports
Division

Public input indirect
through local units. No
mechanism for public
involvement.

State Water Resource
Board
clearing permits
at the state level.
Corps., D.S.L., local
port districts, counties,
cities, natural resource
agencies - all involved
in permit procedures.

Might be limited barging,
but no maritime commerce
because Newport is too
close.
Should keep the
Bay in a natural condition,
with development oriented
to recreation.

Department of
Environmental
Quality (D.E.Q.)

Follows the standard procedure set forth in the
Administrative Policy Act
of Oregon (proposal
hearing - revised recommendation - final policy
decision).
In some programs, when there is
greater public interest
or controversy, the
D.E.Q. forms citizens'
advisory committees. The
public's environmental
concern is general; they
are ignorant on specifics
of estuarine areas and
problems.

D.S.L., State natural
resource agencies,
E.P.A., Dept. of Health.
Work with and through
local government whenever possible.

Estuarine quality policies
are now clearly established.
Too much development is considered in terms
of cheapest alternatives,
and the burden is put on
the local level because of
the tax system.

the public,

AGENCY
Board of Health

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

Public involvement indirect, primarily through
other public agencies.

D.E.Q. - regulates both
pollutants and filling of
tidal lands.

Need more basic technical
data on the estuary before
willing to make a statement.

Marine Board

Hearings are held when
specific or special regulations for specific
areas are being considered such as setting
speed restrictions or
prohibiting use.

D.E.Q. - most directly
involved and has the most
substantial powers
regarding water quality.

Reserve comment until the
boating study for Siletz
Bay is completed.
Statistics for recreational use
of the Bay might justify
federal funding of harbor
development.

Department of
Agriculture

Holds many public meetings for interaction and
information, as well as
establishing regulations.
Tries to be responsive to
public needs and desires.

Now S.C.S. and the Corps,
but the O.C.C.D.C. will
become more important in
the future.

Bay should be cleaned up it has a lot of potential.
Area farms are primarily
part-time. No farm-caused
quality problems.

Division of
Economic Development

Very little
try to
maintain low level of
visibility. Public
interest in estuaries is
high, but chaotic, at

O.C.C.D.C. - for first
time, an agency is taking
a balanced look at
coastal resources and the
appropriate development.
The Corps and D.S.L. have
the greatest control now.

Future in development of
resorts, tourism and
recreation. Salishan is
excellent as a long-term
use for the area.

Fish Commission, Game
Commission, D.S.L., port
districts, county and
city government, and
O.C.C.D.C.
Importance

Studies needed include
classifying available
water resources, closure
of areas to dredge and
fill permits, reservation

present.

State Water
Resources Board

Formal structure appoints county water
resource committees.
Water use policy statements formulated through

AGENCY

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

State Water
Resources Board
(continued)

these committees, modified through public
hearings. Also holds
appeal hearings on state
material removal and fill
permits.

derived from authority to
act or control estuarine
activities.
Other public
groups have secondary importance in molding opinion and creating interest
in estuarine activities.

of potential dam-sites,
and flood plain classifiOnce these
cation.
studies are completed,
the future of the Bay can
be discussed.

Department of
Forestry

Use of ad-hoc committees.
The state has established
a procedure for involving
the public. Want maximum
public input, so hold
many hearings.

No one agency is most important.
Importance
comes from both the whole
structure and in agency
coordination.

A lot of potential for
timber growth.
Now moving
to get more land back into
production.

Port of Newport

Hard to get public interested unless the individual is affected. Get
most feedback through
other agencies. Try to
develop local rapport.
Also have seldom-used
hearing procedure.

Corps is most important,
but not all-powerful.
D.S.L. and Governor's
Office also have strong
roles because permit
approval is necessary for
every estuarine activity.

Need to develop Siletz Bay
for transients - Project
an increase of 100% in
traffic use on 101.

District 4 Council
of Government

Work strictly through
local governments. Now
under pressure to develop initial plans, so
minimal public involvement.
Will increase public input in the future,
with an orientation to
preservation of alternatives.

O.C.C.D.C. - get the
regional planning needed
for the coast.
Lincoln
County is one of the best
coastal counties, in
terms of planning.

More upper class development like Salishan. Although there aren't that
many people who can afford
that type of development,
once it starts in an area,
it should be promoted.

(C.O.G.)

AGENCY

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

County Road
Engineer

Most public involvement
is through the County
Commissioners. The
Engineer lists suggestions for each year's
work.
The Commissioners
hold public meetings to
get public sentiment on
proposed work, then decide which projects
should be initiated.

County Commissioners they make final decisions
on all road projects.

Need to open up Millport
Slough; culvert has been
sitting next to the road
for many years - a local
farmer blocked installation several years ago.

County Planner

Two forms - One exemplified by Yaquina Bay Task
Force, which included
local leaders who have
some personal knowledge
of the resource. Also
hearings. Mail notification to all residents
within 250' of a proposed

Corps, resource agencies,
county agencies, S.C.S.
For any plan, agencies
having resource information for decisions are
important.

Need more information to
be collected by all the
concerned agencies.
Future will be based on
some form of recreation.
Non-recreation alternatives can be looked at,
but are not likely.

County and local levels
are most important in a
direct role, state and
federal levels as technical and advisory roles.
Agencies are functionaloriented.

Badly need land use planning and zoning in the
area - flood plain problem.
Industry in area is
wishful thinking. Future
as recreation-tourist area.

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

change.

County Planning
Commission

Hold hearings, have regularly scheduled meetings
every two weeks. Don't
use citizen committees.
Like to have public
input, but the individual
must take the initiative.

AGENCY

PUBLIC INPUT

MOST IMPORTANT AGENCIES

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES

County Commission

About 85% of public is
only interested in what
effects them. Have elective process, hearings,
and the commissioners
always available.
Public
is most interested in
tax-related matters. The
hearing process is set up
in statutory law.

State natural resource
agencies and D.S.L. are
most important.
Have the
most contact with the
Fish Commission and Game
Commission.

Future in recreation and
tourism, don't project any
industry in the future.

Building Inspector

For ordinances, need public hearings and legal
approval before signed by
the commissioners.

No comment

Need to watch sewage problems in flood plain area.
Could use special additions to the building code
for law areas.

Soil Conservation
District

Each district has a board
of supervisors.
Try to
develop programs to fit
the public's needs. All
projects are developed
through local organizations.
Try to show the
public the results of
various courses of
action, then let them

Planning Commission sets
guidelines to control
patterns of development.
The Fish Commission and
Game Commission have input, but no policing
authority.
Zoning control is most important.

The deterioration of the
Bay has now gone too far.
Losses include sedimentation, development, and
tidal flat losses.
Fishing is the main use,
but a deteriorating attraction. Will probably become only a sight-seeing
area.

decide.

County Sanitary
Authority

Limited public input.
Local planning meetings
and public notices are
used when necessary.

The local planning commission is the key.
Others include D.E.Q.,
Corps, state health
authorities, and Soil
Conservation Service.

Do not alter the Bay, with
the exception of small
craft recreation.
Limit
nearshore development.
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APPENDIX F

GLOSSARY

bureaucracy
The inflexible, unresponsive structure which has evolved
to become the focus of natural resource management in our society,
consisting of numerous single purpose or narrow interest public
Individuals in the bureauagencies and administrative groups.
cracy are bureaucrats and technicians.

carrying capacity - This term is used in this paper as defined on
page viii in Ecology and the Economy, and means "the capability
of the land and resources of an area to sustain indefinitely
various population levels, economic activity levels, and various
levels of protection of natural or intangible values." It is
applied to the "entire environment of a region," rather than
just the renewable resources of the region.
conservationist - An individual who believes the relationship between
economic development and maintenance of natural environmental
qualities should be based on allowing economic development to
occur at levels compatible with maintaining natural values into
the future.
estuarine resource complex
All the natural substances existing in
an estuarine environment which have utility to man, and the
interrelationships among those substances.
estuary
One frequently-used definition was first put forth by
Prichard several years ago. He stated "an estuary is a semienclosed body of water which has a free connection with the
open sea and within which ocean water is measurably diluted
with fresh water derived from upland drainage."
(Prichard, 1967)

local public
A subgroup of the general public which resides near
enough to a natural resource to have some form of daily interaction. At Siletz Bay, the local public includes all residents
within the boundaries of the study area.

natural resource - Any substance occurring in the earth's realm
from which man perceives utility.
preservationist - An individual who believes economic development
should not occur unless it will not alter either the natural
environment or any natural quality characteristics.
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All individuals within defined political boundaries.
public (general)
In this
The public does not include organizations or groups.
study, the general public includes all the residents of Oregon,
unless otherwise defined.

public officials - Individuals who work for groups which have been
created by government to serve perceived public need.
visibility - The comparative level of recognition a public agency
has from the public.

